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Mouvement brownien branchant avec sélection
Résumé
Dans cette thèse, le mouvement brownien branchant (MBB) est un système aléatoire
de particules, où celles-ci diffusent sur la droite réelle selon des mouvements browniens et
branchent à taux constant en un nombre aléatoire de particules d’espérance supérieure à 1.
Nous étudions deux modèles de MBB avec sélection : le MBB avec absorption à une droite
espace-temps et le N -MBB, où, dès que le nombre de particules dépasse un nombre donné
N , seules les N particules les plus à droite sont gardées tandis que les autres sont enlevées
du système. Pour le premier modèle, nous étudions la loi du nombre de particules absorbées
dans le cas où le processus s’éteint presque sûrement, en utilisant un lien entre les équations
de Fisher–Kolmogorov–Petrovskii–Piskounov (FKPP) et de Briot–Bouquet. Pour le deuxième
modèle, dont l’étude représente la plus grande partie de cette thèse, nous donnons des asymp-
totiques précises sur la position du nuage de particules quand N est grand. Plus précisément,
nous montrons qu’elle converge à l’échelle de temps log3N vers un processus de Lévy plus une
dérive linéaire, tous les deux explicites, confirmant des prévisions de Brunet, Derrida, Mueller
et Munier. Cette étude contribue à la compréhension de fronts du type FKPP sous l’influence
de bruit. Enfin, une troisième partie montre le lien qui existe entre le MBB et des processus
ponctuels stables.
Mots-clefs
Mouvement brownien branchant, sélection, équation de Fisher–Kolmogorov–Petrovskii–
Piskounov (FKPP) bruitée, équation de Briot–Bouquet, mesure aléatoire stable.
Branching Brownian motion with selection
Abstract
In this thesis, branching Brownian motion (BBM) is a random particle system where the
particles diffuse on the real line according to Brownian motions and branch at constant rate
into a random number of particles with expectation greater than 1. We study two models of
BBM with selection: BBM with absorption at a space-time line and the N -BBM, where, as
soon as the number of particles exceeds a given number N , only the N right-most particles
are kept, the others being removed from the system. For the first model, we study the
law of the number of absorbed particles in the case where the process gets extinct almost
surely, using a relation between the Fisher–Kolmogorov–Petrovskii–Piskounov (FKPP) and
the Briot–Bouquet equations. For the second model, the study of which represents the biggest
part of the thesis, we give a precise asymptotic on the position of the cloud of particles when N
is large. More precisely, we show that it converges at the timescale log3N to a Lévy process
plus a linear drift, both of them explicit, which confirms a prediction by Brunet, Derrida,
Mueller and Munier. This study contributes to the understanding of travelling waves of
FKPP type under the influence of noise. Finally, in a third part we point at the relation
between the BBM and stable point processes.
Keywords
Branching Brownian motion, selection, Fisher–Kolmogorov–Petrovskii–Piskounov (FKPP)
equation with noise, Briot–Bouquet equation, stable random measure.
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Introduction
The ancestor of all branching processes is the Galton–Watson process 1. A Galton–Watson
process pZnqně0 with reproduction law qpkqkě0 is defined in the following way: Z0 “ 1 and
Zn`1 “ Zn,1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Zn,Zn , where the Zn,i are independent and identically distributed (iid)
according to qpkqkě0. The generating function fpsq “ ErsZ1s plays an important role in
the study of pZnqně0, because of the relation ErsZns “ f pnqpsq “ f ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ fpsq, the n-fold
composition of f with itself. With this basic fact, one can see for example without difficulty
that the probability of extinction (i.e. the probability that Zn “ 0 for some n) equals the
smallest fixed point of f in r0, 1s. In particular, the extinction probability is one if and only
if ErLs “ f 1p1q is less than or equal to one. This motivates the classification of branching
processes into supercritical, critical and subcritical, according to whether ErZ1s is larger
than, equal to or less than one. Furthermore, generating function techniques have been used
extensively in the 1960’s and 1970’s in order to derive several limit theorems, one of the
most famous being the Kesten–Stigum theorem, which says that in the supercritical case, the
martingale Zn{ErZns converges to a non-degenerate limit if and only if ErZ1 logZ1s ă 8.
The Galton–Watson process has two natural variants: First of all, one can define a branch-
ing process pZtqtě0 in continuous time, where each individual branches at rate β ą 0 into a
random number of individuals, distributed according to qpkq. The generating function of Zt
then satisfies two differential equations called Kolmogorov’s forward and backward equations
(see (3.2) and (3.3) in Chapter 1). In passing to continuous time one loses generality, because
the discrete skeleton pZanqně0 for any a ą 0 is a Galton–Watson process in the above sense.
In fact, the question under which conditions a (discrete-time) Galton–Watson process can
be embedded into a continuous-time process has been investigated in the literature (see [14,
Section III.12]).
The second variant is to assign a type to each individual and possibly let the reproduction
of an individual depend on the type. In the simplest case, the case of a finite number of
types, this yields to results which are similar to those of the single-type case. For example,
the classification into supercritical, critical or subcritical processes now depends on the largest
eigenvalue of a certain matrix and even the Kesten–Stigum theorem has an analogue (see [14,
Chapter V]).
Branching Brownian motion and FKPP equation. In this thesis, we study one-dimen-
sional branching Brownian motion (BBM), which is a fundamental example of a multitype
branching processes in a non-compact state space, namely the real numbers 2. Starting with
an initial configuration of particles 3 located at the positions x1, . . . , xn P R, the particles
independently diffuse according to Brownian motions and branch at rate one into a random
1. See [101] for an entertaining historical overview. Note that it should be called the Bienaymé–Galton–
Watson process, but we will stick to the standard name.
2. Strictly speaking, the type space of BBM is the space of continuous real-valued functions, but we ignore
this fact here.
3. We will often, but not always, use the terms “particle” and “individual” interchangeably.
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number of particles distributed according to the law qpkq. Starting at the position of their
parent, the newly created particles then repeat this process independently of each other. It is
the continuous counterpart of the branching random walk (BRW), a discrete-time multitype
branching process where the offspring distribution of an individual at the position x is given
by a point process P translated by x. As in the single-type case, the BRW is a more general
object than the BBM, because the discrete skeleton of a branching Brownian motion is itself
a BRW.
In losing generality, one gains in explicitness: When studying BBM one often has more
tools at hand than for the BRW, because of the explicit calculations that are possible due
to the Brownian motion. For example, let upx, tq denote the probability that there exists a
particle to the right 4 of x at time t in BBM started from a single particle at the origin. The
function u satisfies the so-called Fisher–Kolmogorov–Petrovskii–Piskounov (FKPP) equation
B
Btu “
1
2
ˆ B
Bx
˙2
u` F puq, (1)
where the forcing term is F puq “ βp1´ u´ fp1´ uqq.
Starting with McKean [118], this fact has been exploited many times to give precise asymp-
totics on the law of the position of the right-most particle when the process is supercritical,
i.e. m “ řkpk ´ 1qqpkq ą 0 [44, 45, 62, 63]. Recently, it has also been used for the study
of the whole point process formed by the right-most particles [53, 10, 12, 11, 4]. Many of
these results have later been proven for the branching random walk as well, either through
the study of a functional equation which takes the role of (1) above [71, 131, 16, 46, 141] or
using more probabilistic techniques [117, 92, 1, 3, 114].
Let us state these results precisely. Fisher [80] and Kolmogorov, Petrovskii, Piskounov
[106], who introduced the equation (1), already noticed that it admits travelling wave solutions,
i.e. solutions of the form upx, tq “ ϕcpx´ ctq for every c ě c0 “ ?2βm. Furthermore, in [106]
it is proved that under the initial condition upx, 0q “ 1pxď0q, there exists a centring termmptq,
such that upx´mptq, tq Ñ ϕc0 and mptq „ c0t as tÑ8. Together with tail estimates on the
travelling wave, this implies a law of large numbers for the position of the right-most particle in
BBM 5. The next order of the centring term mptq was then studied first by McKean [118], who
provided the estimate mptq ď c0t ´ 1{p2c0q log t and then by Bramson [45], who established
almost fifty years after the discoverers of (1) that one could choose mptq “ c0t´ 3{p2c0q log t,
a result which stimulated a wealth of research.
Travelling waves. The fact that (semi-linear) parabolic differential equations could de-
scribe wave-like phenomena has aroused great interest and spurred a lot of research, which is
now a central pillar of the theory of parabolic differential equations (see for example [13, 139])
and has also been discussed to a great extent in the physics literature (see [138] for an ex-
haustive account). The FKPP equation has a central place in this theory and is considered
to be a basic prototype.
Since the beginning of the 1990’s, physicists have been especially interested in the effect
of noise on wave propagation. The types of noise that one considers are mainly multiplicative
white noise and discretisation of the wave profile (for an exhaustive list of references on this
subject, see [124]). The rationale behind the latter is that real-life systems consisting of a
finite number of parts are only approximately described by differential equations such as (1).
For example, in the original work of Fisher [80], the function upx, tq describes the proportion of
4. For a, b P R, we say that a is to the right of b if a ą b.
5. An equivalent result for the BRW has been proven by Biggins [29, 30], after more restrictive versions by
Hammersley [85] and Kingman [103].
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an advantageous gene among a population in a one-dimensional habitat (such as a coast-line).
In a population of size N , it can therefore “in reality” only take values which are multiples of
N´1. Discretisation therefore corresponds to “internal” noise of the system. A multiplicative
white noise on the other hand models an external noise [52].
During the 90’s, there were several studies which noticed that such a noise had a tremen-
dous effect on the wave speed, causing a significant slowdown of the wave (see for example
[48]). This was then brilliantly analysed by Brunet and Derrida [50], who introduced the
cutoff equation, which is obtained by multiplying the forcing term F puq in (1) by 1puěN´1q.
They found the solutions to this equation to have a wave speed slower than the original one by
a difference of the order of log´2N and verified this numerically [51] for an N -particle model,
where each particle of generation n` 1 chooses two parents uniformly from level n, takes the
maximum of both positions and adds a noise term. But they did not stop there: In later
works, with coauthors, they studied the fluctuations of such microscopic systems of “FKPP
type” and developed an axiomatic phenomenological theory of fluctuating FKPP fronts which
permits to describe the fluctuations of those systems. Among them, they proposed the par-
ticle system we call the N -BRW [58]: At each time step, the particles reproduce as in the
BRW, but only the N right-most particles are kept, the others being removed from the sys-
tem. This can be seen as a kind of selection mechanism, which has an obvious biological
interpretation: If one interprets the position of an individual as the value of its “fitness” [57],
i.e. a measure of how well the individual is adapted to an environment, then killing all but
the N right-most particles at each step is a toy model for natural selection, a key concept of
Darwinian evolution.
Further applications of BRW and BBM. Besides their role as prototypes of travelling
waves, BRW and BBM have many other applications or interpretations, mainly because of
their tree structure. For example, the BRW can be seen as a directed polymer on a disordered
tree [74] and more generally as an infinite-dimensional version of the Generalised Random
Energy Model (GREM) [72, 43]. It also plays an important role in the study of the Gaussian
Free Field on a 2D lattice box [38, 69, 39, 47]. On a more basic level, BRW and BBM have
been used as models for the ecological spread of a population or of a mutant allele inside a
population [132, 120, 133], especially in the multidimensional setting, which has been studied
at least since [31]. Finally, a fascinating application of the BRW appears in the proof by
Benjamini and Schramm that every graph with positive Cheeger constant contains a tree
with positive Cheeger constant [19] .
Results
We now come to the results obtained in this thesis on branching Brownian motion with
selection. As before, by selection we mean the process of killing particles, which can be
interpreted as the effect of natural selection on a population, but should rather be viewed in
the more global framework of fronts under the effect of noise. We will concentrate on two
selection mechanisms:
BBM with absorption. Here, we absorb the particles at the space-time line y “ ´x` ct, i.e.
as soon as a particle hits this line (a.k.a. the barrier), it is killed immediately. This
process is studied in Chapter 1.
N -BBM. This is the continuous version of the N -BRW described above: Particles evolve
according to branching Brownian motion and as soon as the number of particles exceeds
N , we kill the left-most particles, such that only the N right-most remain. This process
is studied in Chapter 2.
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In the next two paragraphs we describe the results we have obtained for those two models
and place them into the context of the existing literature.
Notational convention. We assume from now on that the branching rate satisfies β “
β0 “ 1{p2mq, such that c0 “ ?2βm “ 1. On can always reduce the situation to this case
by rescaling time and/or space. This choice of parameters will also be made in Chapter 2.
However, in Chapter 1 we will set β to 1, the reason being that it is based on the article [115]
which was accepted for publication before the submission of this thesis and where this choice
of parameters was made.
BBM with absorption. The study of branching diffusions with absorption goes back at
least to Sevast’yanov [134], who studied the case of absorption at the border of a bounded
domain. Watanabe [140] considered branching diffusions in arbitrary domains under the
condition that the probability of ultimate survival is positive. Kesten [102] was the first
to consider the special case of one-dimensional BBM with absorption at a linear boundary:
Starting with a single particle at x ą 0, he gives a constant drift ´c to the particles and kills
them as soon as they hit the origin. He proves that the process gets extinct almost surely
if and only c ě 1 and provides detailed asymptotics for the number of particles in a given
interval and for the probability that the system gets extinct before the time t in the critical
case c “ 1.
The work of Neveu [123] in the case c ě 1, where the process gets extinct almost surely, is
of utmost importance to us. He made the simple but crucial observation that if one starts with
one particle at the origin and absorbs particles at ´x, then the process pZxqxě0, where Zx
denotes the number of particles absorbed at ´x, is a continuous-time Galton–Watson process
(note that space becomes time for the process pZxqxě0). This fact comes from the strong
branching property, which says that the particles absorbed at ´x each spawn independent
branching Brownian motions, a fact that has been formalised and proven by Chauvin [61]
using the concept of stopping lines.
In the last two decades, there has been renewed interest in BBM and BRW with absorption
and among the many articles on this subject we mention the article [34], in which the criterion
for almost sure extinction is established for the BRW, the articles by Biggins and Kyprianou
[32, 33, 108], who use it to study the system without absorption, the work [87] which studies
“one-sided travelling waves” of the FKPP equation, and the articles [9, 128, 73, 83, 21, 6, 22]
which study the survival probability at or near the critical drift.
But let us get back to Neveu [123] and to the continuous-time Galton–Watson process
pZxqxě0. Neveu observed the maybe surprising fact that in the case of critical drift c “ 1,
this process does not satisfy the conditions of the Kesten–Stigum theorem and that indeed
xe´xZx converges as xÑ8 to a non-degenerate limit W .
This fact has recently aroused interest because of David Aldous’ conjecture [7] that this
result was true for the BRW as well. Specifically, he conjectured that ErZ logZs “ 8, where
Z denotes the number of particles in branching random walk with critical drift that cross the
origin for the first time 6. Moreover, Aldous conjectured that in the case c ą 1, the variable
Z had a power-law tail.
Aldous formulated its conjecture after Pemantle had already provided an incomplete proof
[127] in the Bernoulli case, based on singularity analysis of the generating function of Z. A
complete proof in the case c “ 1 was then given by Addario-Berry and Broutin [1] for general
reproduction laws satisfying a mild integrability assumption. Aïdékon [2] further refined the
6. Aldous was actually interested in the total progeny of the process, but this question is equivalent, see
[5, Lemma 2].
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results in the case of b-ary trees by showing that there are positive constants ρ, C1, C2, such
that for every x ą 0, we have
C1xe
ρx
nplog nq2 ď P pNx ą nq ď
C2xe
ρx
nplog nq2 for large n.
In Chapter 1, we prove a precise refinement of this result in the case of branching Brownian
motion. Specifically, we prove the following:
Theorem. Assume that the reproduction law admits exponential moments, i.e. that the radius
of convergence of the power series
ř
kě0 qpkqsk is greater than 1.
´ In the critical speed area pc “ 1q, as nÑ8,
P pZx “ δn` 1q „ xe
x
δn2plog nq2 for each x ą 0.
´ In the subcritical speed area pc ą 1q there exists a constant K “ Kpc, fq ą 0, such that,
as nÑ8,
P pZx “ δn` 1q „ e
λcx ´ eλcx
λc ´ λc
K
nd`1 for each x ą 0,
where λc ă λc are the two roots of the quadratic equation λ2 ´ 2cλ ` 1 “ 0, d “ λc{λc
and δ “ gcdtk : qpk ` 1q ą 0u if qp0q “ 0 and δ “ 1 otherwise.
The proof of this theorem is inspired by Pemantle’s incomplete proof mentioned above, in
that it determines asymptotics on the generating function of Zx near its singularity 1, which
can be exploited to give the above asymptotics. The analysis of the generating function is
made possible through a link between travelling waves of the FKPP equation and a classical
differential equation in the complex domain, the Briot–Bouquet equation. We will not go
further into details here but instead refer to Chapter 1.
If the reproduction law does not admit exponential moments, we can nevertheless apply
Tauberian theorems to obtain the following result in the critical case:
Theorem. Let c “ 1 and assume that ř qpkqk log2 k ă 8. Then we have as nÑ8,
P pZx ą nq „ xe
x
nplog nq2 for each x ą 0.
We further mention that Aïdékon, Hu and Zindy [5] have recently proven these facts
for the BRW without any (complex) analytical arguments and under even better moment
conditions in the case c ą 1.
The N-BBM. We now turn to the main part of this thesis: The study of the N -BBM. We
have already outlined before the role that it takes as a prototype of a travelling wave with
noise and will now present the heuristic picture obtained by Brunet, Derrida, Mueller and
Munier [56, 58].
We recall the model: N particles diffuse according to Brownian motions and branch at
rate β0 into a random number of particles given by the reproduction law qpkq. As soon as
the number of particles exceeds N , only the N right-most particles are kept and the others
are immediately killed. This gives a cloud of particles, moving to the right with a certain
speed vN ă 1 and fluctuating around its mean. See Figure 1 at the end of the introduction
for simulations. The authors of [56] provide detailed quantitative heuristics to describe this
behaviour:
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1. Most of the time, the particles are in a meta-stable state. In this state, the diameter
of the cloud of particles (also called the front) is approximately logN , the empirical
density of the particles proportional to e´x sinppix{ logNq, and the system moves at a
linear speed vcutoff “ 1 ´ pi2{p2 log2Nq. This is the description provided by the cutoff
approximation from [50] mentioned above.
2. This meta-stable state is perturbed from time to time by particles moving far to the
right and thus spawning a large number of descendants, causing a shift of the front to
the right after a relaxation time which is of the order of log2N . To make this precise,
we fix a point in the bulk, for example the barycentre of the cloud of particles, and shift
our coordinate system such that this point becomes its origin. Playing with the initial
conditions of the FKPP equation with cutoff, the authors of [56] find that a particle
moving up to the point logN ` x causes a shift of the front by
∆ “ log
´
1` Ce
x
log3N
¯
,
for some constant C ą 0. In particular, in order to have an effect on the position of the
front, a particle has to reach a point near logN ` 3 log logN .
3. Assuming that such an event where a particle “escapes” to the point logN ` x happens
with rate Ce´x, one sees that the time it takes for a particle to come close to logN `
3 log logN (and thus causing shifts of the front) is of the order of log3N " log2N .
4. With this information, the full statistics of the position of the front (i.e. the speed vN
and the cumulants of order n ě 2) are found to be
vN ´ vcutoff « pi2 3 log logN
log3N
[n-th cumulant]
t
« pi
2n!ζpnq
log3N
, n ě 2,
(2)
where ζ denotes the Riemann zeta-function.
In another paper [57], the same authors introduce a related model, called the exponential
model. This is a BRW, where an individual at position x has an infinite number of descendants
distributed according to a Poisson process of intensity ex´y dy. Again, at every step, only
the N right-most particles are kept. This model has some translational invariance properties
which render it exactly solvable. Besides asymptotics on the speed of this system and the
fluctuations, the authors of [57] then show that the genealogy of this system converges to the
celebrated Bolthausen–Sznitman coalescent 7. This gives first insight into the fact that the
genealogy of the N -BBM apparently converges to the same coalescent process, a fact that has
been observed by numerical simulations [58, 59].
Despite (or because of) the simplicity of the N -BBM, it is very difficult to analyse it
rigorously, because of the strong interaction between the particles, the impossibility to describe
it exactly through differential equations and the fact that the shifts in the position of the
system do not occur instantaneously but gradually over the fairly large timescale log2N . For
this reason, there have been few rigorous results on the N -BBM or the N -BRW: Bérard and
Gouéré [20] prove the log2N correction of the linear speed of N -BRW in the binary branching
case, thereby showing the validity of the approximation by a deterministic travelling wave
with cutoff. Durrett and Remenik [76] study the empirical distribution of N -BRW and show
7. The Bolthausen–Sznitman coalescent [40] is a process on the partitions of N, in which a proportion p of
the blocks merge to a single one at rate p´2 dp. See [26] and [24] for an introduction to coalescent processes.
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that it converges as N goes to infinity but time is fixed to a system of integro-differential
equations with a moving boundary. Recently, Comets, Quastel and Ramírez [65] studied a
particle system expected to exhibit similar behaviour than the exponential model and show
in particular that its recentred position converges to a totally asymmetric Cauchy process.
In [56], the authors already had the idea of approximating the N -BBM by BBM with
absorption at a linear barrier with the weakly subcritical slope vN . This idea was then used
with success in [20] for the proof of the cutoff-correction to the speed of the N -BRW, relying
on a result [83] about the survival probability of BRW with absorption at such a barrier and
a result by Pemantle about the number of nearly optimal paths in a binary tree [128]. In
the same vein, Berestycki, Berestycki and Schweinsberg [23] studied the genealogy of BBM
with absorption at this barrier and found that it converges at the log3N timescale to the
Bolthausen–Sznitman coalescent, as predicted. In Chapter 2 of this thesis, we build upon
their analysis in order to study the position of the N -BBM itself. The results that we prove
are summarised in the following theorem, which confirms (2) (see Theorem 1.1 of Chapter 2
for a complete statement).
Theorem. Let XN ptq denote the position of the rN{2s-th particle from the right in N -BBM.
Then under “good” initial conditions, the finite-dimensional distributions of the process`
XN
`
t log3N
˘´ vN t log3N˘tě0
converge weakly as N Ñ8 to those of the Lévy process pLtqtě0 with
logEreiλpL1´L0qs “ iλc` pi2
ż 8
0
eiλx ´ 1´ iλx1pxď1q Λpdxq,
where Λ is the image of the measure px´21pxą0qqdx by the map x ÞÑ logp1` xq and c P R is
a constant depending only on the reproduction law qpkq.
In order to prove this result, we approximate the N -BBM by BBM with absorption at a
random barrier instead of a linear one, a process which we call the B-BBM (“B” stands for
“barrier”). This random barrier has the property that the number of individuals stays almost
constant during a time of order log3N . We then couple the N -BBM with two variants of
the B-BBM, the B5-BBM and the B7-BBM, which in a certain sense bound the N -BBM from
below and from above, respectively. For further details about the idea of the proof, we refer
to Section 1 in Chapter 2.
Stable point processes occurring in branching Brownian motion. This paragraph
describes the content of Chapter 3, which is independent from the first two and has nothing to
do with selection. It concerns the extremal particles in BBM and BRW without selection, i.e.
the particles which are near the right-most. The study of these particles has been initiated
again by Brunet and Derrida [53], who gave arguments for the following fact: The point
process formed by the particles of BBM at time t, shifted to the left by mptq “ t´ 3{2 log t,
converges as t Ñ 8 to a point process Z which has the “superposability” property: the
union of Z translated by eα and Z 1 translated by eβ has the same law as Z, where Z 1 is an
independent copy of Z and eα ` eβ “ 1. Moreover, they conjectured that this process, and
possibly every process with the previous property, could be represented as a Poisson process
with intensity e´x dx, decorated by an auxiliary point process D, i.e. each point ξi of the
Poisson process is replaced by an independent copy of D translated by ξi.
In Chapter 3 we show that the “superposability” property has a classical interpretation in
terms of stable point processes, pointed out to us by Ilya Molchanov, and the above-mentioned
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representation is known in this field as the LePage series representation of a stable point
process. We furthermore give a short proof of this representation using only the theory of
infinitely divisible random measures. For the BBM and BRW, the convergence of the ex-
tremal particles to such a process was proven by Arguin, Bovier, Kistler [10, 12, 11], Aïdékon,
Berestycki, Brunet, Shi [4] and Madaule [114]. Kabluchko [98] also has an interesting result
for BRW started with an infinite number of particles distributed with density e´cx dx, with
c ą 1, which corresponds to travelling waves of speed larger than 1.
Conclusion and open problems
In this thesis, we have studied two models of branching Brownian motion with selection:
the BBM with absorption at a linear barrier and the N -BBM. For the first model, we have
given precise asymptotics on the number of absorbed particles in the case where the process
gets extinct almost surely. For the second model, the study of which represents the major part
of the thesis, we have shown that the recentred position of the particle system converges at
the time-scale log3N to a Lévy process which is given explicitly. Finally, in the last chapter,
we have pointed out a relation between the extremal particles of BBM and BRW and stable
point processes.
The study of the N -BBM constitutes an important step in the understanding of general
fluctuating wave fronts, whose phenomenology is believed to be the same in many cases [56].
Furthermore, it is a natural and intricate example of a selection mechanism for BBM and
BRW and an intuitive model of a population under natural selection.
We have not considered models of BBM with selection with density-dependent selection,
i.e. where particles get killed with a rate depending on the number of particles in their neigh-
bourhood. This kind of selection is indeed the most relevant for applications in ecology and
has appeared in the literature mostly as branching-coalescing particle systems (see for exam-
ple [136, 135, 18, 125, 75, 15]), but also as systems with a continuous self-regulating density
[137, 84]. However, although we have not directly considered this type of selection mecha-
nism, the N -BBM is closely related to a particular case: Suppose particles perform BBM
and furthermore coalesce at rate ε when they meet (i.e. let two particles coalesce when their
intersection local time is equal to an independent exponential variable of parameter ε). Shiga
[135] showed that this system is in duality with the noisy FKPP equation
B
Btu “
1
2
ˆ B
Bx
˙2
u` F puq `aεup1´ uq 9W, (3)
where 9W is space-time white noise. This equation admits “travelling wave” solutions whose
wave speed equals the speed of the right-most particle of the branching-coalescing Brownian
motion (BCBM) [121]. Now, following the argumentation in [121], the invariant measures of
the BCBM are the Poisson process of intensity ε´1 and the configuration of no particles, the
first being stable and the second unstable. Hence, if one looks at the right-most particles in
the BCBM, they will ultimately form a wave-like profile with particles to the left of this wave
distributed with a density ε´1. We have thus a similar picture than in the N -BBM, in that
when particles get to the left of the front, they get killed quickly, in this case approximately
with rate 1 instead of instantaneously. If ε is small, this does not make a difference because
the typical diameter of the front goes to infinity as ε Ñ 0. It is therefore plausible that our
results about the N -BBM can be transferred to the BCBM and thus to the noisy FKPP
equation (3). Indeed, Mueller, Mytnik and Quastel [121] have showed that the wave speed of
solutions to (3) is approximately vN (although they still have an error of Oplog logN{ log3Nq,
where N “ ε´1).
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In what follows, we will outline several other open problems, mostly concerning the N -
BBM.
Speed of the N-BBM. If the reproduction law satisfies qp0q “ 0, then the speed of the
system is the constant vN˚ , such that XN ptq{t Ñ vN˚ as t Ñ 8, where XN ptq is again the
position of the rN{2s-th particle from the right in N -BBM. It has been shown [20] for the
BRW with binary branching that this speed exists and it is not difficult to extend their proof
to the BBM. Now, although our result about the position of the N -BBM describes quite
precisely the fluctuations at the timescale log3N it tells us nothing about the behaviour of
the system as time gets arbitrarily large. A priori, it could be possible that funny things
happen at larger timescales, which lead to stronger fluctuations or a different speed of the
system. In their proof [20] of the cutoff correction for the speed, Bérard and Gouéré had
to consider in fact timescales up to log5N . It is therefore an open problem to prove that
vN˚ “ vN ` c1` oplog´3Nq for some constant c1 P R and that the cumulants scale as in (2) as
tÑ8, which we conjecture to be true.
Empirical measure of the N-BBM. Let νN0 ptq be the empirical measure of the particles
at time t in N -BBM seen from the left-most particle. Durrett and Remenik [76] show (for
BRW) that the process pN´1νN0 ptqqtPR is ergodic and therefore has an invariant probability
piN and furthermore converges as N Ñ 8 in law to a deterministic measure-valued process
whose density with respect to Lebesgue measure solves a free boundary integro-differential
equation. Our result on the N -BBM and those prior to our work [50, 56, 23] suggest that
the piN should converge, as N Ñ 8, to the Dirac measure concentrated on the measure
xe´x1xě0 dx. If one was to prove this, the methods of [76], which are essentially based on
Gronwall’s inequality, would not directly apply, since they only work for timescales of at most
logN . On the other hand, our technique of the coupling with BBM with absorption has
fairly restrictive requirements on the initial configuration of the particles. A method of proof
would therefore be to show that these requirements are met after a certain time for any initial
configuration and then couple the processes.
The genealogy of the N-BBM. As mentioned above, the genealogy of the N -BBM is
expected to converge at the timescale log3N to the Bolthausen–Sznitman coalescent as N
goes to infinity. A step towards this conjecture is the article [23], in which the authors show
that this convergence holds for BBM with absorption at a weakly subcritical barrier; it should
be easy to extend their arguments for the B-BBM defined in Section 7 of Chapter 2. However,
this would not be enough, since the monotone coupling we use to couple the N -BBM with
the B-BBM (or rather its variants B5-BBM and B7-BBM) does not preserve the genealogical
structure of the process. More work is therefore required to prove the conjecture for the
N -BBM.
The N-BRW. It should be possible to transfer the results obtained here for the N -BBM
to the N -BRW, as long as the displacements have exponential right tails and the number
of offspring of a particle has finite variance, say. Naturally, this would require a lot more
work because of the lack of explicit expressions for the density of the particles; one can
wonder whether this work would be worth it. However, it would be interesting to consider
cases where one could get different behaviour than for the N -BBM, such as subexponentially
decaying right tails of the displacements or models where particles have an infinite number of
children, as in the exponential model. Another possible point of attack in the same direction
would be to make rigorous for the N -BBM the findings in [55]. In that article, the authors
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weight the process by an exponential weight eρRN ptq, where RN ptq is the position of the right-
most particle at time t, and obtain thus a one-parameter family of coalescent processes as
genealogies.
Superprocesses. If one considers N independent BBMs with weakly supercritical repro-
duction (i.e. m “ a{N for some constant a ą 0), gives the mass N´1 to each individual and
rescales time by N and space by N´1, then one obtains in the limit a (supercritical) superpro-
cess, such as the Dawson–Watanabe process in the case that the variance of the reproduction
law is finite (see [77] for a gentle introduction to superprocesses). One may wonder whether
the results obtained in this thesis have analogues in that setting. This is true for the results
obtained in Chapter 1, as shown in [110], in which the authors indeed transfer the results di-
rectly via the so-called backbone decomposition of the superprocess [109]. As for an analogue
of the N -BBM: one could consider a similar model of a superprocess whose mass is kept below
N by stripping off some mass to the left as soon as the total mass exceeds N . It is possible
that this process then exhibits similar fluctuations, which could again be related to those of
the N -BBM by the backbone decomposition.
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Figure 1: Simulation of the N -BRW with (from top to bottom) N “ 1010, N “ 1030 and
N “ 1060 particles (particles branch at each time step with probability 0.05 into two and jump
one step to the right with probability 0.25). The graphs show the barycentre of the particles
recentred roughly around vN t (because of the slow convergence, small linear correction terms
had to be added in order to fit the graphs into the rectangles). The horizontal axis shows
time (at the scale log3N), the vertical axis shows the position of the barycentre (without
rescaling).
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Chapter 1
The number of absorbed individuals
in branching Brownian motion with a
barrier
This chapter is based on the article [115].
1 Introduction
We recall the definition of branching Brownian motion mentioned already in the intro-
ductory chapter: Starting with an initial individual sitting at the origin of the real line, this
individual moves according to a 1-dimensional Brownian motion with drift c until an inde-
pendent exponentially distributed time with rate 1. At that moment it dies and produces
L (identical) offspring, L being a random variable taking values in the non-negative integers
with P pL “ 1q “ 0. Starting from the position at which its parent has died, each child repeats
this process, all independently of one another and of their parent. For a rigorous definition of
this process, see for example [94] or [61].
We assume that m “ ErLs ´ 1 P p0,8q, which means that the process is supercritical. At
position x ą 0, we add an absorbing barrier, i.e. individuals hitting the barrier are instantly
killed without producing offspring. Kesten proved [102] that this process becomes extinct
almost surely if and only if the drift c ě c0 “
?
2m (he actually needed ErL2s ă 8 for the
“only if” part, but we are going to prove that the statement holds in general). Neveu [123]
showed that the process Z “ pZxqxě0 is a continuous-time Galton–Watson process of finite
expectation, but with ErZx log` Zxs “ 8 for every x ą 0, if c “ c0.
Let N “ t1, 2, 3, . . .u and N0 “ t0uYN. Define the infinitesimal transition rates (see [14],
p. 104, Equation (6) or [89], p. 95)
qn “ lim
xÓ0
1
x
P pZx “ nq, n P N0zt1u.
We propose a refinement of Neveu’s result:
Theorem 1.1. Let c “ c0 and assume that ErLplogLq2s ă 8. Then we have as nÑ8,
8ÿ
k“n
qk „ c0
nplog nq2 and P pZx ą nq „
c0xe
c0x
nplog nq2 for each x ą 0.
The heavy tail of Zx suggests that its generating function is amenable to singularity
analysis in the sense of [81]. This is in fact the case in both the critical and subcritical cases if
we impose a stronger condition upon the offspring distribution and leads to the next theorem.
Chapter 1. Number of absorbed individuals in branching Brownian motion with a barrier
Define fpsq “ ErsLs the generating function of the offspring distribution. Denote by δ the
span of L ´ 1, i.e. the greatest positive integer, such that L ´ 1 is concentrated on δZ. Let
λc ď λc be the two roots of the quadratic equation λ2 ´ 2cλ ` c20 “ 0 and denote by d “ λcλc
the ratio of the two roots. Note that c “ c0 if and only if λc “ λc if and only if d “ 1.
Theorem 1.2. Assume that the law of L admits exponential moments, i.e. that the radius of
convergence of the power series ErsLs is greater than 1.
´ In the critical speed area pc “ c0q, as nÑ8,
qδn`1 „ c0
δn2plog nq2 and P pZx “ δn` 1q „
c0xe
c0x
δn2plog nq2 for each x ą 0.
´ In the subcritical speed area pc ą c0q there exists a constant K “ Kpc, fq ą 0, such that,
as nÑ8,
qδn`1 „ K
nd`1 and P pZx “ δn` 1q „
eλcx ´ eλcx
λc ´ λc
K
nd`1 for each x ą 0.
Furthermore, qδn`k “ P pZx “ δn` kq “ 0 for all n P Z and k P t2, . . . , δu.
Remark 1.3. The idea of using singularity analysis for the study of Zx comes from Robin
Pemantle’s (unfinished) manuscript [127] about branching random walks with Bernoulli re-
production.
Remark 1.4. Since the coefficients of the power series ErsLs are real and non-negative, Pring-
sheim’s theorem (see e.g. [82], Theorem IV.6, p. 240) entails that the assumption in Theorem
1.2 is verified if and only if fpsq is analytic at 1.
Remark 1.5. Let β ą 0 and σ ą 0. We consider a more general branching Brownian motion
with branching rate given by β and the drift and variance of the Brownian motion given by c
and σ2, respectively. Call this process the pβ, c, σq-BBM (the reproduction is still governed by
the law of L, which is fixed). In this terminology, the process described at the beginning of this
section is the p1, c, 1q-BBM. The pβ, c, σq-BBM can be obtained from p1, c{pσ?βq, 1q-BBM by
rescaling time by a factor β and space by a factor σ{?β. Therefore, if we add an absorbing
barrier at the point x ą 0, the pβ, c, σq-BBM gets extinct a.s. if and only if c ě c0 “ σ?2βm.
Moreover, if we denote by Zpβ,c,σqx the number of particles absorbed at x, we obtain that
pZpβ,c,σqx qxě0 and pZp1,c{pσ
?
βq,1q
x
?
β{σ qxě0 are equal in law.
In particular, if we denote the infinitesimal transition rates of pZpβ,c,σqx qxě0 by qpβ,c,σqn , for
n P N0zt1u, then we have
qpβ,c,σqn “ lim
xÓ0
1
x
P
´
Zpβ,c,σqx “ n
¯
“
?
β
σ
lim
xÓ0
σ
x
?
β
P
´
Z
p1,c{pσ?βq,1q
x
?
β{σ “ n
¯
“
?
β
σ
qp1,c{pσ
?
βq,1q
n .
One therefore easily checks that the statements of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are still valid for
arbitrary β ą 0 and σ ą 0, provided that one replaces the constants c0, λc, λc,K by c0{σ2,
λc{σ2, λc{σ2,
?
β
σ Kpc{pσ
?
βq, fq, respectively.
The content of the paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 we derive some preliminary
results by probabilistic means. In Section 3, we recall a known relation between Zx and the
so-called Fisher–Kolmogorov–Petrovskii–Piskounov (FKPP) equation. Section 4 is devoted
to the proof of Theorem 1.1, which draws on a Tauberian theorem and known asymptotics
of travelling wave solutions to the FKPP equation. In Section 5 we review results about
complex differential equations, singularity analysis of generating functions and continuous-
time Galton–Watson processes. Those are needed for the proof of Theorem 1.2, which is done
in Section 6.
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2 First results by probabilistic methods
The goal of this section is to prove
Proposition 2.1. Assume c ą c0 and ErL2s ă 8. There exists a constant C “ Cpx, c, Lq ą
0, such that
P pZx ą nq ě C
nd
for large n.
This result is needed to assure that the constant K in Theorem 1.2 is non-zero. It is
independent from Sections 3 and 4 and in particular from Theorem 1.1. Its proof is entirely
probabilistic and follows closely [2].
2.1 Notation and preliminary remarks
Our notation borrows from [108]. An individual is an element in the space of Ulam–Harris
labels
U “
ď
nPN0
Nn,
which is endowed with the ordering relations ĺ and ă defined by
u ĺ v ðñ Dw P U : v “ uw and u ă v ðñ u ĺ v and u ‰ v.
The space of Galton–Watson trees is the space of subsets t Ă U , such that ∅ P t, v P t if
v ă u and u P t and for every u there is a number Lu P N0, such that for all j P N, uj P t if
and only if j ď Lu. Thus, Lu is the number of children of the individual u.
Branching Brownian motion is defined on the filtered probability space pT ,F , pFtq, P q.
Here, T is the space of Galton–Watson trees with each individual u P t having a mark
pζu, Xuq P R` ˆ DpR`,R Y t∆uq, where ∆ is a cemetery symbol and DpR`,R Y t∆uq
denotes the Skorokhod space of cadlag functions from R` to RY t∆u. Here, ζu denotes the
life length and Xuptq the position of u at time t, or of its ancestor that was alive at time t.
More precisely, for v P t, let dv “ řwĺv ζw denote the time of death and bv “ dv ´ ζv the
time of birth of v. Then Xuptq “ ∆ for t ě du and if v ĺ u is such that t P rbv, dvq, then
Xuptq “ Xvptq.
The sigma-field Ft contains all the information up to time t, and F “ σ
`Ť
tě0Ft
˘
.
Let y, c P R and L be some random variable taking values in N0zt1u. P “ P y,c,L is the
unique probability measure, such that, starting with a single individual at the point y,
´ each individual moves according to a Brownian motion with drift c until an independent
time ζu following an exponential distribution with parameter 1.
´ At the time ζu the individual dies and leaves Lu offspring at the position where it has
died, with Lu being an independent copy of L.
´ Each child of u repeats this process, all independently of one another and of the past of
the process.
Note that often c and L are regarded as fixed and y as variable. In this case, the notation P y
is used. In the same way, expectation with respect to P is denoted by E or Ey.
A common technique in branching processes since [113] is to enhance the space T by
selecting an infinite genealogical line of descent from the ancestor ∅, called the spine. More
precisely, if T P T and t its underlying Galton–Watson tree, then ξ “ pξ0, ξ1, ξ2, . . .q P UN0 is
a spine of T if ξ0 “ ∅ and for every n P N0, ξn`1 is a child of ξn in t. This gives the space
rT “ tpT, ξq P T ˆ UN0 : ξ is a spine of T u
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of marked trees with spine and the sigma-fields ĂF and ĂFt. Note that if pT, ξq P rT , then T is
necessarily infinite.
Assume from now on that m “ ErLs ´ 1 P p0,8q. Let Nt be the set of individuals alive
at time t. Note that every ĂFt-measurable function f : rT Ñ R admits a representation
fpT, ξq “
ÿ
uPNt
fupT q1uPξ,
where fu is an Ft-measurable function for every u P U . We can therefore define a measure rP
on prT , ĂF , pĂFtqq by ż
rT f d rP “ e´mt
ż
T
ÿ
uPNt
fupT qP pdT q. (2.1)
It is known [108] that this definition is sound and that rP is actually a probability measure
with the following properties:
´ Under rP , the individuals on the spine move according to Brownian motion with drift c
and die at an accelerated rate m` 1, independent of the motion.
´ When an individual on the spine dies, it leaves a random number of offspring at the
point where it has died, this number following the size-biased distribution of L. In other
words, let rL be a random variable with ErfprLqs “ ErfpLqL{pm` 1qs for every positive
measurable function f . Then the number of offspring is an independent copy of rL.
´ Amongst those offspring, the next individual on the spine is chosen uniformly. This
individual repeats the behaviour of its parent.
´ The other offspring initiate branching Brownian motions according to the law P .
Seen as an equation rather than a definition, (2.1) also goes by the name of “many-to-one
lemma”.
2.2 Branching Brownian motion with two barriers
We recall the notation P y from the previous subsection for the law of branching Brownian
motion started at y P R and Ey the expectation with respect to P y. Recall the definition ofrP and define rP y and rEy analogously.
Let a, b P R such that y P pa, bq. Let τ “ τa,b be the (random) set of those individuals
whose paths enter p´8, asY rb,8q and all of whose ancestors’ paths have stayed inside pa, bq.
For u P τ we denote by τpuq the first exit time from pa, bq by u’s path, i.e.
τpuq “ inftt ě 0 : Xuptq R pa, bqu “ mintt ě 0 : Xuptq P ta, buu,
and set τpuq “ 8 for u R τ . The random set τ is an (optional) stopping line in the sense of
[61].
For u P τ , define Xupτq “ Xupτpuqq. Denote by Za,b the number of individuals leaving
the interval pa, bq at the point a, i.e.
Za,b “
ÿ
uPτ
1Xupτq“a.
Lemma 2.2. Assume |c| ą c0 and define ρ “
a
c2 ´ c20. Then
EyrZa,bs “ ecpa´yq sinhppb´ yqρq
sinhppb´ aqρq .
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If, furthermore, V “ ErLpL´ 1qs ă 8, then
EyrZ2a,bs “ 2V e
cpa´yq
ρ sinh3ppb´ aqρq
”
sinhppb´ yqρq
ż y
a
ecpa´rq sinh2ppb´ rqρq sinhppr ´ aqρq dr
` sinhppy ´ aqρq
ż b
y
ecpa´rq sinh3ppb´ rqρq dr
ı
` EyrZa,bs.
Proof. On the space rT of marked trees with spine, define the random variable I by I “ i if
ξi P τ and I “ 8 otherwise. For an event A and a random variable Y write ErY,As instead
of ErY 1As. Then
EyrZa,bs “ Ey
” ÿ
uPτ
1Xupτq“a
ı
“ rEyremτpξIq, I ă 8, XξI pτq “ as
by the many-to-one lemma extended to optional stopping lines (see [33], Lemma 14.1 for a
discrete version). But since the spine follows Brownian motion with drift c, we have I ă 8,rP -a.s. and the above quantity is therefore equal to
W y,cremT , BT “ as,
where W y,c is the law of standard Brownian motion with drift c started at y, pBtqtě0 the
canonical process and T “ Ta,b the first exit time from pa, bq of Bt. By Girsanov’s theorem,
and recalling that m “ c20{2, this is equal to
W yrecpBT´yq´ 12 pc2´c20qT , BT “ as,
where W y “ W y,0. Evaluating this expression ([41], p. 212, Formula 1.3.0.5) gives the first
equality.
For u P U , let Θu be the operator that maps a tree in T to its sub-tree rooted in u. Denote
further by Cu the set of u’s children, i.e. Cu “ tuk : 1 ď k ď Luu. Then note that for each
u P τ we have
Za,b “ 1`
ÿ
vău
ÿ
wPCv
włu
Za,b ˝Θw,
hence
EyrZ2a,bs “ Ey
” ÿ
uPτ
1Xupτq“aZa,b
ı
“ EyrZa,bs ` rP y
«
emτpξIq
ÿ
văξI
ÿ
wPLv
włξI
Za,b ˝Θw, XξI pτq “ a
ff
.
(2.2)
Define the σ-algebras
G “ σpXξI ptq; t ě 0q,
H “ G _ σpζv; v ă ξIq,
I “H _ σpξ, I, pLv; v ă ξIqq,
such that G contains the information about the path of the spine up to the individual that
quits pa, bq first,H adds to G the information about the fission times on the spine and I adds
to H the information about the individuals of the spine and the number of their children.
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Now, conditioning on I and using the strong branching property, the second term in the last
line of (2.2) is equal to
rP y«emτpξIq ÿ
văξI
pLv ´ 1qEXvpdv´qrZa,bs, XξI pτq “ a
ff
(recall that dv is the time of death of v). Conditioning on H and noting the fact that Lv
follows the size-biased law of L for an individual v on the spine, yields
rP y«emτpξIq ÿ
văξI
V
m` 1E
XξI pdvqrZa,bs, XξI pτq “ a
ff
.
Finally, since under rP the fission times on the spine form a Poisson process of intensity m`1,
conditioning on G and applying Girsanov’s theorem yields
W y
„
ecpBT´yq´
1
2
ρ2T
ż T
0
V EBtrZa,bsdt, BT “ a

“ V ecpa´yq
ż b
a
ErrZa,bsW y
”
e´
1
2
ρ2TLrT , BT “ a
ı
dr,
where LrT is the local time of pBtq at the time T and the point r. The last expression can be
evaluated explicitly ([41], p. 215, Formula 1.3.3.8) and gives the desired equality.
Corollary 2.3. Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.2, for each b ą 0 there are positive
constants Cp1qb , C
p2q
b , such that as aÑ ´8,
a) E0rZa,bs „ Cp1qb epc`ρqa,
b) if c ą c0, E0rZ2a,bs „ Cp2qb epc`ρqa and
c) if c ă ´c0, E0rZ2a,bs „ Cp2qb e2pc`ρqa.
The following result is well known and is only included for completeness. We emphasize
that the only moment assumption here is m “ ErLs ´ 1 P p0,8q. Recall that Zx denotes the
number of particles absorbed at x of a BBM started at the origin. For |c| ě c0, define λc to
be the smaller root of λ2 ´ 2cλ` c20, thus λc “ c´
a
c2 ´ c20.
Lemma 2.4. Let x ą 0.
´ If |c| ě c0, then ErZxs “ eλcx.
´ If |c| ă c0, then ErZxs “ `8.
Proof. We proceed similarly to the first part of Lemma 2.2. Define the (optional) stopping
line τ of the individuals whose paths enter rx,8q and all of whose ancestors’ paths have stayed
inside p´8, xq. Define I as in the proof of Lemma 2.2. By the stopping line version of the
many-to-one lemma we have
ErZxs “ Er
ÿ
uPτ
1s “ rEremτpξIq, I ă 8s.
By Girsanov’s theorem, this equals
W recx´ 12 pc2´c20qTx , Tx ă 8s,
where W is the law of standard Brownian motion started at 0 and Tx is the first hitting time
of x. The result now follows from [41], p. 198, Formula 1.2.0.1.
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2.3 Proof of Proposition 2.1
By hypothesis, c ą c0, ErL2s ă 8 and the BBM starts at the origin. Let x ą 0 and let
τ “ τx be the stopping line of those individuals hitting the point x for the first time. Then
Zx “ |τx|.
Let a ă 0 and n P N. By the strong branching property,
P 0pZx ą nq ě P 0pZx ą n | Za,x ě 1qP 0pZa,x ě 1q ě P apZx ą nqP 0pZa,x ě 1q.
If P 0´ denotes the law of branching Brownian motion started at the point 0 with drift ´c,
then
P apZx ą nq “ P 0´pZa´x ą nq ě P 0´pZa´x,1 ą nq.
In order to bound this quantity, we choose a “ an in such a way that n “ 12E0´rZan´x,1s. By
Corollary 2.3 a), c) (applied with drift ´c) and the Paley–Zygmund inequality, there is then
a constant C1 ą 0, such that
P 0´pZan´x,1 ą nq ě 14
E0´rZan´x,1s2
E0´rZ2an´x,1s
ě C1 for large n.
Furthermore, by Corollary 2.3 a) (applied with drift ´c), we have
1
2
C
p1q
1 e
´λcpan´xq „ n, as nÑ8,
and therefore an “ ´p1{λcq log n`Op1q. Again by the Paley–Zygmund inequality and Corol-
lary 2.3 a), b) (applied with drift c), there exists C2 ą 0, such that for large n,
P 0pZan,x ě 1q “ P 0pZan,x ą 0q ě E
0rZan,xs2
E0rZ2an,xs
ě pC
p1q
x q2
2C
p2q
x
eλcan ě C2
nd
.
This proves the proposition with C “ C1C2.
3 The FKPP equation
As was already observed by Neveu [123], the translational invariance of Brownian motion
and the strong branching property immediately imply that Z “ pZxqxě0 is a homogeneous
continuous-time Galton–Watson process (for an overview to these processes, see [14], Chap-
ter III or [89], Chapter V). There is therefore an infinitesimal generating function
apsq “ α
˜ 8ÿ
n“0
pns
n ´ s
¸
, α ą 0, p1 “ 0, (3.1)
associated to it. It is a strictly convex function on r0, 1s, with ap0q ě 0 and ap1q ď 0. Its
probabilistic interpretation is
α “ lim
xÑ0
1
xP pZx ‰ 1q and pn “ limxÑ0P pZx “ n|Zx ‰ 1q,
hence qn “ αpn for n P N0zt1u. Note that with no further conditions on c and L, the sumř
ně0 pn need not necessarily be 1, i.e. the rate αp8, where p8 “ 1 ´
ř
ně0 pn, with which
the process jumps to `8, may be positive.
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We further define Fxpsq “ ErsZxs, which is linked to apsq by Kolmogorov’s forward and
backward equations ([14], p. 106 or [89], p. 102):
B
BxFxpsq “ apsq
B
BsFxpsq (forward equation) (3.2)
B
BxFxpsq “ arFxpsqs (backward equation) (3.3)
The forward equation implies that if ap1q “ 0 and φpxq “ ErZxs “ BBsFxp1´q, then φ1pxq “
a1p1qφpxq, whence ErZxs “ ea1p1qx. On the other hand, if ap1q ă 0, then the process jumps to
8 with positive rate, hence ErZxs “ 8 for all x ą 0.
The next lemma is an extension of a result which is stated, but not proven, in [123],
Equation (1.1). According to Neveu, it is due to A. Joffe. To the knowledge of the author,
no proof of this result exists in the current literature, which is why we prove it here.
Lemma 3.1. Let pYtqtě0 be a homogeneous Galton–Watson process started at 1, which may
explode and may jump to `8 with positive rate. Let upsq be its infinitesimal generating
function and Ftpsq “ ErsYts. Let q be the smallest zero of upsq in r0, 1s.
1. If q ă 1, then there exists t´ P R Y t´8u and a strictly decreasing smooth function
ψ´ : pt´,`8q Ñ pq, 1q with limtÑt´ ψ´ptq “ 1 and limtÑ8 ψ´ptq “ q, such that on
pq, 1q we have u “ ψ 1´ ˝ ψ´1´ , Ftpsq “ ψ´pψ´1´ psq ` tq.
2. If q ą 0, then there exists t` P R Y t´8u and a strictly increasing smooth function
ψ` : pt`,`8q Ñ p0, qq with limtÑt` ψ`ptq “ 0 and limtÑ8 ψ`ptq “ q, such that on
p0, qq we have u “ ψ 1` ˝ ψ´1` , Ftpsq “ ψ`pψ´1` psq ` tq.
The functions ψ´ and ψ` are unique up to translation.
Moreover, the following statements are equivalent:
´ For all t ą 0, Yt ă 8 a.s.
´ q “ 1 or t´ “ ´8.
Proof. We first note that upsq ą 0 on p0, qq and upsq ă 0 on pq, 1q, since upsq is strictly
convex, up0q ě 0 and up1q ď 0. Since F0psq “ s, Kolmogorov’s forward equation (3.2) implies
that Ftpsq is strictly increasing in t for s P p0, qq and strictly decreasing in t for s P pq, 1q.
The backward equation (3.3) implies that Ftpsq converges to q as t Ñ 8 for every s P r0, 1q.
Repeated application of (3.3) yields that Ftpsq is a smooth function of t for every s P r0, 1s.
Now assume that q ă 1. For n P N set sn “ 1 ´ 2´np1 ´ qq, such that q ă s1 ă 1,
sn ă sn`1 and sn Ñ 1 as nÑ8. Set t1 “ 0 and define tn recursively by
tn`1 “ tn ´ t1, where t1 ą 0 is such that Ft1psn`1q “ sn.
Then ptnqnPN is a decreasing sequence and thus has a limit t´ P R Y t´8u. We now define
for t P pt´,`8q,
ψ´ptq “ Ft´tnpsnq, if t ě tn.
The function ψ´ is well defined, since for every n P N and t ě tn,
Ft´tnpsnq “ Ft´tnpFtn´tn`1psn`1qq “ Ft´tn`1psn`1q,
by the branching property. The same argument shows us that if s P pq, 1q, sn ą s and t1 ą 0
such that Ft1psnq “ s, then Ftpsq “ Ft`t1psnq “ ψ´pt ` t1 ` tnq for all t ě 0. In particular,
ψ´pt1 ` tnq “ s, hence Ftpsq “ ψ´pψ´1´ psq ` tq. The backward equation (3.3) now gives
upsq “ BBtFtpsq
ˇˇ
t“0 “ ψ 1´ pψ´1´ psqq.
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The second part concerning ψ` is proven completely analogously. Uniqueness up to translation
of ψ´ and ψ` is obvious from the requirement ψpψ´1psq ` tq “ Ftpsq, where ψ is either ψ´
or ψ`.
For the last statement, note that P pYt ă 8q “ 1 for all t ą 0 if and only if Ftp1´q “ 1
for all t ą 0. But this is the case exactly if q “ 1 or t´ “ ´8.
The following proposition shows that the functions ψ´ and ψ` corresponding to pZxqxě0
are so-called travelling wave solutions of a reaction-diffusion equation called the Fisher–Kolmo-
gorov–Petrovskii–Piskounov (FKPP) equation. This should not be regarded as a new result,
since Neveu ([123], Proposition 3) proved it already for the case c ě c0 and L “ 2 a.s. (dyadic
branching). However, his proof relied on a path decomposition result for Brownian motion,
whereas we show that it follows from simple renewal argument valid for branching diffusions
in general.
Recall that fpsq “ ErsLs denotes the generating function of L. Let q1 be the unique fixed
point of f in r0, 1q (which exists, since f 1p1q “ m` 1 ą 1), and let q be the smallest zero of
apsq in r0, 1s.
Proposition 3.2. Assume c P R. The functions ψ´ and ψ` from Lemma 3.1 corresponding
to pZxqxě0 are solutions to the following differential equation on pt´,`8q and pt`,`8q,
respectively.
1
2
ψ2 ´ cψ1 “ ψ ´ f ˝ ψ. (3.4)
Moreover, we have the following three cases:
1. If c ě c0, then q “ q1, t´ “ ´8, ap1q “ 0, a1p1q “ λc, ErZxs “ eλcx for all x ą 0.
2. If |c| ă c0, then q “ q1, t´ P R, ap1q ă 0, a1p1q “ 2c, P pZx “ 8q ą 0 for all x ą 0.
3. If c ď ´c0, then q “ 1, ap1q “ 0, a1p1q “ λc, ErZxs “ eλcx for all x ą 0.
Proof. Let s P p0, 1q and define the function ψspxq “ Fxpsq “ ErsZxs for x ě 0. By sym-
metry, Zx has the same law as the number of individuals N absorbed at the origin in a
branching Brownian motion started at x and with drift ´c. By a standard renewal argument
(Lemma 7.1), the function ψs is therefore a solution of (3.4) on p0,8q with ψsp0`q “ s. This
proves the first statement, in view of the representation of Fx in terms of ψ´ and ψ` given
by Lemma 3.1.
Let s P p0, 1qztqu and let ψpsq “ ψ´psq if s ą q and ψpsq “ ψ`psq otherwise. By (3.4),
a1psq “ ψ
2 ˝ ψ´1psq
ψ1 ˝ ψ´1psq “ 2c` 2
ψ ˝ ψ´1psq ´ f ˝ ψ ˝ ψ´1psq
ψ1 ˝ ψ´1psq “ 2c` 2
s´ fpsq
apsq ,
whence, by convexity,
a1psqapsq “ 2capsq ` 2ps´ fpsqq, s P r0, 1s. (3.5)
Assume |c| ě c0. By Lemma 2.4, ErZxs “ eλcx, hence ap1q “ 0 and a1p1q “ λc, in
particular, a1p1q ą 0 for c ě c0 and a1p1q ă 0 for c ď ´c0. By convexity, q ă 1 for c ě c0 and
q “ 1 for c ď ´c0. The last statement of Lemma 3.1 now implies that t´ “ ´8 if c ě c0.
Now assume |c| ă c0. By Lemma 2.4, ErZxs “ `8 for all x ą 0, hence either ap1q ă 0
or ap1q “ 0 and a1p1q “ `8, in particular, q ă 1 by convexity. However, if ap1q “ 0, then
by (3.5), a1p1q “ 2c ´ 2m{a1p1q, whence the second case cannot occur. Thus, ap1q ă 0 and
a1p1q “ 2c by (3.5).
It remains to show that q “ q1 if q ă 1. Assume q ‰ q1. Then apq1q ‰ 0 by the (strict)
convexity of a and a1pq1q “ 2c by (3.5). In particular, a1pq1q ě a1p1q, which is a contradiction
to a being strictly convex.
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4 Proof of Theorem 1.1
We have c “ c0 by hypothesis. Let ψ´ be the travelling wave from Proposition 3.2, which
is defined onR, since t´ “ ´8. Let φpxq “ 1´ψ´p´xq, such that φp´8q “ 1´q, φp`8q “ 0
and
1
2φ
2pxq ` c0φ1pxq “ fp1´ φpxqq ´ p1´ φpxqq, (4.1)
by (3.4). Furthermore, ap1´ sq “ φ1pφ´1psqq and Fxp1´ sq “ 1´ φpφ´1psq ´ xq.
Under the hypothesis ErLplogLq2s ă 8, it is known [143] that there exists K P p0,8q,
such that φpxq „ Kxe´c0x as xÑ 8. Since ap1q “ 0 and a1p1q “ c0 by Proposition 3.2, this
entails that φ1pxq “ ap1´ φpxqq „ ´c0Kxe´c0x, as xÑ8.
Set ϕ1 “ φ1 and ϕ2 “ φ. By (4.1),
d
dx
ˆ
ϕ1pxq
ϕ2pxq
˙
“
ˆ
φ2pxq
φ1pxq
˙
“
ˆ´2c0φ1pxq ` 2rfp1´ φpxqq ´ p1´ φpxqqs
φ1pxq
˙
.
Setting gpsq “ c20s` 2rfp1´ sq ´ p1´ sqs “ 2rf 1p1qs` fp1´ sq ´ 1s, this gives
d
dx
ˆ
ϕ1pxq
ϕ2pxq
˙
“M
ˆ
ϕ1pxq
ϕ2pxq
˙
`
ˆ
gpϕ2pxqq
0
˙
, with M “
ˆ´2c0 ´c20
1 0
˙
. (4.2)
The Jordan decomposition of M is given by
J “ A´1MA “
ˆ´c0 1
0 ´c0
˙
, A “
ˆ´c0 1´ c0
1 1
˙
. (4.3)
Setting
ˆ
ϕ1
ϕ2
˙
= A
ˆ
ξ1
ξ2
˙
, we get with ξ “
ˆ
ξ1
ξ2
˙
:
ξ1pxq “ Jξpxq `
ˆ´gpφpxqq
gpφpxqq
˙
,
which, in integrated form, becomes
ξpxq “ exJξp0q ` exJ
ż x
0
e´yJ
ˆ´gpφpyqq
gpφpyqq
˙
dy. (4.4)
Note that
exJ “
ˆ
e´c0x xe´c0x
0 e´c0x
˙
. (4.5)
With the above asymptotic of φ, the integral
ş8
0 e
c0ygpφpyqqdy is finite by Theorem B of
[36] (see also Theorem 8.1.8 in [37]). Equations (4.4) and (4.5) now imply that
ξ2pxq „ e´c0x
´
ξ2p0q `
ż 8
0
ec0ygpφpyqqdy
¯
,
and
pξ1 ` ξ2qpxq „ xe´c0x
´
ξ2p0q `
ż 8
0
ec0ygpφpyqqdy
¯
,
and since φ “ ξ1 ` ξ2 and ξ2 “ φ1 ` c0φ, this gives
pφ1 ` c0φqpxq „ φpxq{x „ Ke´c0x. (4.6)
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With this information, one can now show by elementary calculus (see Section 7.2), that
a2p1´ sq „ c0
splog 1s q2
, and (4.7)
F 2x p1´ sq „ c0xe
´c0x
splog 1s q2
, as sÑ 0. (4.8)
By standard Tauberian theorems ([79], Section XIII.5, Theorem 5), (4.7) implies that
Upnq “
nÿ
k“1
k2qk „ c0 nplog nq2 , as nÑ8.
By integration by parts, this entails that
8ÿ
k“n
qk “
ż 8
n´
x´2Updxq „ c0
ˆ
2
ż 8
n
1
x2plog xq2 dx´
1
nplog nq2
˙
.
But the last integral is equivalent to 1{pnplog nq2q ([79], Section VIII.9, Theorem 1), which
proves the first part of the theorem. The second part is proven analogously, using (4.8)
instead.
5 Preliminaries for the proof of Theorem 1.2
In light of Proposition 2.1, one may suggest that under suitable conditions on L one may
extend the proof of Theorem 1.1 to the subcritical case c ą c0 and prove that as n Ñ 8,
P pZx ą nq „ C 1n´d for some constant C 1. In order to apply Tauberian theorems, one would
then have to establish asymptotics for the ptdu` 1q-th derivatives of apsq and Fxpsq as sÑ 1.
In trying to do this, one quickly sees that the known asymptotics for the travelling wave
(1 ´ ψpxq „ const ˆ e´λcx as x Ñ ´8, see [108]) are not precise enough for this method
to work. However, instead of relying on Tauberian theorems, one can analyse the behaviour
of the holomorphic function apsq near its singular point 1. This method is widely used in
combinatorics at least since the seminal paper by Flajolet and Odlyzko [81] and is the basis
for our proof of Theorem 1.2. Not only does it work in both the critical and subcritical cases,
it even yields asymptotics for the density instead of the tail only.
In the rest of this section, we will define our notation for the complex analytic part of the
proof and review some necessary general complex analytic results.
5.1 Notation
In the course of the paper, we will work in the spaces C and C2, endowed with the
Euclidean topology. An open connected set is called a region, a simply connected region
containing a point z0 is also called a neighbourhood of z0. The closure of a set D is denoted
by D, its border by BD. The disk of radius r around z0 is denoted by Dpz0, rq “ tz P C :
|z ´ z0| ă ru, its closure and border by Dpz0, rq and BDpz0, rq, respectively. We further use
the abbreviation D “ Dp0, 1q for the unit disk. For 0 ď ϕ ď pi, r ą 0 and x P R, we define
Gpϕ, rq “ tz P Dp1, rqzt1u : | argp1´ zq| ă pi ´ ϕu, S`pϕ, xq “ rx,8q ˆ p´ϕ,ϕq,
∆pϕ, rq “ tz P Dp0, 1` rqzt1u : | argp1´ zq| ă pi ´ ϕu, S´pϕ, xq “ p´8, xs ˆ p´ϕ,ϕq,
Hpϕ, rq “ tz P Dp0, rqzt0u : | arg z| ă ϕu.
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Note that Hpϕ, rq “ 1´Gppi´ϕ, rq. Here and during the rest of the paper, argpzq and logpzq
are the principal values of argument and logarithm, respectively.
Let G be a region in C, z0 P G and f and g analytic functions in G with gpzq ‰ 0 for all
z P G. We write
fpzq “ opgpzqq ðñ @ε ą 0 Dδ ą 0 @z P GX Dpz0, δq : |fpzq| ď ε|gpzq|,
fpzq “ Opgpzqq ðñ DC ě 0 Dδ ą 0 @z P GX Dpz0, δq : |fpzq| ď C|gpzq|,
fpzq “ rOpgpzqq ðñ DK P C : fpzq “ Kgpzq ` opgpzqq,
fpzq „ gpzq ðñ fpzq “ gpzq ` opgpzqq,
specifying that the relations hold as z Ñ z0.
5.2 Complex differential equations
In this section, we review some basics about complex differential equations. We start with
the fundamental existence and uniqueness theorem ([28], p. 1, [90], Theorem 2.2.1, p. 45 or
[95], Section 12.1, p. 281).
Fact 5.1. Let G be a region in C2 and pw0, z0q a point in G. Let f : GÑ C be analytic in G,
i.e. f is continuous and both partial derivatives exist and are continuous. Then there exists a
neighbourhood U of z0 and a unique analytic function w : U Ñ C, such that
1. wpz0q “ w0,
2. pwpzq, zq P G for all z P U and
3. w1pzq “ fpwpzq, zq for all z P U .
In other words, the differential equation w1 “ fpw, zq with initial condition wpz0q “ w0 has
exactly one solution wpzq which is analytic at z0.
The following standard result is a special case of a theorem by Painlevé ([28], p. 11, [90],
Theorem 3.2.1, p. 82 or [95], Section 12.3, p. 286f).
Fact 5.2. Let H be a region in C and wpzq analytic in H. Let G be a region in C2, such that
pwpzq, zq P G for each z P H and suppose that there exists an analytic function f : G Ñ C,
such that w1pzq “ fpwpzq, zq for each z P H. Let z0 P BH. Suppose that wpzq is continuous at
z0 and that pwpz0q, z0q P G. Then z0 is a regular point of wpzq, i.e. wpzq admits an analytic
extension at z0.
Let rz1, . . . , zksn denote a power series of the variables z1, . . . , zk, converging in a neigh-
bourhood of p0, . . . , 0q and which contains only terms of order n or higher. The complex
differential equation
zw1 “ λw ` pz ` rw, zs2, λ, p P C, (5.1)
was introduced in 1856 by Briot and Bouquet [49] as an example of a complex differential
equation admitting analytic solutions at a singular point of the equation. More precisely, they
obtained ([90], Theorem 11.1.1, p. 402):
Fact 5.3. If λ is not a positive integer, then there exists a unique function wpzq which is
analytic in a neighbourhood of z “ 0 and which satisfies (5.1). Furthermore, wp0q “ 0.
The singular solutions to this equation were later investigated by Poincaré, Picard and
others (for a full bibliography, see [93]). We are going to need the following result (see [93],
Paragraph III.9.2o or [90], Theorem 11.1.3, p. 405, but note that the latter reference is without
proof and the statement is slightly incomplete).
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Fact 5.4. Assume λ ą 0. There exists a function ψpz, uq “ řjkě0 pjkzjuk, converging in a
neighbourhood of p0, 0q and such that p00 “ 0 and p01 “ 1, such that the general solution of
(5.1) which vanishes at the origin is w “ ψpz, uq, with
´ u “ Czλ, if λ R N,
´ u “ zλpC `K log zq, if λ P N.
Here, C P C is an arbitrary constant and K P C is a fixed constant depending only on the
right-hand side of (5.1).
Remark 5.5. The above statement is slightly imprecise, in that the term solution is not
defined, i.e. what a priori knowledge of wpzq (regarding its domain of analyticity, smoothness,
behaviour at z “ 0, . . . ) is required in order to guarantee that it admits the representation
stated in Fact 5.4? Inspecting the proof (as in [93], for example) shows that it is actually
enough to know that wpzq satisfies (5.1) on an interval p0, εq of the real line and that wp0`q “
0. We briefly explain why:
In order to prove Fact 5.4, one shows that there exists a function ψ of the form stated
above, such that when changing variables by w “ ψpz, uq, the function upzq formally satisfies
one of the equations
zu1 “ λu or zu1 “ λu`Kzλ,
according to whether λ R N or λ P N.
Now suppose that wpzq satisfies the above conditions. By the implicit function theorem
([91], Theorem 2.1.2), we can invert ψ to obtain a function ϕpw, zq “ w ` qz ` rw, zs2,
q P C, such that ψpz, ϕpw, zqq “ w in a neighbourhood of p0, 0q. We may thus define
upzq “ ϕpwpzq, zq for all z P p0, ε1q for some ε1 ą 0. Moreover, upzq now truly satisfies the
above equations on p0, ε1q and up0`q “ 0. Standard theory of ordinary differential equations
on the real line now yields that u is necessarily of the form stated in Fact 5.4.
We further remark that since upzq is analytic in the slit plane Czp´8, 0s and goes to 0 as
z Ñ 0 in Czp´8, 0s, there exists an r ą 0, such that pz, upzqq is in the domain of convergence
of ψpz, uq for every z P Hppi, rq. Hence, every solution wpzq can be analytically extended to
Hppi, rq.
5.3 Singularity analysis
We now summarise results about the singularity analysis of generating functions. The basic
references are [81] and [82], Chapter VI. The results are of two types: those that establish an
asymptotic for the coefficients of functions that are explicitly known, and those that estimate
the coefficients of functions which are dominated by another function. We start with the
results of the first type:
Fact 5.6. Let d P p1,8qzN, k P N, γ P Zzt0u, δ P Z and the functions f1, f2 defined by
f1pzq “ p1´ zqd and f2pzq “ p1´ zqk
ˆ
log
1
1´ z
˙γ ˆ
log log
1
1´ z
˙δ
,
for z P Czr1,`8q. Let pppiqn q be the coefficients of the Taylor expansion of fi around the
origin, i “ 1, 2. Then pppiqn q satisfy the following asymptotics as nÑ8:
pp1qn „ K1nd`1 and p
p2q
n „ K2plog nq
γ´1plog lognqδ
nk`1 ,
for some non-zero constants K1 “ K1pdq,K2 “ K2pk, γ, δq. We have K2p1,´1, 0q “ 1.
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Proof. For f1, this is Proposition 1 from [81]. For f2 this is Remark 3 at the end of Chapter
3 in the same paper. Note that the additional factors 1z do not change the nature of the
singularities, since 1z is analytic at 1 (see the footnote on p. 385 in [82]). The last statement
follows from Remark 3 as well.
The results of the second type are contained in the next theorem. It is identical to
Corollary 4 in [81]. Note that a potential difficulty here is that it requires analytical extension
outside the unit disk.
Fact 5.7. Let 0 ă ϕ ă pi{2, r ą 0 and fpzq be analytic in ∆pϕ, rq. Assume that as z Ñ 1 in
∆pϕ, rq,
fpzq “ o
ˆ
p1´ zqαL
ˆ
1
1´ z
˙˙
, where Lpuq “ plog uqγplog log uqδ, α, γ, δ P R.
Then the coefficients ppnq of the Taylor expansion of f around 0 satisfy
pn “ o
ˆ
Lpnq
nα`1
˙
, as nÑ8.
5.4 An equation for continuous-time Galton–Watson processes
In this section, let pYtqtě0 be a homogeneous continuous-time Galton–Watson process
starting at 1. Let apsq be its infinitesimal generating function and Ftpsq “ ErsYts. Assume
ap1q “ 0 and a1p1q “ λ P p0,8q, such that apsq “ 0 has a unique root q in r0, 1q.
The following proposition establishes a relation between the infinitesimal generating func-
tion of a Galton–Watson process and its generating function at time t. For real s, the formulae
stated in the proposition are well known, but we will need to use them for complex s, which
is why we have to include some (complicated) hypotheses to be sure that the functions and
integrals appearing in the formulae are well defined.
Proposition 5.8. Suppose that a and Ft have analytic extensions to some regions Da and
DF . Let Za “ ts P Da : apsq “ 0u. Let there be simply connected regions G Ă DazZa and
D Ă GXDF with FtpDq Ă G and D X p0, 1q ‰ ∅. Then the following equations hold for all
s P D: ż Ftpsq
s
1
aprq dr “ t, (5.2)
and
1´ Ftpsq “ eλtp1´ sq exp
˜
´
ż Ftpsq
s
f˚prqdr
¸
, (5.3)
where f˚psq is defined for all s P DazZa as
f˚psq “ λ
apsq `
1
1´ s, (5.4)
and the integrals may be evaluated along any path from s to Ftpsq in G.
Proof. For s P p0, 1qztqu, equation (5.2) follows readily from Kolmogorov’s backward equation
(3.3), when the integral is interpreted as the usual Riemann integral ([14], p. 106). Now note
that by definition of G, both 1apsq and f
˚ are analytic in the simply connected region G and
therefore possess antiderivatives g and h in G. Thus, the functions
s ÞÑ
ż Ftpsq
s
1
aprq dr “ gpFtpsqq ´ gpsq and s ÞÑ
ż Ftpsq
s
f˚prqdr “ hpFtpsqq ´ hpsq
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are analytic in D. By the analytic continuation principle, (5.2) then holds for every s P D,
since D X p0, 1q ‰ ∅ by hypothesis. This proves the first equation. For the second equation,
note that ´ logp1 ´ sq is an antiderivative of 11´s in G, whence the right-hand side of (5.3)
equals
eλtp1´ sq exp
˜
logp1´ Ftpsqq ´ logp1´ sq ´ λ
ż Ftpsq
s
1
aprq dr
¸
“ 1´ Ftpsq,
for all s P D, by (5.2). This gives (5.3).
Corollary 5.9. If 1 is a regular point of apsq, then it is a regular point for Ftpsq for every
t ě 0.
Proof. Define G “ ts P D : Re s ą qu. Then G X Za “ ∅, since q is the only zero of a in
D (every probability generating function g with g1p1q ą 1 has exactly one fixed point q in D;
this can easily be seen by applying Schwarz’s lemma to τ´1 ˝ g ˝ τ , where τ is the Möbius
transformation of the unit disk that maps 0 to q). Let s1 P pq, 1q be such that Ftpsq P G for
every s P H “ ts P D : Re s ą s1u. We can then apply Proposition 5.8 to conclude that (5.3)
holds for every s P H.
Since apsq is analytic in a neighbourhood U of 1 by hypothesis, it is easy to show that f˚
is analytic in U as well. Thus, f˚ has an antiderivative F ˚ in H YU . We define the function
gpsq “ p1´ sq exppF ˚psqq on H Y U . Since g1p1q “ ´ exppF ˚p1qq ‰ 0, there exists an inverse
g´1 of g in a neighbourhood U1 of gp1q “ 0. Let U2 Ă U be a neighbourhood of 1, such that
eλtgpsq P U1 for every s P U2. Define the analytic function rFtpsq “ g´1peλtgpsqq for s P U2.
Then by (5.3), we have Ftpsq “ rFtpsq for every s P H X U2, hence rFt is an analytic extension
of Ft at 1.
Corollary 5.10. Suppose that apsq has an analytic extension to Gpϕ0, r0q for some 0 ă
ϕ0 ă pi and r0 ą 0. Suppose further that there exist c P R, γ ą 1, such that ap1 ´ sq “
´λs ` λcs{ log s ` Ops{| log s|γq as s Ñ 0. Then for every ϕ0 ă ϕ ă pi there exists r ą 0,
such that Ftpsq can be analytically extended to Gpϕ, rq, mapping Gpϕ, rq into Gpϕ0, r0q.
Proof. Recall that λ ą 0. By hypothesis, we can then assume that apsq ‰ 0 in Gpϕ0, r0q by
choosing r0 small enough. Then λ{a has an antiderivative A on Gpϕ0, r0q. Define Bpsq “
Ap1´ sq for s P Hppi ´ ϕ0, r0q, such that
B1psq “ 1
sp1´ c{ log s`Op| log s|´γqq “
1
s
` c
s log s
`O
ˆ
1
s| log s|´minpγ,2q
˙
.
We can therefore apply Lemma 7.7 to B and deduce that there exist ϕ1 P pϕ0, ϕq and r1, r P
p0, r0q, such that A is injective on Gpϕ1, r1q and such that Apsq ` λt P ApGpϕ1, r1qq for every
s P Gpϕ, rq. Hence, rFtpsq “ A´1pApsq ` λtq is defined and analytic on Gpϕ, rq. By (5.2),rFtpsq “ Ftpsq on Gpϕ, rq X D, hence rFt is an analytic extension of Ft, mapping Gpϕ, rq into
Gpϕ1, r1q Ă Gpϕ0, r0q by definition.
6 Proof of Theorem 1.2
We turn back to branching Brownian motion and to our Galton–Watson process Z “
pZxqxě0 of the number of individuals absorbed at the point x. Throughout this section, we
place ourselves under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2, i.e. we assume that c ě c0 “
?
2m and
that the radius of convergence of fpsq “ ErsLs is greater than 1. The equation λ2´2cλ`c20 “ 0
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then has the solutions λc “ c´
a
c2 ´ c20 and λc “ c`
a
c2 ´ c20, hence λc “ λc “ c0 if c “ c0
and λc ă c0 ă λc otherwise. The ratio d “ λc{λc is therefore greater than or equal to one,
according to whether c ą c0 or c “ c0, respectively. Recall further that δ P N denotes the
span of L´ 1.
Let apsq “ αpřkě0 pksk´ sq be the infinitesimal generating function of Z and let Fxpsq “
ErsZxs. We recall the equation (3.5) from Section 3: For s P r0, 1s,
a1psqapsq “ 2capsq ` 2ps´ fpsqq. (6.1)
By the analytic continuation principle, this equation is satisfied on the domain of analyticity
of apsq, in particular, on D.
We now give a quick overview of the proof. Starting point is the equation (6.1). We are
going to see that this equation is closely related to the Briot–Bouquet equation (5.1) with
λ “ d. The representation of the solution to this equation given by Fact 5.4 will therefore
enable us to derive asymptotics for apsq near its singular point s “ 1 (Theorem 6.4). Via the
results in Section 5.4, we will be able to transfer these to the functions Fxpsq (Corollary 6.6).
Finally, the theorems of Flajolet and Odlyzko in Section 5.3 yield the asymptotics for qn and
P pZx “ nq.
More specifically, we will see that the main singular term in the expansion of ap1´ sq or
Fxp1 ´ sq near s “ 0 is sd, if d R N and sd log s, if d P N. At first sight, this dichotomy
might seem strange, but it becomes evident if one remembers that we expect the coefficients
of Fxpsq (i.e. the probabilities P pZx “ nq, assume δ “ 1) to behave like 1{nd`1, if d ą 1
(see Proposition 2.1). In light of Fact 5.6, a logarithmic factor must therefore appear if d is a
natural number, otherwise Fxpsq would be analytic at 1, in which case its coefficients would
decrease at least exponentially.
We start by determining the singular points of apsq and Fxpsq on the boundary of the unit
disk, which is the content of the next three lemmas.
Lemma 6.1. Let X be a random variable with law ppkqkPN0 and let x ą 0. Then the spans
of X ´ 1 and of Zx ´ 1 are equal to δ.
Proof. This follows from the fact that the BBM starts with one individual and the number
of individuals increases by l ´ 1 when an individual gives birth to l children.
Lemma 6.2. If δ “ 1, then apsq and pFxpsqqxą0 are analytic at every s0 P BDzt1u. If δ ě 2,
then there exist a function hpsq and a family of functions phxpsqqxą0, all analytic on D, such
that
apsq “ shpsδq and Fxpsq “ shxpsδq,
for every s P D. Furthermore, h and phxqxą0 are analytic at every s0 P BDzt1u.
Proof. Assume first that δ ě 2. Define
hpsq “ αp
ÿ
n
p1`δnsn ´ 1q and hxpsq “
ÿ
n
P pZx “ 1` δnqsn.
By Lemma 6.1, pk`δn “ P pZx “ k ` δnq “ 0 for every k P t2, . . . , δu and n P Z, whence
apsq “ shpsδq and Fxpsq “ shxpsδq for every s P D.
We now claim that a and Fx are analytic at every s0 P BD with sδ0 ‰ 1. Note that if δ ě 2,
this implies that h and hx are analytic at every s0 P BDzt1u, since the function s ÞÑ sδ has an
analytic inverse in a neighbourhood of any s ‰ 0.
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First note that by [79], Lemma XV.2.3, p. 475, we have |řn pnsn0 | ă 1 for every s0 P BD,
such that sδ0 ‰ 1, whence aps0q ‰ 0. Now write the differential equation (6.1) in the form
a1 “ 2ca` 2ps´ fpsqq
a
“: gpa, sq.
Since the radius of convergence of f is greater than 1 by hypothesis, g is analytic at paps0q, s0q.
Furthermore, a is continuous at s0, since
ř
n pns
n converges absolutely for every s P D.
Fact 5.2 now shows that a is analytic at s0.
It remains to show that Fx is analytic at s0. Kolmogorov’s forward and backward equations
(3.2) and (3.3) imply that apsqF 1xpsq “ apFxpsqq on r0, 1s, and the analytic continuation
principle implies that this holds on D. Now, let s0 P BD, such that sδ0 ‰ 1. Then we have
just shown that a is analytic and non-zero at s0. Furthermore, |Fxps0q| ă 1, by the above
stated lemma in [79] and Lemma 6.1. Thus, the function fpw, sq “ apwq{apsq is analytic
at pFxps0q, s0q, hence we can apply Fact 5.2 again to conclude that Fx is analytic at s0 as
well.
The next lemma ensures that we can ignore certain degenerate cases appearing in the
course of the analysis of (3.5). It is the analytic interpretation of the probabilistic results in
Section 2.
Lemma 6.3. 1 is a singular point of apsq. If c “ c0, then a2p1q “ `8.
Proof. If c “ c0, the second assertion follows from Theorem 1.1 or from Neveu’s result that
ErZx log` Zxs “ 8 for x ą 0 (see the remark before Theorem 1.1). This implies that 1
is a singular point of apsq. If c ą c0, Proposition 2.1 implies that ErsZxs “ 8 for every
s ą 1, whence 1 is a singular point of the generating function Fxpsq by Pringsheim’s theorem
([82], Theorem IV.6, p. 240). By Corollary 5.9, it follows that 1 is a singular point of apsq as
well.
The next theorem is the core of the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Theorem 6.4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.2, for every ϕ P p0, piq there exists
r ą 0, such that apsq possesses an analytical extension (denoted by apsq as well) to Gpϕ, rq.
Moreover, as 1´ sÑ 1 in Gpϕ, rq, the following holds.
´ If d “ 1, then
ap1´ sq “ ´c0s` c0 s
log 1s
´ c0s log log
1
s
plog 1s q2
` rO˜ splog 1s q2
¸
. (6.2)
´ If d ą 1, then there is a K “ Kpc, fq P Czt0u and a polynomial P psq “ řtdun“2 cnsn,
such that
if d R N : ap1´ sq “ ´λcs` P psq `Ksd ` opsdq, (6.3)
if d P N : ap1´ sq “ ´λcs` P psq `Ksd log s` opsdq. (6.4)
Proof of Theorem 6.4. We set bpsq “ ap1´ sq. By (6.1),
´ b1psqbpsq “ 2cbpsq ` 2p1´ s´ fp1´ sqq on Dp1, 1q. (6.5)
Since f is analytic at 1 by hypothesis, there exists 0 ă ε1 ă 1 ´ q and a function g analytic
on Dp0, ε1q with gp0q “ g1p0q “ 0, such that fp1´ sq “ 1´ pm` 1qs` gpsq for s P Dp0, ε1q.
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As a first step, we analyse (6.5) for real non-negative s. Since ε1 ă 1 ´ q, bpsq ă 0 on
p0, ε1q, whence we can divide both sides by bpsq to obtain
db
ds
“ ´2cb´ c
2
0s` 2gpsq
b
on p0, ε1q. (6.6)
Introduce the parameter tpsq “ şε1s dr´bprq , s P p0, ε1s, such that tpε1q “ 0, tp0`q “ `8
and tpsq is strictly decreasing on p0, ε1s. There exists then an inverse sptq on r0,8q, which
satisfies s1ptq “ bpsptqq. Hence, we have
db
dt
“ db
ds
ds
dt
“ ´2cbptq ´ c20sptq ` 2gpsptqq on p0,8q,
In matrix form, this becomes
d
dt
ˆ
b
s
˙
“M
ˆ
b
s
˙
`
ˆ
2gpsq
0
˙
, M “
ˆ´2c ´c20
1 0
˙
, (6.7)
for t P p0,8q. Note that this extends (4.2) to the subcritical case. This time, the Jordan
decomposition of M is given by
A´1MA “
ˆ´λc 0
0 ´λc
˙
, A “
ˆ´λc ´λc
1 1
˙
, if c ą c0, (6.8)
and by (4.3), if c “ c0. Setting ˆ
b
s
˙
“ A
ˆ
B
S
˙
, (6.9)
transforms (6.7) into
dB
dt
“ ´λcB ` rB,Ss2, dS
dt
“ ´λcS ` rB,Ss2, if c ą c0, (6.10)
dB
dt
“ ´c0B ` S ` rB,Ss2, dS
dt
“ ´c0S ` rB,Ss2, if c “ c0, (6.11)
for t P p0,8q. Furthermore, by (6.9), we have
s “ B ` S, (6.12)
S “
#
pλc ´ λcq´1pb` λcsq, if d ą 1,
b` c0s, if d “ 1,
(6.13)
B “
#
pλc ´ λcq´1pb` λcsq, if d ą 1,
´b` p1´ c0qs, if d “ 1.
(6.14)
From now on, let ε2, ε3, . . . be positive numbers that are as small as necessary. By the strict
convexity of b and the fact that b1p0q “ ´λc by Lemma 2.4, equation (6.13) implies that S is
a strictly convex non-negative function of s on r0, ε2q. This implies that the inverse s “ spSq
exists and is non-negative and strictly concave on r0, ε3q. It follows that tpSq “ tpspSqq exists
on r0, ε4q. Equations (6.10) and (6.11) then yield for S P p0, ε4q,
dB
dS
“ dB ` rB,Ss2
S ` rB,Ss2 , if c ą c0, (6.15)
dB
dS
“ B ´ c
´1
0 S ` rB,Ss2
S ` rB,Ss2 , if c “ c0. (6.16)
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By (6.12) and the fact that spSq is strictly concave, B is a strictly concave function of S
as well, hence strictly monotone on p0, ε5q. We claim that BpSq2 “ opSq as S Ñ 0. For d ą 1,
one checks by (6.13) that Spsq „ s, as s Ñ 0, whence BpSq “ opSq, as S Ñ 0, by (6.12).
If d “ 1, then b1p0q “ ´c0 by Lemma 2.4 and b2p0q “ `8 by Lemma 6.3. Equation (6.13)
then implies that Spsq{s2 Ñ `8 as sÑ 0, whence spSq “ op?Sq. The claim now follows by
(6.12).
Proposition 7.4 now tells us that there exists a function hpzq “ rzs2, such that the function
spSq “ S ´ hpBpSqq has an inverse Spsq on p0, ε6q and bpsq “ BpSpsqq satisfies the Briot–
Bouquet equation
sb1 “
#
db` rb, ss2, if d ą 1,
b´ c´10 s` rb, ss2, if d “ 1,
(6.17)
on p0, ε6q. By Fact 5.4 and Remark 5.5, there exists then a function ψpz, uq “ u`rz`rz, us2,
r P C, such that bpsq “ ψps, upsqq, where
upzq “ Czd, if d R N and upzq “ Czd log z, if d P N,
for some constant C “ Cpc, fq P C (the form of u in the case d P N can be obtained from the
one in Fact 5.4 by changing ψ, C and K). Moreover, comparing the coefficient of s on both
sides of (6.17), we get, if d ą 1, r “ dr, whence r “ 0 and if d “ 1: r ` C “ r ´ c´10 , whence
C “ ´c´10 .
Assume now d ą 1. Then b “ upsq ` rs, upsqs2. Recall that B “ b and S “ s` hpbq. By
(6.12),
s “ B ` S “ b` s` hpbq “ s` upsq ` rs, upsqs2,
such that s1psq “ 1 ` op1q and spsq “ s ` rss2 ` opsγq, as s Ñ 0, where γ “ pd ` tduq{2, if
d R N and γ “ d ´ 1{2, if d P N. By Lemmas 7.6 and 7.8, for every ϕ0 P p0, piq there exists
r0 ą 0, such that the inverse spsq exists and is analytic on Hpϕ0, r0q and satisfies
spsq “ s` rss2 ` opsγq, as sÑ 0.
This entails that
upsq “ Csd “ Cps` opsqqd “ Csd ` opsdq, if d R N,
upsq “ Csd log s “ Cps` ops3{2qqd logps` opsqq “ Csd log s` opsdq, if d P Nzt1u,
sn “ rss2 ` opsγ`1q ` opsγ2q “ rss2 ` opsdq, for all n ě 2.
It follows that
bpsq “ bpspsqq “ upsq ` rss2 ` opsdq, as sÑ 0.
We finally get by (6.9),
b “ ´λcB ´ λcS “ ´λcs` pλc ´ λcqb “ ´λcs` pλc ´ λcqupsq ` rss2 ` opsdq,
which proves (6.3) and (6.4).
If d “ 1, recall that upzq “ c´10 z log 1z and b “ upsq ` rs ` rs, upsqs2 for some r P C. By
(6.12),
s “ B ` S “ b` s` hpbq “ upsq ` pr ` 1qs` rs, upsqs2,
such that s1psq “ c´10 logp1s q ` Op1q and spsq “ c´10 s log 1s ` pr ` 1qs ` opsq. Lemma 7.6 now
implies that for every ϕ0 P p0, piq there exists r0 ą 0, such that the inverse spsq exists and is
analytic on Hpϕ0, r0q. Now, by (6.9),
b “ ´c0s` S “ ´c0s` s` hpbq “ ´c0s` s`Ops3{2q.
Lemma 7.9 now yields (6.2).
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Remark 6.5. The reason why we cannot explicitly determine the constant K in Theorem 6.4
is that we are analysing (3.5) only locally around the point 1. Since the solution of (3.5)
with boundary conditions apqq “ ap1q “ 0 is unique (this follows from the uniqueness of the
travelling wave solutions to the FKPP equation), a global analysis of this equation should be
able to exhibit the value of K. But it is probably easier to refine the probabilistic arguments
of Section 2, which already give a lower bound that can be easily made explicit.
The asymptotics established in Theorem 6.4 for the infinitesimal generating function can
now be readily transferred to the generating functions Fxpsq.
Corollary 6.6. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.2, for every x ą 0 and ϕ P p0, piq there
exists r ą 0, such that Fxpsq “ ErsZxs can be analytically extended to Gpϕ, rq. Furthermore,
the following holds as 1´ sÑ 1 in Gpϕ, rq.
´ If d “ 1, then
Fxp1´ sq “ 1´ ec0xs` c0xec0x
˜
s
log 1s
´ s log log
1
s
plog 1s q2
¸
` rO˜ splog 1s q2
¸
. (6.18)
´ If d ą 1, then there is a polynomial Pxpsq “ řtdun“2 cnsn, such that
if d R N : Fxp1´ sq “ 1´ eλcxs` Pxpsq `Kxdsd ` opsdq, (6.19)
if d P N : Fxp1´ sq “ 1´ eλcxs` Pxpsq `Kxsd log s` opsdq, (6.20)
where Kx “ Kpeλcx ´ eλcxq{pλc ´ λcq, with K being the constant from Theorem 6.4.
Proof. Let 0 ă ϕ0 ă ϕ. By Theorem 6.4, there exists r0 ą 0, such that apsq can be analytically
extended to Gpϕ0, r0q and satisfies the hypothesis of Corollary 5.10. It follows that there
exists r ą 0, such that Fxpsq can be analytically extended to Gpϕ, rq and maps Gpϕ, rq into
Gpϕ0, r0q. Hence, the functions
wpsq “ 1´ Fxp1´ sq and Ipsq “
ż wpsq
s
f˚p1´ rq dr,
where f˚psq is defined as in (5.4), are analytic in Hppi ´ ϕ, rq. In what follows, we always
assume that s P Hppi´ϕ, rq. Appearance of the symbols „, O, rO, o means that we let s go to
0 in Hppi ´ ϕ, rq.
First of all, we note that by Proposition 5.8, we have
wpsq “ seλcx exppIpsqq “ seλcx
´
1` Ipsq `
8ÿ
k“2
Ipsqk
k!
¯
. (6.21)
Now assume d ą 1. By Theorem 6.4, ap1´ sq “ ´λcs`rss2`upsq`opsdq, where upsq “ Ksd
or upsq “ Ksd log s, according to whether d R N or d P N, respectively. It follows that
f˚p1´ sq “ λc
ap1´ sq `
1
s
“ ´1
s
´
1´ rss1 ´ upsqλcs ` opsd´1q
¯´1 ` 1
s
“ rss0 ´ upsqλcs2 ` opsd´2q.
Now,
şwpsq
s oprd´2q dr “ opsd´1q, since wpsq „ seλcx by Lemma 2.4. Thus,
Ipsq “
ż wpsq
s
f˚p1´ rq dr “ rwpsq, ss1 ´
ż wpsq
s
uprq
λcr2
dr ` opsd´1q. (6.22)
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Since
şwpsq
s r
´2uprq dr “ Opsd´1 log sq, equations (6.21) and (6.22) now give
wpsq “ seλcx
˜
1` rwpsq, ss1 ´
ż wpsq
s
uprq
λcr2
dr ` opsd´1q
¸
. (6.23)
If d ě 2, we deduce that wpsq “ seλcx ` ops3{2q. Straightforward calculus now shows thatż wpsq
s
uprq
λcr2
dr “ Kx
eλcx
upsq
s
` rwpsq, ss1 ` opsd´1q, (6.24)
and (6.23) and (6.24) now yield
wpsq “ seλcx ` rwpsq, ss2 ´Kxupsq ` opsdq.
Repeated application of this equation shows that wpsq “ seλcx`rss2´Kxupsq` opsdq, which
yields (6.19) and (6.20).
In the critical case d “ 1, Theorem 6.4 tells us that
f˚p1´ sq “ 1
s
˜
´ 1
log 1s
` log log
1
s
plog 1s q2
` rO˜ 1plog 1s q2
¸¸
. (6.25)
Write λ “ λc “ c0. For our first approximation of wpsq, we note that
Ipsq „ ´
ż seλx
s
1
r log 1r
dr „ ´ 1
log 1s
ż seλx
s
1
r
dr “ ´ λx
log 1s
,
hence, by (6.21),
wpsq “ seλx
˜
1´ λx
log 1s
` o
˜
1
log 1s
¸¸
. (6.26)
To obtain a finer approximation, we decompose Ipsq into
Ipsq “
ż seλx
s
f˚p1´ rq dr `
ż wpsq
seλx
f˚p1´ rq dr “: I1psq ` I2psq.
We then have
I1psq “ ´ λx
log 1s
` λx log log
1
s
plog 1s q2
` rO˜ 1plog 1s q2
¸
,
and, because of (6.26),
´I2psq „
ż seλxp1` λx
log s
q
seλx
1
r log 1r
dr „ λxplog 1s q2
.
Plugging this back into (6.21) finishes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let x ą 0. We want to apply the methods from singularity analysis
reviewed in Section 5.3 to the functions a and Fx, if δ “ 1, or the functions h and hx from
Lemma 6.2, if δ ě 2. Let ϕ P p0, pi{2q. By Theorem 6.4 and Corollary 6.6, there exists
r0 ą 0, such that a and Fx can be analytically extended to Gpϕ, r0q, which implies that
for some ϕ1 P pϕ, pi{2q and r1 P p0, rq, h and hx can be extended to Gpϕ1, r1q, as well.
Moreover, by Lemma 6.2, each of these functions is analytic in a neighbourhood of every
point of C “ ts P BD : |1 ´ s| ě r1{2u, which is a compact set. Hence, there exists a finite
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number of neighbourhoods which cover C. It is then easy to show that there exists r ą 0,
such that the functions are analytic in ∆pϕ1, rq.
If δ “ 1, we can then immediately apply Facts 5.6 and 5.7, together with the asymptotics
on a and Fx established in Theorem 6.4 and Corollary 6.6, to prove Theorem 1.2.
If δ ě 2, let qpsq be the inverse of s ÞÑ sδ in a neighbourhood of 1, then hpsq “ apqpsqq{qpsq
near 1, by Lemma 6.2. But since q1p1q “ 1{δ, we have
hp1´ sq “ ap1´ p1
δ
s` c2s2 ` c3s3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ qqp1` c11s` c12s` ¨ ¨ ¨ q,
for some constants cn, c1n, and so equations (6.2), (6.3) and (6.4) transfer to h with the
coefficient of the main singular term divided by δd. We can therefore use Facts 5.6 and 5.7
for the function h to obtain the asymptotic for ppδn`1qnPN in Theorem 1.2. In the same way,
equations (6.18), (6.19) and (6.20) yield asymptotics for hx, such that we can use again Facts
5.6 and 5.7 to prove the second part of Theorem 1.2.
7 Appendix
7.1 A renewal argument for branching diffusions
Let W “ pWtqtě0 be a diffusion on an interval with endpoints a1 ď 0 ă a, such that
limxÓ0PxrT0 ă ts “ 1 for every t ą 0, where T0 “ inftt ě 0 : Wt “ 0u andW0 “ x, Px-almost
surely. For x P p0, aq, and only in the scope of this section, we define P x to be the law of
the branching diffusion starting with a single particle at position x where the particles move
according to the diffusion W and branch with rate β according to the reproduction law with
generating function fpsq. Moreover, particles hitting the point 0 are absorbed at that point.
Denote by Z the number of particles absorbed during the lifetime of the process and define
uspxq “ P xrsZs for s P r0, 1q and x P p0, aq.
Lemma 7.1. Let s P r0, 1q and G be the generator of the diffusion W . Then
G us “ βpus ´ f ˝ usq on p0, aq, with usp0`q “ s.
Proof. The proof proceeds by a renewal argument similar to the one in [118]. As for the BBM,
for an individual u, we denote by ζu its time of death, Xuptq its position at time t and Lu
the number of u’s children. Define the event A “ tDt P r0, ζ∅q : X∅ptq “ 0u. For s P r0, 1q we
have by the strong branching property
uspxq “ ExrsZs “ sP xpAq ` Ex
„´
EX∅pζ∅´qrsZs
¯L∅
, Ac

“ sPxpT0 ă ξq `ExrfpuspWξqq, ξ ď T0s,
where W “ pWtqtě0 is a diffusion with generator G starting at x under Px, T0 “ inftt ě 0 :
Wt “ 0u and the random variable ξ is exponentially distributed with rate β and independent
from W . Setting vpxq “ PxpT0 ă ξq we get by integration by parts
vpxq “
ż 8
0
βe´βtPxpT0 ă tq dt “
ż 8
0
e´βtPxpT0 P dtq “ Ex
”
e´βT0
ı
,
and therefore G v “ βv on p0, aq ([41], Paragraph II.1.10, p. 18).
Denote the β-resolvent of the diffusion by Rβ . By the strong Markov property,
ExrfpuspWξqq, ξ ď T0s “ Ex
” ż 8
0
βe´βtfpuspWtqqdt
ı
´Ex
” ż 8
T0
βe´βtfpuspWtqqdt
ı
“ βRβpf ˝ usqpxq ´ βExre´βT0sRβpf ˝ usqp0q,
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hence us “ Cs,βv ` βRβpf ˝ usq, with Cs,β “ s´ βRβpf ˝ usqp0q. It follows that
G us “ βCs,βv ` β2Rβpf ˝ usq ´ βpf ˝ usq “ βpus ´ f ˝ usq on p0, aq.
By the above hypothesis on W , PxpT0 ă ξq Ñ 1 as x Ó 0, whence usp0`q “ s.
7.2 Addendum to the proof of Theorem 1.1
With the notation used in the proof of Theorem 1.1, recall that for some constant K ą 0
we have
pφ1 ` c0φqpxq „ φpxq{x „ Ke´c0x, as xÑ8.
In what follows, formulae containing the symbols „ and opq are meant to hold as s Ó 0. The
above equation yields
ap1´ sq “ φ1pφ´1psqq “ ´c0s` pφ1 ` c0φqpφ´1psqq “ ´c0s` pc0 ` op1qqs
log 1s
. (7.1)
Now, by (3.5), we have
a1p1´ sqap1´ sq “ 2c0ap1´ sq ` c20s´ gpsq,
where we recall that gpsq was defined as gpsq “ 2pfp1 ´ sq ´ 1 ` f 1p1qsq. From the above
equation, one gets
a2p1´ sq “ ´pap1´ sqq´3
´`
c0ap1´ sq ` c20s´ gpsq
˘2 ´ g1psqap1´ sq2¯.
By definition, gpsq “ opsq and g1psq “ op1q. The previous equation together with (7.1) then
yields (4.7).
Kolmogorov’s forward and backward equations (3.2) and (3.3) give
F 1xpsq “ apFxpsqqapsq ,
and taking the derivative on both sides of this equation gives
F 2x psq “ apFxpsqqapsq2
`
a1pFxpsqq ´ a1psq
˘
. (7.2)
By (4.7) and F 1xp1q “ ErZxs “ ec0x, we get
a1pFxp1´ sqq ´ a1p1´ sq “ ´
ż 1´Fxp1´sq
s
a2p1´ rq dr „ ´ c
2
0x
plog sq2 .
This equation, together with (7.2) now yields
F 2x p1´ sq „ ´c0e
c0xs
c20s
2
ˆ
´ c
2
0x
plog sq2
˙
,
which is (4.8).
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7.3 Reduction to Briot–Bouquet equations
In this section, we show how one can reduce differential equations as those obtained in the
proof of Theorem 1.2 to the canonical form (5.1). It is mostly based on pp. 64 and 65 of [28].
Lemma 7.2. Let λ P p0, 1s and p P C. Then the equation
w1 “ λw ` rw, zs2
z ` pw ` rw, zs2 . (7.3)
has an analytic solution wpzq “ rzs2 in a neighbourhood of the origin.
Proof. We choose the ansatz w “ z ¨ w1. This transforms (7.3) into
zw11 ` w1 “ λzw1 ` z
2rw1, zs0
z ` pzw1 ` z2rw1, zs0 “
λw1 ` zrw1, zs0
1` rw1, zs1 .
Writing the inverse of the denominator as a power series in w1 and z, this equals
pλw1 ` zrw1, zs0qp1` rw1, zs1q “ λw1 ` rz ` rw1, zs2,
for some r P C. This finally yields
zw11 “ pλ´ 1qw1 ` rz ` rw1, zs2.
Since λ´ 1 is not a positive integer, this equation now has an analytic solution w1pzq “ rzs1
by Fact 5.3, whence wpzq “ zw1pzq “ rzs2 solves (7.3).
Remark 7.3. The important point in Lemma 7.2 is that the coefficient of z in the numerator
of (7.3) is 0, which is why w1pzq “ 0.
Proposition 7.4. Let λ ě 1 and p P R. Suppose wpzq is a strictly monotone real-valued
function on p0, εq, ε ą 0, with wpzq2 “ opzq as z Ñ 0 and satisfying
w1 “ λw ` pz ` rw, zs2
z ` rw, zs2 on p0, εq. (7.4)
Then there exists hpzq “ rzs2 and ε1 ą 0, such that z “ z ´ hpwq has an inverse z “ zpzq on
p0, ε1q and such that
z
dw
dz
“ λw ` pz` rw, zs2 on p0, ε1q. (7.5)
Proof. By hypothesis, wpzq is monotone on p0, εq and therefore possesses an inverse z “ zpwq
on p0, δq, δ ą 0, which satisfies
dz
dw
“ λ
´1z ` rw, zs2
w ` pλ´1z ` rw, zs2 . (7.6)
By Lemma 7.2, there exists then an analytic solution z “ gpwq “ rws2 to (7.6), since λ´1 P
p0, 1s by hypothesis. Setting z “ z ´ gpwq transforms (7.6) into a differential equation, which
has z “ 0 as a solution, hence it is of the form
dz
dw
“ λ
´1z` zrw, zs1
w ` pλ´1z` rw, zs2 .
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We have dz{dz “ 1` g1pwpzqqw1pzq “ 1`Opwpzqw1pzqq. By (7.4),
wpzqw1pzq “ Opwpzq2{z ` wpzqq “ op1q,
by hypothesis. Hence, there exists ε1 ą 0, such that zpzq is strictly increasing on p0, ε1q and
therefore has an inverse. Thus, wpzq “ wpzpzqq satisfies
dw
dz
“ w ` pλ
´1z` rw, zs2
λ´1zp1` rw, zs1q on p0, ε2q,
for some ε2 ą 0. Expanding p1` rw, zs1q´1 as a power series at pw, zq “ p0, 0q gives (7.5).
7.4 Inversion of some analytic functions
The results in this section are needed in the proofs of Corollary 5.10 and Theorem 1.2.
Lemma 7.5. Let ϕ P p0, piq, r ą 0 and h be an analytic function on Hpϕ, rq with hpzq “ opzq
as z Ñ 0. Then there exists r1 ą 0, such that for all z1, z2 P Hpϕ, r1q,
log z1 ´ log z2 `
ż z1
z2
hpzq dz ‰ 0.
Proof. Let z1, z2 P Hpϕ, rq. Write zi “ aieiϕi , with ai ą 0, ϕi P p´ϕ,ϕq, i “ 1, 2. Define the
paths
γ1ptq “ a2eiptϕ1`p1´tqϕ2q and γ2ptq “ pta1 ` p1´ tqa2qeiϕ1 , t P r0, 1s,
such that their concatenation forms a path from z2 to z1 in Hpϕ, rq. Thenż
γ1
hpsq ds “ |ϕ1 ´ ϕ2| ¨ a2op1{a2q and
ż
γ2
hpsqds “ | log a1 ´ log a2|op1q.
As a consequence,ˇˇˇˇż z1
z2
hpsqds
ˇˇˇˇ
“ p|ϕ1 ´ ϕ2| ` | log a1 ´ log a2|qop1q ď
?
2| log z1 ´ log z2|op1q.
This proves the statement.
Lemma 7.6. Let r ą 0 and ϕ P p0, pis. Let g and h be analytic functions on Hpϕ, rq with
g1pzq “ 1 ` op1q, h1pzq “ log 1z ` Op1q, gpzq Ñ 0 and hpzq Ñ 0 as z Ñ 0 in Hpϕ, rq. Then
for each ϕ0 P p0, ϕq and ϕ1 P pϕ0, ϕq there exist r0, r1 ą 0, such that g and h are injective on
Hpϕ1, r1q and the images of Hpϕ1, r1q by g and h contain Hpϕ0, r0q.
Proof. By hypothesis, gpzq “ z ` opzq as z Ñ 0 in Hpϕ, rq, whence arg gpzq “ arg z ` op1q.
Thus, there exists r1 ą 0, such that gpHpϕ1, r1qq Ă Czp´8, 0s.
Suppose that there exist z1, z2 P Hpϕ1, r1q, such that gpz1q “ gpz2q. Let γ be a path from
z2 to z1 in Hpϕ1, r1q. Then g ˝ γ is a loop in Czp´8, 0s, whence
0 “
ż
g˝γ
1
z
dz “
ż
γ
g1pzq
gpzq dz “ log z1 ´ log z2 `
ż
γ
op1z q dz.
By Lemma 7.5, we can choose r1 so small, that this equality cannot hold, whence g is injective
on Hpϕ1, r1q.
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Since gpzq Ñ 0 and arg gpzq “ arg z ` op1q as z Ñ 0, there exists r0 ą 0, such that
gpBHpϕ1, r1qq encloses Hpϕ0, r0q. Now, since g is injective on Hpϕ1, r1q, Hpϕ1, r1q and
gpHpϕ1, r1qq are conformally equivalent, whence gpHpϕ1, r1qq is simply connected. It follows
that gpHpϕ1, r1qq Ą Hpϕ0, r0q.
Exactly the same arguments hold for h, since hpzq “ zplog 1z`Op1qq by hypothesis, whence
arg hpzq “ arg z ` op1q and h1pzq{hpzq “ 1{z ` op1{zq as z Ñ 0.
Lemma 7.7. Let r ą 0, ϕ P p0, pis and t P R. Let g be an analytic function on Hpϕ, rq with
g1pzq “ 1
z
` c
z log z
`O
ˆ
1
z| log z|γ
˙
, as z Ñ 0 in Hpϕ, rq,
for some c P R and γ ą 1. Then for each 0 ă ϕ0 ă ϕ1 ă ϕ there exist r0, r1 ą 0, such that g
is injective on Hpϕ1, r1q and gpzq ` t P gpHpϕ1, r1qq for every z P Hpϕ0, r0q.
Proof. By the hypothesis on g, we have for z1, z2 P Hpϕ, rq,
gpz1q ´ gpz2q “ log z1 ´ log z2 `
ż z1
z2
op1{zqdz.
By Lemma 7.5, there exists therefore r1 ą 0, such that g is injective on Hpϕ1, r1q.
Since 1{px| log x|γq is integrable near 0, we have
gpzq “ log z ` c logplog 1z q ` op1q, as z Ñ 0,
where we assume without loss of generalisation that the constant of integration is 0. It follows
that Re gpzq Ñ ´8 and Im gpzq “ arg z ` op1q as z Ñ 0, since c P R. Hence, there exists an
R P R, such that gpBHpϕ1, r1qq encloses the strip S “ S´pR,ϕ1q. As in the proof of Lemma
7.6, it follows that S Ă gpHpϕ1, r1qq. Furthermore, again by the asymptotics of Re g and
Im g, there exists r0 ą 0, such that gpsq ` t P S for every s P Gpϕ0, r0q. This concludes the
proof.
Lemma 7.8. Let wpzq be an analytic function on an open subset of Czp´8, 0s, such that
wpzq Ñ 0 as z Ñ 0 and
z “ w ` a2w2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` anwn ` opwγq, as z Ñ 0,
for some n P N, γ ą n and a2, . . . , an P C. Then there exist b2, . . . , bn P C, such that
wpzq “ z ` b2z2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` bnzn ` opzγq, as z Ñ 0.
Proof. For every i P N, we have by hypothesis
zi “ wi ` ai,i`1wi`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ai,nwn ` opwγq,
for some ai,i`1, . . . , ai,n P C. For 2 ď k ď n, define recursively (with b1 “ 1)
bk “ ´pa1,k ` b2a2,k ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` bk´1ak´1,kq.
Then, z ` b2z2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` bnzn “ w ` opwγq. The statement now follows from the fact that
wpzq „ z as z Ñ 0 by hypothesis, whence opwγq “ opzγq.
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Lemma 7.9. Let wpzq be an analytic function on an open subset of Czp´8, 0s, such that
wpzq Ñ 0 as z Ñ 0 and
cz “ w log 1w ` Cw ` opwq, as z Ñ 0,
for some constants c ą 0, C P C. Then
w “ cz
log 1z
˜
1´ log log
1
z ` C ´ log c` op1q
log 1z
¸
, as z Ñ 0.
Proof. Set fpzq “ wpzq{z. By hypothesis, log z „ logw “ log z ` log fpzq, whence log fpzq “
oplog zq. Now define gpzq by
wpzq “ cz
log 1z
gpzq,
such that log gpzq “ log fpzq ´ log log 1z “ oplog zq. By hypothesis,
cz „ w log 1w “
cz
log 1z
gpzq `log log 1z ` log 1z ´ log c´ log gpzq˘ „ czgpzq,
whence gpzq „ 1, which implies log gpzq “ op1q. It now follows from the hypothesis that
cz “ cz
log 1z
gpzq
´
log log 1z ´ log cz ` C ` op1q
¯
,
whence
gpzq “
˜
1` log log
1
z ` C ´ log c` op1q
log 1z
¸´1
.
The statement now follows from the series representation of p1` zq´1 at z “ 0.
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Chapter 2
Branching Brownian motion with
selection of the N right-most particles
1 Introduction
In this chapter, we consider the N -BBM, whose definition we recall: Given a reproduction
law pqpkqqkě0 withm “ řpk´1qqpkq ą 0 and finite second moment, particles diffuse according
to standard Brownian motion and branch at rate β0 “ 1{p2mq into k particles with probability
qpkq. Furthermore, we fix a (large) parameterN and as soon as the number of particles exceeds
N , we keep the N right-most particles and instantaneously kill the others.
For a finite counting measure ν on R, define for α P p0, 1q and N P N,
quNα pνq “ inftx P R : νprx,8qq ă αNu.
Furthermore, set
xα “ inftx ě 0 :
ż 8
x
ye´y dy ď αu.
For N P N large enough, we then define aN “ logN ` 3 log logN and
µN “
d
1´ pi
2
a2N
“ 1´ pi
2
2 log2N
` 3pi
2 log logN
log3N
` o
´ 1
log3N
¯
.
and set
MNα ptq “ quNα pνNt q ´ µN t,
where νNt is the counting measure formed by the positions of the particles of N -BBM at
time t. Our main theorem is then the following:
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that at time 0 there are N particles distributed independently accord-
ing to the density proportional to sinppix{aN qe´x1p0,aN qpxq. Then for every α P p0, 1q, the
finite-dimensional distributions of the process`
MNα
`
t log3N
˘˘
tě0
converge weakly as N Ñ8 to those of the Lévy process pLt ` xαqtě0 with L0 “ 0 and
logEreiλL1s “ iλc` pi2
ż 8
0
eiλx ´ 1´ iλx1pxď1q Λpdxq. (1.1)
Here, Λ is the image of the measure px´21pxą0qqdx by the map x ÞÑ logp1 ` xq and c P R is
a constant depending on the reproduction law qpkq.
For a motivation of why this process is interesting, we refer to the introductory chapter.
In the next subsection, we present a detailed sketch of the ideas in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
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1.1 Heuristic ideas and overview of the results
In the introductory chapter of this thesis, we have outlined the semi-deterministic de-
scription of the N -BBM from [56]: Most of the time the system is in a meta-stable state,
where the particles are approximately distributed according to the density proportional to
e´x sinppix{ logNq1p0,logNqpxq. From time to time (with a rate of order log´3N), a particle
goes far to the right and reaches a point near aN defined above. This particle then spawns a
large number of descendants (of the order of N), which leads to a shift of the front. Our proof
of Theorem 1.1 is inspired by this description and by the article by Berestycki, Berestycki and
Schweinsberg [23], who made some of these ideas rigorous. We briefly recall their results and
arguments.
They consider BBM with absorption at the origin and with drift ´µN . Their starting
point is to introduce a second barrier at the point aN,A “ aN ´ A for some large positive
constant A and divide the particles at time t into two parts; on the one hand those that have
stayed inside the interval p0, aN,Aq, on the other hand those that have hit the point aN,A before
hitting 0. This corresponds roughly to the division of the process into a deterministic and a
stochastic part. Indeed, killing the particles at aN,A prevents the number of particles from
growing fast and thus permits to calculate expectations and variances of various quantities.
For example, if at time 0 we have N particles distributed according to the meta-stable density,
then the variance of the number of particles at the time log3N is of order of e´AN2. For
large A, the particles inside the interval p0, aN,Aq therefore behave almost deterministically at
the timescale log3N . Moreover, the leading term in the Fourier expansion of the transition
density of Brownian motion (with drift ´µN and killed at the border of the interval p0, aN,Aq)
is proportional to e´µNx sinppix{aN,Aq, which explains the meta-stable density predicted by
the physicists.
As for the particles that hit aN,A, the authors of [23] find that 1) the number of descendants
at a later time of such a particle is of the order of e´ANW , where W is a random variable
with tail P pW ą xq „ 1{x, as xÑ 8 and 2) the rate at which particles hit the right barrier
is of the order of eA{ log3N . Putting the pieces together, they then show that the process
which counts the number of particles of the system converges in the log3N timescale to
Neveu’s continuous-state branching process 1 and its genealogy to the Bolthausen–Sznitman
coalescent.
Our proof of Theorem 1.1 builds upon the ideas of [23] presented above. The basic idea is
to approximate the N -BBM by a BBM with absorption at a random barrier, which is chosen
in such a way that it keeps the number of particles almost constant. We call the resulting
system the “B-BBM” (B stands for “barrier”). The B-BBM takes two (large) parameters a
and A, which have similar purposes than aN,A and A above. We then set µ “
a
1´ pi2{a2 and
start with BBM with drift ´µ and an absorbing barrier at the origin. Now, at the beginning,
this barrier stays at the origin and does not move. When and only when a particle hits a
and spawns a lot of descendants do we increase the drift to the left. This increase is in order
to kill particles and thus make the population size stay almost constant. Note that moving
the barrier to the right is an equivalent operation, but increasing the drift is technically more
convenient. After the system has relaxed (which takes a time of order a2) the drift is set to
´µ again and the process is repeated.
1. A continuous-state branching process (CSBP) pZtqtě0 is a time-changed Lévy process without negative
jumps: at time t, time is sped up by the factor Zt´. CSBPs are scaling limits of Galton–Watson processes
and thus have an inherent notion of genealogy. Neveu’s CSBP is the CSBP with Lévy measure x´21pxą0q dx,
whose genealogy is given by the Bolthausen–Sznitman coalescent [27]. As a wise reader, you have read the
introductory chapter, such that you know what this coalescent is.
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As in [23], an important quantity is
Zt “
ÿ
wZpXuptqq, where wZpxq “ aeµpx´aq sin pix
a
.
Here, we sum over all the particles u alive at time t and Xuptq denotes the position of the
particle u at time t. The process pZtqtě0 is important because it is a martingale for BBM
with absorption at 0 and a and drift ´µ. Furthermore, it gives the approximate number
of particles at a time t " a2. More precisely, set N “ r2pieAa´3eµas and suppose we kill
particles at 0 and a. The expected number of particles at a time t, with a2 ! t ! a3, is then
approximately Ne´AZ0. Moreover, the variance is of the order of N2e´2AZ0. Therefore, if
Z0 « eA then the number of particles is concentrated around its expectation for large A.
When a particle hits the right barrier at the time τ , say, we absorb its descendants at the
space-time line Lτ : x “ a´y`p1´µqpt´τq, where y is a large constant depending on A only
(this idea comes from [23]). In doing so, the number of particles absorbed at the barrier has
the same law as in BBM with drift ´1 and absorption at ´y, starting from a single particle at
the origin. Moreover, the time it takes for all the particles to be absorbed depends only on y,
not on a. Now, if x1, . . . , xn are the positions of the absorbed particles and Z 1 “ řiwZpxiq,
then the number of descendants of this particle at a later time is of the order of e´ANZ 1,
provided that the drift stays constant. Consequently, we say that a breakout occurs, whenever
Z 1 ą εeA, where ε will be chosen such that ε ! 1{A.
In order to define a breakout properly, we classify the particles into tiers. Particles that
have never hit the point a form the particles of tier 0. As soon as a particle hits a (at the
time τ , say) it advances to tier 1. Its descendants then belong to tier 1 as well, but whenever
a descendant hits a and has an ancestor which has hit the line Lτ after τ , it advances to
tier 2 and so on. Whenever a particle advances to the next tier, it has a chance to break
out. We can then define the time T of the first breakout and will indeed show that T is
approximately exponentially distributed with rate proportional to ε´1a´3. Interestingly, we
will see that with high probability breakouts only occur from particles which are of tier 0 or 1.
In fact, the number of breakouts occuring from particles of tier 1 between the times 0 and a3
is approximately proportional to A (and the remaining « ε´1 breakouts occur from particles
of tier 0).
After the breakout, we will then increase the drift to the left slightly, in order to kill more
particles than usual (remember that increasing the drift to the left corresponds to moving
the barrier to the right). For this, we first choose a family of increasing smooth functions
pfxqxě0 with fxp0q “ 0 and fxp`8q “ x for all x ě 0. Such a function will be called a barrier
function. The drift after a breakout is then set to µt “ µ ` pd{dtqf∆pt{a2q, where ∆ is the
total amount by which we have to move the barrier. Thus, the only randomness in the choice
of the barrier is in its total shift, not in its shape. Looking at the definition of Zt and the
fact that Z0 « eA, one easily guesses that we have to choose ∆ “ logp1 ` e´AZ 1q in order
to get Zt ultimately back to its initial value. This already explains the convergence of the
barrier to the Lévy process given by (1.1): On the one hand, we have Z 1 « piW , where W
is the random variable mentioned above. This implies that the law of e´AZ 1 conditioned on
Z 1 ą εeA is approximately εx´21pxěεq dx for large A and a. 2 On the other hand, we will
show that breakouts occur at a rate proportional to ε´1a´3. Together with the definition of
∆, this explains the Lévy measure Λpdxq in (1.1). One easily checks that the cumulants of
this Lévy process coincide with (2).
As for the shape of the barrier, it is determined by the fact that we want the number of
particles at each time to be approximately N . By first-moment estimates, it will become clear
2. The statement “for large A and a” means that we let first a, then A go to infinity, see Section 6.1.
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in Section 5.3 that the correct barrier function to choose is
f∆ptq “ log
´
1` pe∆ ´ 1qpi´2epi2t{2 d
dt
θp1, tq
¯
,
where the theta function θpx, tq is defined in (2.1).
We remark that in order to study the B-BBM up to the time T of the first breakout, we
need to study it conditioned to break out at time t for every t ě 0. We will see in Section 6.4
that this will lead to a decomposition of the particles into 1) a fugitive, which is conditioned
to break out at t and which will effectively be a spine, and 2) the other particles conditioned
not to break out before t. This is essentially a Doob transform of the process, which we will
introduce in Section 3.4. Furthermore, we will see that the tier 1 particles will have an essential
role: At the timescale a3 they will lead to an additional shift of the barrier by an amount of
the order of A. This term will play the role of the linear compensation that is necessary in
order to obtain in the limit the Lévy process of infinite variation stated in Theorem 1.1.
We now describe how we use the results on the B-BBM in order to prove Theorem 1.1.
Initially, our plan was to couple the N -BBM and the B-BBM, i.e. construct them on the same
probability space. We would then assign a colour to each particle: blue to the particles which
appear in the N -BBM but not in the B-BBM, red to those that appear in the B-BBM but
not in the N -BBM, and white to the particles that appear in both processes. Our aim was
then to show that the number of blue and red particles was negligible after a time of order
a3. This, unfortunately, did not work out, because we were not able to handle the intricate
dependence between the red and blue particles.
Instead, we couple the N -BBM with two different processes, the B5- and the B7-BBM,
which are variants of the B-BBM and which bound the position of the N -BBM in a certain
sense from below and above, respectively. The B5-BBM is defined as follows: Initially, all
particles are coloured white and evolve as in the B-BBM. A white particle is coloured red as
soon as it hasN or more white particles to its right. Children inherit the colour of their parent.
After a breakout and the subsequent relaxation, all the red particles are killed immediately
and the process restarts with the remaining particles. It is intuitive that the collection of
white particles then bounds the N -BBM from below (in some sense) because we kill “more”
particles than in the N -BBM. Indeed, in Section 10.1, we show by a coupling method that
the empirical measure of the white particles in B5-BBM is stochastically dominated by the
one of the N -BBM with respect to the usual stochastic ordering of measures. It then remains
to show that the number of red particles in B5-BBM is negligible when A and a are large. We
do this through precise estimates on the number of particles in the interval rr,8q for every
r ě 0. These allow us to estimate the expected number of particles which turn red at the
point r. It turns out that this expectation is small enough, which permits to conclude.
The definition of the B7-BBM, which is used to bound the N -BBM from above, is more
intricate than the one of B5-BBM. Again, we colour all initial particles white and particles
evolve as in B-BBM with the following change: Whenever a white particle hits 0 and has less
than N particles to its right, instead of killing it immediately, we colour it blue and let it
survive for a time of order a2. More precisely, we cut time into intervals In “ rtn, tn`1q, with
tn “ Kna2 for some large constant K. A particle which gets coloured blue during In then
survives until the time tn`2. At this time, all of its descendants to the left of the origin are
killed and the others survive. It will turn out that this system bounds the N -BBM from above
with high probability and that the number of blue particles will remain negligible during a
time of order a3, as long as A and a are large.
We note that although our technique of bounding the N -BBM from below and from
above works well for the position of the particles, it does not give us information about the
genealogy; the reason being that the coupling deforms the genealogical tree of the process.
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Thus, although it should not be difficult to show that the genealogy of the B-BBM (and of
the B5- and B7-BBM) converges to the Bolthausen–Sznitman coalescent we do not know at
present how one could transfer this information to the N -BBM.
1.2 Notation guide
This chapter is quite long and therefore also uses a lot of different notation. Below is a
list of recurrent symbols, roughly in the order of their first appearance. Following this list are
some further remarks about notational conventions.
Symbol Meaning Sect.
qpkq Reproduction law 1, 4
m m “ řkpk ´ 1qqpkq 1, 4
β0 Branching rate, β0 “ 1{p2mq 1, 4
θ, θ Theta functions 2.1
W x Law of Brownian motion started at x 2.2
pat px, yq Transition density of Brownian motion killed outside r0, as 2.2
Et Error term 2.2
Iapx, Sq, Japx, Sq Integrals related to Brownian motion killed outside r0, as 2.2
W xtaboo,W
x,t,y
taboo Law of Brownian taboo process and its bridge 2.3
N, N˚ The set of natural numbers including and excluding 0, resp. 3.1
U The space of individuals 3.1
Ξ A realisation of a branching Markov process 3.1
ζu, bu, du Lifetime, birth and death times of an individual u 3.1
N ptq Set of individuals alive at time t 3.1
Xuptq Position of the individual u at the time t 3.1
Px,Ex,Pν ,Eν Law of and expectation w.r.t. a branching Markov process
(later: BBM) started at x or with particles distributed ac-
cording to a finite counting measure ν
3.1
Ft σ-algebra with information up to time t 3.2
FL σ-algebra with information up to the stopping line L 3.2
LT Stopping line generated by a stopping time T 3.2
L A random variable with law qpkq 4
m2 m2 “ ErLpL´ 1qs 4
W Seneta-Heyde martingale limit of BBM with absorption 4
µ µ “a1´ pi2{a2 5.1
ptpx, yq Density of BBM killed outside an interval 5.1
Pf ,Ef Law of and expectation w.r.t. BBM with varying drift 5.1
wZpxq wZpxq “ a sinppix{aqeµpx´aq1pxPr0,asq 5.2
wY pxq wY pxq “ eµpx´aq1pxě0q 5.2
Zt, Yt Sums of wZpxq, wY pxq over the positions of time t particles 5.2
Nt Number of particles at time t 5.3
Rt Number of particles hitting a up to time t 5.4rP, rE Law/expectation of BBM weakly conditioned not to hit a 5.5
A, a, ε, η, y, ζ Parameters of BBM before a breakout and B-BBM 6.1
N
plq
t Stopping line of tier l particles at time t 6.1
S
plq
t Stopping line of tier l particles hitting the critical line before t 6.1
R
plq
t Stopping line of tier l particles hitting a before t 6.1
S pu,tq Stopping line of descendants of pu, tq hitting the critical line 6.1
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Z
plq
t Sum of wZpxq over particles from N plqt 6.1
Zt, Yt, Rt, Nt Zt “ Zp0`qt (from Section 6 on). Same for Yt, Rt and Nt 6.1
pB Probability of a breakout 6.1
Qa Pa conditioned not to break out 6.1
T plq Time of first breakout from tier l 6.1pP, pE (also pPλ,pEλ) Law/expectation of BBM conditioned not to break out before
some fixed time
6.3
Z
plq
H Sum of wZpxq over particles from S plqt 6.3
U The fugitive (the particle which breaks out) 6.4ĎNt, |Nt The descendants of the fugitive at time t, whose most recent
common ancestor with the fugitive is/is not a regular particle
6.4
sZt, qZt Sum of wZpxq over particles from ĎNt and |Nt, respectively 6.4sZt, qZt Value of Zt restricted to particles from ĎNt and |Nt, resp. 6.4pZt Value of Zt restricted to particles not related to the fugitive 7
∆ The total shift of the barrier after a breakout 7.1
X
rns
t The position of the first n pieces of the barrier at time t (barrier
process)
7.1
Θn Beginning of the n`1-th piece of B-BBM (i.e. time of the n-th
breakout plus relaxation time)
7.1
Gn “Good event” related to the first n pieces of B-BBM 7.1
γ0 γ0 “ ppipBeAq´1. 7.1
GU , Gfug, pG,qG,G∆, Gnbab Several good sets related to a piece of B-BBM 7.2
From Section 5 on, the symbol C stands for a positive constant, which may only depend
on the reproduction law q and the value of which may change from line to line. Furthermore,
if X is any mathematical expression, then the symbol OpXq stands for a possibly random
term whose absolute value is bounded by C|X|.
In Section 6, we introduce two parameters A and a and will first let a then A go to
infinity. This will be expressed by the statements “for large A and a we have. . . ” or “as A
and a go to infinity. . . ” (see Section 6.1 for a precise definition). These phrases will become
so common that in Sections 7 to 9 they will often be used implicitly, although they will
always be explicitly stated in the theorems, propositions, lemmas etc. Section 6 furthermore
introduces the notation op1q, which stands for a (non-random) term that only depends on the
reproduction law q and the parameters A, a, ε, η, y and ζ and which goes to 0 as A and a go
to infinity.
Sections 8 and 9 each use special notation which only appears in those sections. This
notation is defined at the beginning of both sections. Moreover, in both sections, we sometimes
denote quantities which refer to descendants of the fugitive after a breakout by the superscript
“fug”.
2 Brownian motion in an interval
In this section, we recall some explicit formulae concerning real-valued Brownian motion
killed upon exiting an interval. These formulae naturally involve Jacobi theta functions, since
these are fundamental solutions of the heat equation with periodic boundary conditions. We
will therefore first review their definition and some of their properties.
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2.1 A function of Jacobi theta-type
We define for x P R and t ą 0 the following function of Jacobi theta-type:
θpx, tq “ 1
2
`
8ÿ
n“1
e´
pi2
2 n
2t cosppinxq. (2.1)
The definition (2.1) is a representation of θ as a Fourier series, which is particularly well
suited for large t, but which does not reveal its behaviour as tÑ 0. This is where the following
representation comes in, which is related to (2.1) by the Poisson summation formula (see [17],
§9):
θpx, tq “
ÿ
nPZ
1?
2pit
exp
´
´ px´ 2nq
2
2t
¯
. (2.2)
One recognises immediately that for real x and t, θpx, tq is the probability density at time
t of Brownian motion on the circle R{2Z started at 0. In other words, θpx, tq is the unique
solution to the PDE $’&’%
B
Btupx, tq “ 12
` B
Bx
˘2
upx, tq (PDE)
upx, tq “ upx` 2, tq (BC)
upx, 0`q “ řnPZ δpx´ 2nq (IC), (2.3)
where δpxq denotes the Dirac delta-function. This is the heat equation with periodic boundary
condition and the Dirac comb as initial condition. Note that (PDE) and (BC) also follow
directly from (2.1).
We define
θptq “ 2
pi2
e
pi2
2
t d
dt
θp1, tq,
which is a smooth function on R`. By (2.1) and (2.2), one can show that θ is stricly increas-
ing 3 with θp0q “ 0 and θp`8q “ 1.
2.2 Brownian motion killed upon exiting an interval
Various quantities of Brownian motion killed upon exiting an interval can be expressed by
theta functions. For x P R, let W x be the law of Brownian motion started at x, let pXtqtě0
be the canonical process and let Hy “ inftt ě 0 : Xt “ yu. For a ą 0 and x P r0, as, denote by
W xkilled,a the law of Brownian motion started at x and killed upon leaving the interval p0, aq.
Let pat px, yq be its transition density, i.e.
pat px, yqdy “W xkilled,apXt P dyq “W xpXt P dy, H0 ^Ha ą tq, x, y P r0, as. (2.4)
Then pat px, yq is the fundamental solution to the heat equation (PDE) with boundary condition
up0, tq “ upa, tq “ 0, t ě 0.
Hence (see also [96], Problem 1.7.8 or [41], formula 1.1.15.8),
pat px, yq “ a´1
ˆ
θ
´x´ y
a
,
t
a2
¯
´ θ
´x` y
a
,
t
a2
¯˙
. (2.5)
3. More precisely, by elementary computations, (2.1) gives t0 P R`, such that θ is strictly increasing on
pt0,8q and (2.2) gives t1 ą t0, such that θ is strictly increasing on r0, t1q.
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Equation (2.1) then yields
pat px, yq “ 2a
8ÿ
n“1
e´
pi2
2a2
n2t sinppinxa q sinppinyaq. (2.6)
This representation is particularly useful for large t: Define
Et “ pi2
8ÿ
n“2
n2e´pi2pn2´1qt{2. (2.7)
By (2.6) and the inequality | sinnx| ď n sinx, x P r0, pis, one sees thatˇˇˇˇ
e
pi2
2a2
tpat px, yq ´ 2a sinppix{aq sinppiy{aq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď Et{a2 2a sinppix{aq sinppiy{aq. (2.8)
Note that the Green function (see e.g. [100], Lemma 20.10, p379) is given byż 8
0
pat px, yq dt “W x
´ ż H0^Ha
0
1pXtPdyq dt
¯
{dy “ 2a´1px^ yqpa´ x_ yq. (2.9)
Set H “ H0 ^Ha and define
rat pxq “W xpH P dt, XH “ aq{dt. (2.10)
Then (see [41], formula 1.3.0.6),
rat pxq “ 1a2 θ
1
ˆ
x
a
´ 1, t
a2
˙
, (2.11)
where θ1 denotes the derivative of θ with respect to x.
The following two integrals are going to appear several times throughout the article, which
is why we give some useful estimates here. For a measurable subset S Ă R, define
Iapx, Sq “W x
´
e
pi2
2a2
Ha1pH0ąHaPSq
¯
“
ż
SXp0,8q
e
pi2
2a2
sras pxqds, (2.12)
and
Japx, y, Sq “
ż
SXp0,8q
e
pi2
2a2
spaspx, yqds, (2.13)
which satisfy the scaling relations
Iapx, Sq “ I
´x
a
,
S
a2
¯
, Japx, y, Sq “ aJ
´x
a
,
y
a
,
S
a2
¯
, (2.14)
with I “ I1 and J “ J1. The following lemma provides estimates on Ipx, Sq and Jpx, y, Sq.
Lemma 2.1. There exists a universal constant C, such that for every x P r0, 1s and every
measurable S Ă R`, we have
|Ipx, Sq ´ piλpSq sinppixq| ď C
´
x^ Einf Sp1^ λpSqq sinppixq
¯
, and
|Jpx, y, Sq ´ 2λpSq sinppixq sinppiyq| ď C
´
rpx^ yqp1´ px_ yqqs ^ Einf S sinppixq sinppiyq
¯
,
where λpSq denotes the Lebesgue measure of S and Einf S is defined in (2.7).
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Proof. First note that Ipx, ¨q is a positive measure on R` for every x P r0, 1s, such that we
have by (2.12),
0 ď Ipx, S X r0, 1sq ď Ipx, r0, 1sq ďW x
´
e
pi2
2
H11pH0ąH1Pr0,1sq
¯
ď xepi22 ,
since the scale function of Brownian motion is spxq “ W xpH1 ă H0q “ x. Furthermore,
decomposing Ipx, Sq into
Ipx, Sq “ Ipx, S X r0, 1sq ` Ipx, S X p1,8qq,
it is enough to prove that |Ipx, Sq´piλpSq sinppixq| ď Cp1^λpSqqEinf S sinppixq for all S with
inf S ą 0. Now, by (2.11) and (2.1),
Ipx, Sq “
ż
S
e
pi2
2
sθ1px, sqds “ pi
ż
S
8ÿ
n“1
e´
pi2
2
pn2´1qsp´1qn´1n sinppinxqds
“ piλpSq sinppixq ` pi
8ÿ
n“2
´ ż
S
e´
pi2
2
pn2´1qsds
¯
np´1qn´1 sinppinxq,
where the exchange of integral and sum is justified by the uniform convergence of the sum for
s ě inf S. We now have for n ě 2,ż
S
e´
pi2
2
pn2´1qsds ď
ż 8
inf S
e´
pi2
2
pn2´1qsds “ 2
pi2pn2 ´ 1qe
´pi2
2
pn2´1q inf S ,
as well as ż
S
e´
pi2
2
pn2´1qsds ď λpSqe´pi22 pn2´1q inf S
Furthermore, we have for n ě 2,
|np´1qn´1 sinppinxq| ď n2 sinppixq ď 2pn2 ´ 1q sinppixq.
It follows that
|Ipx, Sq ´ piλpSq sinppixq| ď p 4
pi
^ piλpSqqEinf S sinppixq.
This proves the statement about I. The proof of the statement about J is similar, drawing
on (2.6) instead and on the following estimate:
Jpx, y, r0, 1sq “
ż 1
0
e
pi2
2
tptpx, yq dt ď epi
2
2
ż 8
0
ptpx, yq dt “ epi
2
2 px^ yqp1´ px_ yqq,
by (2.9).
2.3 The Brownian taboo process
The Markov process on p0, aq with infinitesimal generator
1
2
ˆ
d
dx
˙2
` pi
a
cot
pix
a
d
dx
is called the Brownian taboo process on p0, aq. It is a diffusion with scale function spxq and
speed measure mpdxq, where
spxq “ pi
a
cot
pix
a
and mpdxq “ 2a
2
pi2
sin2
pix
a
dx. (2.15)
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The singular points 0 and a are therefore entrance-not-exit. For x P r0, as we denote the law
of the Brownian taboo process on p0, aq started from x by W xtaboo,a. Often we will drop the a
if its value is clear from the context.
The name of this process was coined by F. Knight [104] who showed that it can be
interpreted as Brownian motion conditioned to stay inside the interval p0, aq (hence, 0 and
a are taboo states). The Brownian taboo process is also known as the three-dimensional
Legendre process, because of its relation to Brownian motion on the 3-sphere (see [96], p270).
The 3-dimensional Bessel process is obtained by taking the limit in law as aÑ8. Note that
the normalisation of the scale function and speed measure in (2.15) was chosen in such a way
that they converge, respectively, to the scale function and speed measure of the 3-dimensional
Bessel process, as aÑ8.
Below we list some useful properties of the Brownian taboo process:
1. It satisfies the following scaling relation: If Xt is a Brownian taboo process on p0, 1q,
then aXt{a2 is a Brownian taboo process on p0, aq.
2. It is the Doob transform of Brownian motion killed at 0 and a, with respect to the
space-time harmonic function hpx, tq “ sinppix{aq expppi2t{p2a2qq. In other words, for
x P p0, aq, W xtaboo is obtained from W xkilled by a Cameron–Martin–Girsanov change of
measure with the martingale
Zt “
´
sin
pix
a
¯´1
sin
piXt
a
exp
pi2
2a2
t.
3. As a consequence, its transition probabilities are given by
p
taboop0,aq
t px, yq “W xtaboo,a pXt P dyq {dy “ sinppiy{aqsinppix{aqe
pi2
2a2
t pat px, yq. (2.16)
Equation (2.8) now implies that
p
taboop0,aq
t px, yq “ 2a sin
2ppiy{aqp1`Op1qEt{a2q, for all x, y P r0, as, (2.17)
4. As can be seen from above or directly, it admits the stationary probability measure
pmp0, aqq´1mpdxq “ 2{a sin2ppix{aq dx.
5. If W x,t,ytaboo denotes the taboo bridge from x to y of length t, then W
x,t,y
taboo “W x,t,ykilled by the
second property.
6. As a consequence, the taboo process is self-dual in the sense that for a measurable
functional F and t ą 0, we have
W x,t,ytaboorF ppXs; 0 ď s ď tqqs “W y,t,xtaboorF ppXt´s; 0 ď s ď tqqs.
The following lemma will be needed in Sections 6 and 7.
Lemma 2.2. Let c ą 0 and define kpxq “ e´cx. There exists a constant C, depending only
on c, such that we have for every x, y P r0, as,
W xtaboo
” ż t
0
kpXsqds
ı
ď C
´
t{a3 ` errpxq
¯
, (2.18)
and for t ě a2,
W x,t,ytaboo
” ż t
0
kpXsqds
ı
ď C
´
t{a3 ` errpxq ` errpyq
¯
, (2.19)
with errpzq “ 1^ z´1. If t ď a2, we still have,
W x,t,ytaboo
” ż t
0
kpXsq ds
ı
ď C. (2.20)
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Note: one could probably show by induction that the law of the integral is dominated by
an exponential law, by showing that its moments are bounded by Cnn!.
Proof. We first show that (2.18) implies (2.19). By the self-duality of the taboo process, we
have
W x,t,ytaboo
” ż t
0
kpXsq ds
ı
“W x,t,ytaboo
” ż t{2
0
kpXsqds
ı
`W y,t,xtaboo
” ż t{2
0
kpXsq ds
ı
.
It therefore remains to prove that
Epx, yq “W x,t,ytaboo
” ż t{2
0
kpXsqds
ı
ď Cpt{a3 ` errpxqq.
Conditioning on σpXs; 0 ď t ď t{2q, this integral equals
Epx, yq “W xtaboo
”ptaboot{2 pXt{2, yq
ptaboot px, yq
ż t{2
0
kpXsqds
ı
.
By (2.17), there exists a universal constant C, such that for t ě a2,
Epx, yq ď CW xtaboo
” ż t{2
0
kpXsq ds
ı
.
Equation (2.18) therefore implies (2.19).
Heuristically, one can estimate the left side of (2.18) in the following way: Since kpxq is
decreasing very fast, only the times at which Xs is of order 1 contribute to the integral. When
started from the stationary distribution, the process takes a time of order a3 to reach a point
at distance Op1q from 0 [111] and it stays there for a time of order 1, hence the integral is of
order t{a3. When started from the point x, an additional error is added, which is of order 1,
when x is at distance of order 1 away from 0. Adding both terms gives the bound appearing
in the statement of the lemma.
The exact calculations are most easily performed in the following way. Let Y be a random
variable with values in p0, aq distributed according to rmpdxq :“ 2{a sin2ppix{aq dx, which is
the stationary probability measure of the taboo process. Let HY “ inftt ą 0 : Xs “ Y u. We
then have
W xtaboo
” ż t
0
kpXsq ds
ı
“W xtaboo
” ż HY
0
kpXsqds`
ż t
HY
kpXsqds
ı
ďW xtaboo
” ż HY
0
kpXsqds
ı
`W rmtaboo
” ż t
0
kpXsq ds
ı
“: I1 ` I2.
By the inequality sinx ď x for x ě 0,
I2 “ t
ż a
0
rmpdyq kpyqdy ď 2pi2t{a3 ż 8
0
e´cyp1` yqy2 dy ď CT {a3,
for some constant C depending only on c.
Recall the definition of scale function and speed measure in (2.15). Define the Green
functions
Gy,apx, zq “ spx^ zq ´ spyq and G0,ypx, zq “ spyq ´ spx_ zq.
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We then have (see e.g. [129], Chapter 3, Corollary 3.8),
I1 “
ż x
0
rmpdyq ż a
y
mpdzqGy,apx, zqkpzq `
ż a
x
rmpdyq ż y
0
mpdzqG0,ypx, zqkpzq
“: I11 ` I12.
(2.21)
By Fubini’s theorem, the first term in (2.21) is easily bounded by
I11 ď
ż a
0
mpdzqkpzq
ż z
0
rmpdyqrspzq ´ spyqs,
and noticing that signpspzqq “ ´1pzăa{2q ` 1pząa{2q, we get
I11 ď
ż a
a{2
mpdzqspzqkpzq
ż z
0
rmpdyq ` ż a
0
mpdzqkpzq
ż z
0
rmpdyqp´spyqq
ď C{a3
´ ż a
a{2
z4kpzq dz `
ż a
0
z4kpzq dz
¯
ď C{a3,
where again we made use of the inequality sinx ď x for x ě 0.
For the term I12 a little bit more care is needed. Using the fact that
şa
x rmpdyq ď 1, we
have
I12 ď
ż a
x
rmpdyqspyq ż y
0
mpdzqkpzq ` p´spxq _ 0q
ż x
0
mpdzqkpzq `
ż a{2
x
mpdzq|spzq|kpzq
“: I121 ` I122 ` I123.
To estimate the first two terms, note thatż y
0
mpdzqkpzq ď Cp1^ y3q, and
ż a
x
rmpdyqspyq ď C{a.
such that
I121 ` I122 ď C
´
1{a` p1^ x3qp´spxq _ 0q
¯
ď C
´
1{a` p1^ x´1q
¯
,
because ´spxq ď 1{x for x P r0, as. The third term is seen to be bounded by
I123 ď C
ż 8
x
zkpzq dz ď Cp1` xqe´cx.
Altogether, we get
W xtaboo
” ż t
0
kpXsqds
ı
ď C
´
t{a3 ` 1{a` errpxq
¯
.
This proves (2.19) and therefore (2.18).
In order to prove (2.20), a different method is needed. We may assume that x, y ď a{2,
otherwise we decompose the path at the first and/or last time it hits a{2 and bound the parts
above a{2 trivially by a2e´ca{2 “ Op1q. The transition density of the taboo bridge can be
written
W x,t,ytaboo
”
Xs P dz
ı
“ p
a
spx, zqpat´spz, yq
pat px, yq
dz.
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If we denote by p0t px, yq “ p2pitq´1{2 expp´pz2 ` x2q{2tq2 sinhpzx{tq the transition density
of Brownian motion killed at 0, then we have the trivial inequality pat px, yq ď p0t px, yq and
furthermore pat px, yq ě Cp0t px, yq for x, y ď a{2 and t ď a2 by Brownian scaling. It follows
that
W x,t,ytaboo
” ż t
0
kpXsqds
ı
ď CRx,t,y
” ż t
0
kpXsq ds
ı
,
where Rx,t,y denotes the law of the Bessel bridge of dimension 3. This Bessel bridge is the
Doob transform of the Bessel process started at x with respect to the space-time harmonic
function hypz, sq “ p0t´spz, yq{p0t px, yq. By the standard theory of Doob transforms, this is the
Bessel process with additional drift
d
dz
plog hypz, sqq “ ´ z
2
t´ s `
d
dz
log sinh
zy
t´ s “ ´
z2
t´ s `
y
t´ s coth
zy
t´ s.
This in an increasing function in y and standard comparison theorems for diffusions (see e.g.
[129], Theorem IX.3.7) now yield that for y1 ď y2, we have
Rx,t,y2rkpXsqs ď Rx,t,y1rkpXsqs,
since k is a decreasing function. This is true in particular for y1 “ 0. Using the self-duality
of the Bessel bridge, we can repeat the same reasoning with x. We thus have altogether
W x,t,ytaboo
” ż t
0
kpXsq ds
ı
ď CR0,t,0
” ż t
0
kpXsq ds
ı
,
for any x, y ď a{2. This calculation can be done explicitly and yields (2.20).
3 Preliminaries on branching Markov processes
In this section we recall some known results about branching Brownian motion and branch-
ing Markov processes in general.
3.1 Definition and notation
Branching Brownian motion can be formally defined using Neveu’s marked trees [122] as
in [62] and [61]. We will follow this path here, but with slight differences, because we will
need to consider more general branching Markov processes and the definition of branching
Brownian motion in [61] formally relied on the translational invariance of Brownian motion.
We first define the space of Ulam–Harris labels, or individuals,
U “ tHu Y
ď
ně1
N˚n,
where we use the notation N˚ “ t1, 2, 3, . . .u and N “ t0u YN˚. Hence, an element u P U is
a word over the alphabet N˚, with H being the empty word. For u,w P U , we denote by uw
the concatenation of u and w. The space U is endowed with the ordering relations ĺ and ă
defined by
u ĺ v ðñ Dw P U : v “ uw and u ă v ðñ u ĺ v and u ‰ v.
A tree is by definition a subset t Ă U , such that 1) H P t, 2) u P t and v ă u imply v P t and
3) for every u P t there is a number ku P N, such that for all j P N˚, we have uj P t if and only
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if j ď ku. Thus, ku is the number of children of the individual u. We denote the space of trees
by T and endow it with the sigma-field A generated by the subsets Tu “ tt P T : u P tu.
For a tree t P T and u P t, we define the subtree rooted at u by
tpuq “ tv P U : uv P tu.
Given a measurable space M , a marked tree (with space of marks M ) is a pair
tM “ pt, pηu;u P tqq,
where t P T and ηu P M for all u P t. The space of marked trees is denoted by T M
and is endowed with the sigma-field AM “ pi´1pA q, where pi : T M Ñ T is the canonical
projection. Accordingly, we also define T Mu “ pi´1pTuq. The definition of a subtree extends
as well to marked trees: For u P t, we define
ptM qpuq “ ptpuq, pηuv; v P tpuqqq.
For our purposes, the space of marks M is always going to be a function space, namely,
for a Polish space E and a cemetary symbol ∆ R E , we define the Skorokhod space DpE q of
functions Ξ : r0,8q Ñ E Y t∆u which are right-continuous with left limits, with Ξp0q ‰ ∆
and for which Ξptq “ ∆ implies Ξpsq “ ∆ for all s ě t. Then we define ζpΞq “ inftt ě 0 :
Ξptq “ ∆u. For an individual u P U , its mark is denoted by Ξu and we define ζu “ ζpΞuq.
The branching Markov process will then be defined on the space (we suppress the superscript
DpE q)
Ω “ tω “ pt, pΞu;u P tqq P T DpE q : @u P U @1 ď i ď ku : ζu ă 8 ñ Ξupζu´q “ Ξuip0qu,
endowed with the sigma-field F “ Ω X A DpE q generated by the sets Ωu “ Ω X T Mu . We
define for u P U the random variables
bu “
ÿ
vău
ζv, du “ bu ` ζu “
ÿ
vĺu
ζv,
which are the birth and death times of the individual u, respectively. We then define the set
of individuals alive at time t by
N ptq “ tu P t : bu ď t ă duu.
The position of u at time t is defined for u P t with du ą t by Xuptq “ Ξvpt´ bvq, where v P U
is such that v P N ptq and v ĺ u. If du ď t, then we set Xuptq “ ∆.
Now suppose we are given a defective strong Markov process X “ pXtqtě0 on E , with
paths in DpE q. The law of X started in x P E will be denoted by P x. For simplicity, we
will assume that for every x P E , we have ζpXq ă 8, P x-almost surely. Furthermore, let
ppqpx, kqqkPNqxPE be a family of probability measures on N, measurable with respect to x.
Then we define the branching Markov process with particle motion X and reproduction law
q as the (unique) family of probability measures pPxqxPE on Ω which satisfies
Pxpdωq “ P xpdXHqqpXHpζH´q, kHq
kHź
i“1
PXHpζH´qpdωpiqq. (3.1)
Note that by looking at the space-time process pXt, tqtě0, we can (and will) extend this
definition to the time-inhomogeneous case.
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3.2 Stopping lines
The analogue to stopping times for branching Markov processes are (optional) stopping
lines, for which several definitions exist. For branching Brownian motion, they have first
been defined by Chauvin [61], the definition there is however too restricted for our purposes.
Jagers [97] has given a definition of more general stopping lines for discrete-time branching
processes; our definition will in fact mix both approaches. Note also that Biggins and Kypri-
anou [33] build up on Jagers’ definition of stopping lines and define the subclasses of simple
and very simple stopping lines (again for discrete-time processes). Chauvin’s definition then
corresponds to the class of very simple stopping lines.
We first define a (random) line (called “stopping line” in [97]) to be a set ` “ `pωq Ă
U ˆ r0,8q, such that
1. u P N ptq for all pu, tq P ` and
2. pu, tq P ` implies pv, sq R ` for all v ĺ u and s ă t.
Note that a line is at most a countable set. For a pair pu, tq P U ˆr0,8q and a line `, we write
` ĺ pu, tq if there exists pv, sq P `, such that v ĺ u and s ď t. For a subset A Ă U ˆr0,8q, we
write ` ĺ A if ` ĺ pu, tq for all pu, tq P A. If `1 and `2 are two lines, we define the line `1 ^ `2
to be the maximal line (with respect to ĺ), which is smaller than both lines.
We now define for each u P U two filtrations on Ωu by
Fuptq “ pΩu X σpΞupsq; 0 ď s ď t´ buqq _
ł
vău
pΩv X σpΞvqq
F preu ptq “ pΩu X σpΞupsq; 0 ď s ď t´ buqq _
ł
vńu
pΩv X σpΞvqq.
Informally, Fuptq contains the information on the path from u to the root between the times
0 and t, and F preu ptq contains this information and of all the other particles excluding the
descendants of u. In particular, we have Fuptq Ă F preu ptq The filtration Fuptq is denoted
by Auptq in Chauvin’s paper [61] and F preu ptq corresponds to the pre-pu, tq-sigma-algebra as
defined by Jagers [97].
We can now define a stopping line (“optional line” in [97]) L to be a random line with
the additional property
3a. @pu, tq P U ˆ r0,8q : tω P Ωu : L ĺ pu, tqu P F preu ptq.
The sigma-algebra FL of the past of L is defined to be the set of events E P F , such that
for all pu, tq P U ˆ r0,8q,
E X tω P Ωu : L ĺ pu, tqu P F preu ptq.
For example, for any t ě 0, the set N ptq ˆ ttu is a stopping line. This permits us to define
the filtration pFtqtě0 by
Ft “ FN ptqˆttu.
Following Biggins and Kyprianou [33], we now say that L is a simple stopping line or a very
simple stopping line, if it satisfies the property 3b or 3c below, respectively:
3b. @pu, tq P U ˆ r0,8q : tω P Ωu : L ĺ pu, tqu P Ωu XFt.
3c. @pu, tq P U ˆ r0,8q : tω P Ωu : L ĺ pu, tqu P Fuptq.
Then N ptq ˆ ttu is obviously a very simple stopping line. Furthermore, if T : DpE q Ñ R` is
a stopping time 4, then
LT “ tpu, tq P U ˆ r0,8q : u P N ptq and t “ T pXuquu
4. In other words, tT pΞq ď tu P σpΞpsq; s P r0, tsq for every t ě 0.
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is a very simple stopping line as well. We recall that the definition of stopping lines in [61] is
equivalent to the definition of very simple stopping lines given here.
The first important property of stopping lines is the strong branching property. In order
to state it, we define for t ě 0, u P N ptq,
ωpu,tq “ ptpuq, pΞ1uv; v P tpuqqq,
with Ξ1up¨q “ Ξup¨`t´buq and Ξ1uv “ Ξuv for v P tpuqztHu. The strong branching property ([61,
Proposition 2.1], [97, Theorem 4.14]) then states that for every stopping line L , conditioned
on FL , the subtrees ωpu,tq, for pu, tq P L , are independent with respective distributions
PXuptq.
3.3 Many-to-few lemmas and spines
Another important tool in the theory of branching processes is the so-called Many-to-one
lemma and its recently published extension, the Many-to-few lemma [88] along with the spine
decomposition technique which comes along with it and has its origins in [113], although it
appeared implicitly in the literature before that, see e.g. the references in the same paper.
Here we state stopping line versions of these lemmas, which to the knowledge of the author
have not yet been stated in this generality in the literature, although they belong to the
common folklore. We will therefore only sketch how they can be derived from the existing
literature.
We assume for simplicity that the strong Markov process X admits a representation as
a conservative strong Markov process X with paths in DpE q, which is killed at a rate Rpxq,
where R : E Ñ r0,8q is measurable. The law of X started at x is denoted by P x and the
time of killing by ζ. Given a stopping time T for X, we can then define a stopping time T
for X by setting T “ T , if T ă ζ and T “ 8 otherwise. For simplicity, we write LT for
LT . Finally, for every x P E , define mpxq “
ř
kě0pk ´ 1qqpx, kq, m1pxq “
ř
kě0 kqpx, kq and
m2pxq “ řkě0 kpk ´ 1qqpx, kq.
We are now going to present the spine decomposition technique, following [86]. They
assume that qpx, 0q ” 0, but this restriction is actually not necessary, as noted in [88]. Given
a tree t, a spine of t is an element of the boundary of t, i.e. it is a line of descent ξ “ pξ0 “
H, ξ1, ξ2, . . .q from the tree, which is finite if and only if the last element is a leaf of the tree.
We augment our space Ω to the space Ω˚ by
Ω˚ “ tpω, ξq : ω P Ω, ξ is a spine of the tree underlying ωu
We are going to denote by ξt the individual u P U that satisfies u P N ptq and u P ξ if it
exists, and ξt “ H otherwise. Instead of the redundant Xξtptq, we write Xξptq. We also note
that the definition of stopping lines can be extended to Ω˚ by projection.
Now, for every x P E , one can define a probability measure P˚,x on Ω˚ in the following
way:
´ Initially, Xξp0q “ x.
´ The individuals on the spine move according to the strong Markov process X and die
at the rate m1pyqRpyq, when at the point y P E .
´ When an individual on the spine dies at the point y P E , it leaves k offspring at the point
where it has died, with probability pm1pxqq´1kqpx, ¨q (this is also called the size-biased
distribution of qpx, ¨q 5).
´ Amongst those offspring, the next individual on the spine is chosen uniformly. This
individual repeats the behaviour of its parent (started at the point y).
5. The size-biased distribution of the Dirac-mass at 0 is again the Dirac-mass at 0.
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´ The other offspring initiate independent branching Markov processes according to the
law Py, independently of the spine.
This decomposition first appeared in [62].
If we start with n initial particles 1, . . . , n at positions x1, . . . , xn, we can extend this
definition by defining a (non-probability) measure P˚, which is the sum of n probability
measures P1˚`¨ ¨ ¨`Pn˚, where under Pi˚ , the particle i follows the law P˚,xi and the remaining
particles j ‰ i follow the law Pxj .
We now have the important
Lemma 3.1 (Many-to-one). Let L be a simple stopping line. Define T by pξT , T q P L if it
exists, and T “ 8 otherwise. Let Y be a random variable of the form
Y “
ÿ
pu,tqPL
Yu1puPξq,
where Yu an FL -measurable random variable for every u P U . Then
E
” ÿ
pu,tqPL
Yu
ı
“ E˚
”
Y e
şT
0 RpXξptqqmpXξptqqdt1pTă8q
ı
. (3.2)
Proofs of this result can be found for fixed time in [108], [86] or [88]. With simple stopping
lines, it has been proven in the discrete setting [33, Lemma 14.1] and their arguments can be
used to adapt the proofs in [86] and [88] to yield the result stated here.
Often, we will use a simpler version of the Many-to-one lemma, which is the following
Lemma 3.2 (Simple Many-to-one). Let T “ T pXq be a stopping time for the strong Markov
process X which satisfies P xpT ă 8q “ 1 for every x P E . Let f : E Ñ r0,8q be measurable.
Then we have
Ex
” ÿ
pu,tqPLT
fpXuptqq
ı
“ Ex
”
e
şT
0 RpXtqmpXtq dtfpXT q
ı
The next lemma tells us about second moments of sums of the previous type. To state
it, we define for a stopping time T for X the density of the branching Markov process before
LT , by
pT px,dy, tq “ Ex
” ÿ
uPN ptq
1pXuptqPdy, tăT pXuqq
ı
. (3.3)
Lemma 3.3. Let H be the hitting time functional of a closed set F Ă E on DpE q which
satisfies P xpH ă 8q “ 1 for every x P E . Let f : E Ñ r0,8q be measurable. Then we have
Ex
”´ ÿ
pu,tqPLH
fpXuptqq
¯2ı “ Ex” ÿ
pu,tqPLH
pfpXuptqqq2
ı
`
ż 8
0
ż
E
pHpx,dy, sqRpyqm2pyq
´
Ey
” ÿ
pu,tqPLH
fpXuptqq
ı¯2
ds (3.4)
Remark 3.4. This lemma can be proven using the Many-to-few lemma from [88] (which is
valid for stopping lines as well by the same argument as the one above) or with Lemma 3.1,
by noting that´ ÿ
pu,tqPLH
fpXuptqq
¯2 “ ÿ
pu,tqPLH
pfpXuptqqq2 `
ÿ
pu,tqPLH
´
fpXuptqq
ÿ
pv,sqPLH , v‰u
fpXvpsqq
¯
.
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It also has an intuitive explanation (see, e.g. the proof of Proposition 18 in [23]): Write the
above sum slightly differently as´ ÿ
pu,tqPLH
fpXuptqq
¯2 “ ÿ
pu,tqPLH
pfpXuptqqq2 `
ÿ
pu,tq,pv,sqPLH , u‰v
fpXuptqqfpXvpsqq, (3.5)
Now, a particle at the point y spawns an expected number of Rpyqm2pyqds of ordered pairs
of particles during the time interval rs, s`dss, and by the strong branching property, the two
particles in a pair evolve independently. This yields (3.4). Note that this heuristic argument
can be seen as a decomposition of the ordered pairs of particles in the second sum in (3.5)
according to their most recent common ancestor, an approach which can be made rigorous in
a discrete setting.
Taking for X the space-time process pYt, tqtě0 of a possibly non-homogeneous strong
Markov process pYtqtě0 with paths in DpE q and the closed set F “ E ˆ ttu, for some t ě 0,
we obtain the following useful corollary, which appeared already in [140] and [132] in the
homogeneous case.
Lemma 3.5. Let f : E ˆR` Ñ r0,8q be measurable and let t ě 0. Then we have
Epx,0q
”´ ÿ
uPN ptq
fpYuptq, tq
¯2ı “ Epx,0q” ÿ
uPN ptq
pfpYuptq, tqq2
ı
`
ż t
0
ż
E
ppx, dy, sqRpy, sqm2py, sq
´
Epy,sq
” ÿ
uPN ptq
fpYuptq, tq
ı¯2
ds (3.6)
3.4 Doob transforms
As in the previous subsection, we assume for simplicity that the strong Markov process
X admits a representation as a conservative strong Markov process X with paths in DpE q,
which is killed at a rate Rpxq, where R : E Ñ r0,8q is measurable. Let H be the hitting time
functional of a closed set F Ă E on DpE q. Furthermore, let h : F Ñ r0, 1s be a measurable
function. We extend the function hpxq to E by setting
hpxq “ Ex
” ź
pu,tqPLH
hpXuptqq
ı
,
We are going to assume that hpxq ą 0 for all x P E zF . Then for all such x we can define a
law Pxh on Ω by
Pxhpdωq “ phpxqq´1
ź
pu,tqPLH
hpXuptqq ˆPxpdωq,
where the multiplication is in the sense of a Radon–Nikodym derivative. Now define
Qpxq “
ÿ
kě0
qpxqhpxqk´1, and qhpx, kq “ qpxqhpxq
k´1
Qpxq .
By (3.1), we now have (dropping the symbol H for better reading and setting H “ HpXHq)
hpxqPxhpdωq “ P xpdXq
´
1pHăζqhpXpHqqqpXpζ´q, kq
kź
i“1
PXpζ´qpdωpiqq
` 1pζďHqhpXpζ´qqkqpXpζ´q, kq
kź
i“1
PXpζ´qpdωpiqq
ź
pu,tqPLHpωpiqq
hpXuptqq
¯
.
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If we denote by XH the process X stopped at H, and the law of XH under P x by pP xqH ,
then the last equation and the strong Markov property give
hpxqPxhpdωq “ pP xqHpdXHq
´
1pHăζqhpXpHqq ` 1pζďHqhpXpζ´qqQpXpζ´qq
¯
ˆ
´
1pHăζqPXpHqpdωpH,Hqq ` 1pζďHqqhpXpζ´q, kq
kź
i“1
P
Xpζ´q
h pdωpiqq
¯
.
(3.7)
In particular, integrating over k, ωpiq, i “ 1, 2, . . ., and Xptq for t P rH, ζq, we get that
hpxq “ pExqH
´
1pHăζqhpXpHqq ` 1pζďHqhpXpζ´qqQpXpζ´qq
¯
.
We can therefore define a law P xh on the paths in DpE q stopped at H by
P
x
hpdXq “ phpxqq´1
´
1pHpXqăζqhpXpHqq ` 1pζďHpXqqhpXpζ´qqQpXpζ´qq
¯
ˆ pP xqHpdXq,
where the multiplication is again in the sense of a Radon–Nikodym derivative. Then (3.7)
yields the following decomposition of the law Pxh:´ As long as a particle has not hit the set F yet, it moves according to the law P xh. If
it gets killed at the point y, it spawns k offspring according to the law qhpy, ¨q, which
initiate independent branching Markov processes according to the law Pyh.´ When a particle hits the set F at the point y, it continues as a branching Markov process
according to the law Py.
If Rpxq ” R, one gets a simpler characterisation of the law P xh: In this case, hpxq is a harmonic
function for the law of the stopped process XH under P x, whence we can define the Doob
transform
P xh pdXq “ phpxqq´1
´
1pH“8q ` 1pHă8qhpXpHqq
¯
P xpdXHq.
Then the law P xh is obtained from the law P xh by killing the process at the time-dependent
rate RQpxq1ptăHq.
4 BBM with absorption at a critical line
From this section on, qpkq will denote a law on t0, 1, 2, . . .u and L a random variable with
law qpkq. We define m “ ErL ´ 1s and m2 “ ErLpL ´ 1qs and suppose that m ą 0 and
m2 ă 8. We study the branching Markov process where, starting with a single particle at
the origin, particles move according to standard Brownian motion with drift ´1 and branch
at rate β0 “ 1{p2mq into k particles according to the reproduction law qpkq. At the point
´y, we add an absorbing barrier to the process, i.e. particles hitting this barrier are instantly
killed. Formally, we are considering the process up to the stopping line LH´y , where H´y
is the hitting time functional of the point ´y. It is well-known since Kesten [102] that this
process gets extinct almost surely. As a consequence, the number of particles absorbed at the
barrier, i.e. the random variable
Ny “ #LH´y ,
is almost surely finite. By the strong branching property and the translational invariance
of Brownian motion, one sees that the process pNyqyě0 is a continuous-time Galton–Watson
process, a fact which was first noticed by Neveu [123] (see [14], Chapter III or [89], Chapter V
for an introduction to continuous-time Galton–Watson processes). Let upsq be its infinitesimal
generating function. Neveu stated that u “ ψ1 ˝ ψ´1, where ψ is a so-called travelling wave
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of the FKPP (Fisher–Kolmogorov–Petrovskii–Piskounov) equation: Write fpsq “ řk skqpkq.
Then ψ is a solution of the equation
1
2
ψ2 ´ ψ1 “ β0pψ ´ f ˝ ψq, (4.1)
with ψp´8q “ 1 and ψp`8q is the extinction probability of the process, i.e. the smaller root
of fpsq “ s. For a proof of these results, see Section 3 of Chapter 1.
In the same paper [123], Neveu introduced his multiplicative martingales, which he used
to derive the Seneta-Heyde norming for the martingale e´yNy. He proved that in the case of
binary branching, one has
Wy :“ ye´yNy ÑW almost surely as y Ñ8, (4.2)
where W ą 0 almost surely. His proof relied on a known asymptotic for the travelling wave
ψ, namely that
1´ ψp´xq „ Kxe´x, as xÑ8, (4.3)
for some constant K ą 0. It was recently shown [143] that this asymptotic is true if and only
if ErL log2 Ls ă 8 and the proof of (4.2) works in this case as well. We also still have in this
case, for every x P R,
Ere´exW s “ ψpxq, (4.4)
a fact which was already proven by Neveu [123] for dyadic branching.
In [23], further properties of the limit W have been established under the hypothesis of
dyadic branching, namely
PpW ą xq „ 1
x
, as xÑ8, (4.5)
and
ErW1pWďxqs ´ log xÑ c4.6, as xÑ8, (4.6)
for some constant c4.6 P R. Equation (4.5) has been proven in Propositions 27 and 40 of [23],
and (4.6) appears in the proof of Proposition 39 of the same paper. Their arguments were
very ingenious but indirect and although they could be extended to general reproduction laws
with finite variance, we will reprove them here directly under (probably) minimal assumptions,
based on methods of [115]. The main result in this section is
Proposition 4.1. If ErL log2 Ls ă 8, then (4.5) holds. If ErL log3 Ls ă 8, then (4.6) holds.
See also [60] for a proof of (4.5) in the case of branching random walk. Before proving
this result in the next subsection, we state a lemma which is immediate from (4.2) and the
fact that Ny is almost surely finite (see also Corollary 25 in [23]):
Lemma 4.2. Suppose ErL log2 Ls ă 8. For any η ą 0, there exist y and ζ, such that y ě η´1
and
Pp|Wy ´W | ą ηq `PpNy ą ζq `PpLH´y Ę U ˆ r1, ζsq
`Pp sup
0ďtďζ
#tu P N ptq : pu, tq ĺ LH´yu ą ζq ď η.
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4.1 Proof of Proposition 4.1
Define χpλq “ Ere´λW s for λ ě 0. Our first result is:
Lemma 4.3. Suppose ErL log2 Ls ă 8. Then χ2pλq „ λ´1 as λ Ñ 0`. Furthermore,
ErL log3 Ls ă 8 if and only if rpλq “ λ´1 ´ χ2pλq ě 0 for λ ě 0, with ş10 rpλq dλ ă 8.
Proof. Define φpxq “ 1 ´ ψp´xq, such that upsq “ φ1pφ´1psqq. By (4.3) and the hypothesis
ErL log2 Ls ă 8,
φpxq „ Kxe´x, as xÑ8. (4.7)
Furthermore, by (4.1), we have
1
2
φ2pxq ` φ1pxq “ β0pfp1´ φpxqq ´ p1´ φpxqqq. (4.8)
Setting gpsq “ 2β0rfp1´ sq ´ 1` f 1p1qss ě 0 and ρ “ φ` φ1, we get from (4.8), and the fact
that β0 “ 1{p2mq and f 1p1q “ m` 1 by definition,
ρ1pxq “ ´ρpxq ` gpφpxqq. (4.9)
As in the proof of Theorem 1.1 from Chapter 1, we will study the function ρ through the
integral equation corresponding to (4.9), namely
ρpxq “ e´x
´
ρp0q `
ż x
0
eygpφpyqqdy
¯
“ e´x
´
ρp0q `
ż φp0q
φpxq
eφ
´1psqgpsq
´upsq ds
¯
. (4.10)
Now, by Theorem B of [36] (see also Theorem 8.1.8 in [37]) we have for every d ě 0,ż 1
0
logd 1s
s2
gpsq ds ă 8 ðñ
ż 1
0
logd 1s
s
g1psq ds ă 8 ðñ ErL log1`d Ls ă 8. (4.11)
Furthermore, by Proposition 3.2 from Chapter 1, we have ´upsq „ s as sÑ 0, and by (4.7),
we have eφ´1psq „ plog 1{sq{s as sÑ 0. By the hypothesis ErL log2 Ls ă 8, this givesż φp0q
0
eφ
´1psqgpsq
´upsq ds ă 8,
whence, by (4.10),
ρpxq „ Ke´x, as xÑ8, (4.12)
where the constant K is actually the same as the one in (4.7), see again the proof of Theo-
rem 1.1 from Chapter 1. Now, from (4.4), we get χpλq “ 1´φp´ log λq, whence, by (4.9) and
(4.10),
χ2pλq “ ´ 1
λ2
ρ1p´ log λq “ K
λ
` 1
λ2
´
´ λ
ż 8
´ log λ
eygpφpyqqdy ´ gpφp´ log λqq
¯
“ K
λ
` 1
λ
´ ż 8
´ log λ
eyφ1pyqg1pφpyqqdy
¯
,
(4.13)
where the last equation follows from integration by parts. This proves the first statement,
with the constant K instead of 1, since the last integral vanishes as λÑ 0. Now, setting
rpλq “ ´ 1
λ
´ ż 8
´ log λ
eyφ1pyqg1pφpyqqdy
¯
,
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we first remark that rpλq ě 0, since the integrand is negative for y P R. By the Fubini–Tonelli
theorem, we then haveż 1
0
rpλqdλ “
ż 1
0
´ 1
λ
ż 8
´ log λ
eyφ1pyqg1pφpyqqdy dλ
“
ż 8
0
´yeyφ1pyqg1pφpyqqdy
“
ż φp0q
0
eφ
´1pyqφ´1pyqg1pyq dy,
which is finite if and only if ErL log3 Ls ă 8, by (4.11) and the fact that eφ´1pyqφ´1pyq „
plog2 1{sq{s. This proves the second statement, again with the constant K instead of 1.
The previous arguments worked for every travelling wave ψ. In order to show that that
the constant K is equal to 1 in our case, we use Neveu’s multiplicative martingale (this idea
was also used in [112], Theorem 2.5). It was observed by Neveu [123] (see also [61] for a
rigorous proof), that pp1 ´ φpx ` yqqNyqyě0 is a martingale for every x P R with values in
r0, 1s. By (4.2) and (4.7), we then get by dominated convergence, for every x P R,
χpKexq “ lim
yÑ8Ere
´Kyex´yNy s “ lim
yÑ8Erp1´ φpy ´ xqq
Ny s “ 1´ φp´xq “ χpexq.
This yields K “ 1.
Remark 4.4. Choosing arbitrary initial points x0, x1 P R instead of 0 in (4.10), one sees that
ex0ρpx0q `
ż 8
x0
eygpφpyqqdy “ ex1ρpx1q `
ż 8
x1
eygpφpyqqdy.
In particular, since ρ is bounded, letting x0 Ñ ´8 and x1 Ñ `8 yieldsż 8
´8
eygpφpyqqdy “ 1.
One could hope (see the proof of Proposition 4.1 below) that this helps in determining the
constant c4.6, but apparently this does not seem to be the case.
Proof of Proposition 4.1. For n P N, we define the function
Vnpxq “
ż x
0
ynP pW P dyq “ ErWn1pWďxqs,
such that with χpnq denoting the n-th derivative of χ, we have for λ ą 0,
χpnqpλq “ p´1qn
ż 8
0
e´λxdVnpxq.
If ErL log2 Ls ă 8, Proposition 4.1 and Karamata’s Tauberian theorem ([79], Theorem
XIII.5.2 or [37], Theorem 1.7.1) now yields
V2pxq „ x, as xÑ8. (4.14)
By an integration by parts argument (see also [79], Theorem VIII.9.2 or [37], Theorem 8.1.2),
we get (4.5). Now suppose that ErL log3 Ls ă 8. By Lemma 4.3, we have χ1pλq ´ log λ Ñ
c P R, as λÑ 0. By Theorem 3.9.1 from [37] (with `pxq ” 1), this yields
V1pxq ´ log xÑ γ ´ c, as xÑ8,
where γ is the Euler–Mascheroni constant. This is exactly (4.6).
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5 BBM in an interval
In this section we study branching Brownian motion killed upon exiting an interval. Many
ideas in this section (except for Section 5.5 and parts of Section 5.3) stem from Sections 2 and 3
of [23] and for completeness, we will reprove some of their results with streamlined proofs.
However, we will also extend their results to the case of Brownian motion with variable drift.
5.1 Notation
During the rest of the paper, the symbol C stands for a positive constant, which may only
depend on the reproduction law q. Its value may change from line to line. If a subscript is
present, then this subscript is the number of the equation where this constant appears for the
first time (example: C5.43). In this case, this constant is fixed after its value has been chosen
in the corresponding equation. If X is any mathematical expression, then the symbol OpXq
stands for a possibly random term whose absolute value is bounded by C|X|.
Recall the definition of qpkq, m, m2 and β0 from Section 4 and the hypotheses on m and
m2. In this section, we let a ě pi and set
µ “
c
1´ pi
2
a2
. (5.1)
From (5.1), one easily gets the basic estimate
0 ď 1´ µ ď pi
2
2µa2
. (5.2)
We then denote by Px the law of the branching Markov process where, starting with a
single particle at the point x P R, particles move according to Brownian motion with variance
1 and drift ´µ and branch at rate 1 into k particles according to the reproduction law qpkq.
Expectation with respect to Px is denoted by Ex. On the space of continuous functions from
R` to R, we define H0 and Ha to be the hitting time functionals of 0 and a. We further
set H “ H0 ^ Ha. Then note that the density of the branching Brownian motion before
LH , as defined in (3.3), has a density with respect to Lebesgue measure given for t ą 0 and
x, y P p0, aq by
ptpx, yq “ eµpx´yq` pi
2
2a2
tpat px, yq, (5.3)
where pat was defined in (2.4).
Now, let f : R` Ñ R` be non-decreasing, with fp0q “ 0, continuous and such that the
left-derivative f 1 exists everywhere and is of bounded variation. Such a function will be called
a barrier function. We define
}f} “ max
!
}f}8, }f 1}8, }f 1}28,
ż 8
0
|df 1psq|
)
, (5.4)
where } ¨ }8 is the usual supremum norm. Furthermore, we set Errpf, tq “ }f}
´
1
a ` ta3
¯
. Now
define
µt “ µ` d
dt
fpt{a2q “ µ` 1
a2
f 1pt{a2q, (5.5)
such that µ0 “ µ and µt ě µ for all t ě 0. We denote by Pxf the law of the branching
Brownian motion described above, but with infinitesimal drift ´µt. Expectation with respect
to Pxf is denoted by E
x
f and the density of the process is denoted by p
f
t px, yq.
The above definitions can be extended to arbitrary initial configurations of particles dis-
tributed according to a counting measure ν on p0, aq. In this case the superscript x is replaced
by ν or simply omitted if ν is known from the context.
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5.2 The processes Zt and Yt
Recall from Section 3 that the set of particles alive at time t is denoted by N ptq. We
define
N0,aptq “ tu P N ptq : HpXuq ą tu,
where H was defined in the previous subsection. Now set wZpxq “ aeµpx´aq sinppix{aq1pxPr0,asq
and wY pxq “ eµpx´aq1pxě0q and define
Zt “
ÿ
uPN0,aptq
wZpXuptqq and Yt “
ÿ
uPN0,aptq
wY pXuptqq.
Then Zt is a martingale under Px, the proof of which is standard and relies on the branching
property, the Many-to-one lemma (Lemma 3.2) and the fact that et{2wZpBtq is a martingale
for a Brownian motion with drift ´µ killed at 0 and a, which is easily seen by Ito¯’s formula,
for example. Furthermore, it is easy to see as well that Zt is a supermartingale under Pxf .
The following lemma relates the density of BBM with variable drift to BBM with fixed
drift.
Lemma 5.1. For all x, y P r0, as, t ě 0,
pft px, yq “ ptpx, yqe´fpt{a2q`OpErrpf,tqq.
Proof. By the Many-to-one lemma and Girsanov’s theorem, we have
pft px, yq “ eβ0mtW x´µt pBt P dy, H ą tq
“ exp
ˆ
t{2´
ż t
0
µ2s ´ µ2
2
ds
˙
W x´µ
ˆ
exp
´
´
ż t
0
µs ´ µdBs
¯
, Bt P dy,H ą t
˙
.
(5.6)
By integration by parts, we haveż t
0
µs dBs “ µtBt ´ µB0 ´
ż t
0
Bs dµs. (5.7)
Since Bt P p0, aq for all t ě 0, we haveˇˇˇ ż t
0
Bs dµs
ˇˇˇ
ď a
ż t
0
|dµs| ď
ş8
0 |df 1psq|
a
(5.8)
Furthermore,
µ2t
2
“ µ
2
2
` µ
a2
f 1pt{a2q ` f
1pt{a2q2
2a4
,
such that ˇˇˇ ż t
0
µ2s
2
ds´ µ
2
2
t´ µfpt{a2q
ˇˇˇ
ď }f
1}28t
2a4
. (5.9)
Finally, ˇˇˇ
µtBt ´ µBt
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ 1
a2
f 1pt{a2qBt
ˇˇˇ
ď }f
1}8
a
. (5.10)
Equations (5.3), (5.6), (5.7), (5.8), (5.9) and (5.10) now give
pft px, yq “ ptpx, yqe´µfpt{a2q`OpErrpf,tqq,
and the lemma now follows from (5.2).
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Proposition 5.2. Under any initial configuration of particles, for every t ě 0, we have
Ef rZts “ Z0e´fpt{a2q`OpErrpf,tqq, (5.11)
and if in addition µ ě 1{2, then
Varf pZtq ď Ce´fpt{a2q`OpErrpf,tqq
´ t
a3
Z0 ` Y0
¯
. (5.12)
Furthermore, we have for every t ě 0 (without hypothesis on µ),
Ef rYts ď Ce´fpt{a2q`OpErrpf,tqqY0. (5.13)
and for t ě a2,
Ef rYts ď Ce´fpt{a2q`OpErrpf,tqqZ0
a
. (5.14)
Moreover, for every a2 ď t ď a3, we have
Varf pYtq ď Ce´fpt{a2q`OpErrpf,tqqY0
a
. (5.15)
Proof. Equation (5.11) follows from Lemma 5.1 and the fact that Zt is a martingale under
Px. In order to show (5.13) and (5.14), it suffices by Lemma 5.1 to consider the case without
variable drift. We first suppose that t ě a2. By (5.3) and (2.8), we get
ExrYts ď eµpx´aq
ż a
0
e
pi2
2a2
tptpx, yqdy ď Ceµpx´aq sinppix{aq
ż a
0
2
a
sinppiy{aq dy.
The last integral is independent of a. Summing over x yields (5.14) as well as (5.13) in the
case t ě a2. Now, if t ă a2, by the Many-to-one lemma and Girsanov’s theorem, we have
ExrYts “ eβ0mtW x´µ
”
eµpXt´aq, H0 ^Ha ă t
ı
“ epi2t{p2a2qW xrH0 ^Ha ă tseµpx´aq.
Summing over x yields (5.13).
In order to prove (5.12), we have by Lemma 3.5,
Exf rZ2t s “ Exf
” ÿ
uPN0,aptq
wZpXuptqq2
ı
` β0m2
ż a
0
ż t
0
pfs px, yqpEpy,sqf rZtsq2 dsdy. (5.16)
By Lemma 5.1 and the fact that Zt is a martingale with respect to the law Px, this yields
Exf rZ2t s ď Ce´fpt{a2q`OpErrpf,tqq
¨˝
Ex
” ÿ
uPN0,aptq
wZpXuptqq2
ı
`
ż a
0
ż t
0
pspx, yqwZpyq2 ds dy‚˛.
(5.17)
Now we have for x P p0, aq,
wZpxq2 “ pa sinppix{aqe´µpa´xqq2 ď pi2pa´ xq2e´2µpa´xq ď CwY pxq,
because µ ě 1{2 by hypothesis. This yields
S1 :“ Ex
” ÿ
uPN0,aptq
wZpXuptqq2
ı
ď CExrYts ď CwY pxq, (5.18)
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by (5.13). Now, by (5.3) and (2.13), we have
S2 :“
ż a
0
ż t
0
pspx, yqwZpyq2 ds dy “ aeµpx´aq
ż a
0
aeµpy´aq sin2ppiy{aqJapx, y, tq dy.
Lemma 2.1 now gives
S2 ď Caeµpx´aq
ż a
0
e´µy sin2ppiy{aq
´
t sinppix{aq sinppiy{aq ` ay
¯
dy
ď Caeµpx´aq
´
sinppix{aq t
a3
` 1
a
¯ ż 8
0
e´µyy3 dy,
(5.19)
the last line following again from the change of variables y ÞÑ a´y and the inequality sinx ď x.
Using again the fact that µ ě 1{2, equations (5.17), (5.18) and (5.19) now imply
Exf rZ2t s ď Ce´fpt{a2q`OpErrpf,tqq
´ t
a3
wZpxq ` wY pxq
¯
. (5.20)
If we write the positions of the initial particles as x1, . . . , xn, then by the independence of
their contributions to Zt,
Varf pZtq “
ÿ
i
Varxif pZtq ď
ÿ
i
Exif rZ2t s. (5.21)
Equations (5.20) and (5.21) now prove (5.12). Equation (5.15) is proven similarly.
5.3 The number of particles
In this subsection, we establish precise first and second moment estimates for the number
of particles alive at a time t. These estimates extend those of [23], which are effective only
when t " a2. For r P r0, as and t ě 0, we denote by Ntprq the number of particles in rr, as at
time t.
Proposition 5.3. Suppose µ ě 1{2. Let t ě 0, x, r P r0, aq and suppose that x ě pr `
a{20q1ptďa2q. Then
ExrNtprqs “ eµpx´rq
«
´2p1` µrqe
pi2t{p2a2q
a2
θ1
´x
a
,
t
a2
¯
`O
ˆ
p1` r3qsinppix{aq _ 1ptďa2q
a4
˙ff
.
(5.22)
In particular, if a{20` r1ptďa2q ď x ă a, then
ExrNtprqs “ 2pip1` µrqe
µpa´rq
a3
”
wZpxqθ
ˆ
t
a2
˙
`O
ˆpa´ xq2 ` p1` r2q
a
ˆ
wZpxq
a
_ wY pxq1ptďa2q
˙˙ı
. (5.23)
Moreover, for every x P p0, aq and t ą 0, we have
ExrNtprqs “ 2pip1` µrqe
µpa´rq
a3
wZpxq
´
1` error
¯
, (5.24)
with |error| ď Et{a2p1`Op1{a2qq.
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Proof. Let t ě 0 and 0 ď x ă 1. By (5.3) and Brownian scaling, we have
EaxrNta2prqs “ eµax`pi2t{2
ż 1
r{a
e´µazp1t px, zqdz. (5.25)
Note that pB{Bzqp1t px, zq|z“0 “ ´2θ1px, tq, by (2.5). Taylor’s formula then implies that there
exists ξ P r0, zs, such that
p1t px, zq “ ´2zθ1px, tq ` z2 B
2
Bz2 p
1
t px, zq
ˇˇ
z“ξ. (5.26)
We first note that for all x P p0, 1q and t ě 1, or for all x P r 140 , 1s and t ď 1, one has by (2.1)
and (2.2),
|θ1px, tq| ď Cpsinppixq _ 1ptď1qq. (5.27)
Furthermore, if t ě 1, we haveˇˇˇ B2
Bz2 p
1
t px, zq
ˇˇ
z“ξ
ˇˇˇ
“ pi2
ˇˇˇ 8ÿ
n“1
e´pi2n2t{2n2 sinppinxq sinppinξq
ˇˇˇ
ď pi4ξ sinppixq
8ÿ
n“1
n4e´pi2n2t{2 ď Cz sinppixqe´pi2t{2,
(5.28)
by the inequality | sinnx| ď n sinx, x P r0, pis. Equations (5.26), (5.27) and (5.28) now giveż 1
r{a
e´µazp1t px, zq dz “ ´2θ
1px, tq
µ2a2
p1` µrqe´µr `O
´
p1` r3qe´µr sinppixq
a4
e´pi2t{2
¯
. (5.29)
Now suppose that t ď 1, x, r P r0, aq and x ě r`a{20. By (2.5) and the mean value theorem,
we have pB2{Bz2qp1t px, zq “ 2zθ3px ` ξ1, tq for some ξ1 P r0, zs. With (2.2), one then easily
sees that for z ď x´ a{40, one hasˇˇˇ B2
Bz2 p
1
t px, zq
ˇˇˇ
ď Cze´C5.30{t. (5.30)
Equations (5.26), (5.27) and (5.30) now give, for x1 “ x´ a{40,ż x1{a
r{a
e´µazp1t px, zqdz “ ´2θ
1px, tq
µ2a2
p1` µrqe´µr `O
´p1` r3qe´µr
a4
¯
. (5.31)
Furthermore, we haveż 1
x1{a
e´µazp1t px, zqdz ď e´µx1
ż 1
x1{a
p1t px, zqdz ď e´µx1 . (5.32)
Equations (5.25), (5.29), (5.31), (5.32) and the hypothesis on µ now imply (5.22).
In order to prove (5.23), let x P r1{20, 1s. By (2.3) and Taylor’s formula, there exists
ξ P rx, 1s, such that
´ θ1px, tq “ 2p1´ xq BBtθp1, tq ´ p1´ xq
2θ3pξ, tq. (5.33)
With (2.1) and (2.2), one now easily sees that |θ3pξ, tq| ď Cpe´pi2t{2 sinppixq _ 1ptď1qq. Equa-
tions (5.2), (5.22) and (5.33) now readily imply (5.23). For the last equation, by (5.3) and
(2.8), we have for every x P p0, aq and t ą 0,
ExrNpta2qs “ p1` errqwZpxq2e
µa
a2
ż a
0
e´µy sinppiy{aqdy, (5.34)
with |err| ď Et. Evaluating this integral and using (5.2) and the hypothesis on µ yields
(5.24).
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We will often use the following handier upper bounds on ExrNtprqs:
Lemma 5.4. Suppose µ ě 1{2. Let t ě 0, x, r P r0, as and suppose that x ě pr`a{20q1ptďa2q.
ExrNtprqs ď Cp1` rqe
µpa´rq
a3
´
wZpxq ` 1` r
2
a
wY pxq1ptďa2q
¯
. (5.35)
Furthermore, we have for all x, r P r0, as and t ě 0,
ExrNtprqs ď Ceµpx´rq. (5.36)
Proof. One sees from (2.1) and (2.2) that θ2px, tq ď C for px, tq P r0, 1s ˆ r1,8qY r1{20, 1s ˆ
r0, 1s. Equation (5.35) now follows from (5.22) and the mean value theorem. For (5.36), we
have by (5.13),
ExrNtprqs ď e´µrEx
” ÿ
uPN ptq
eµXuptq
ı
ď Ceµpx´rq.
Lemma 5.5. Suppose µ ě 1{2 and r ď 9a{10. For every t ě 0 and x P r0, as, we have for
large a,
Exf rNtprq2s ď Ce´fpt{a2q`OpErrpf,tqq
ˆ
eµa
a3
˙2
p1` r2q
´
1` 1` r
4
a2
¯
e´2µr
´
wZpxq t
a3
` wY pxq
¯
(5.37)
Proof. As in the proof of (5.12), we have by Lemmas 3.5 and 5.1,
ExrNtprq2s ď e´fpt{a2q`OpErrpf,tqq
´
ExrNtprqs ` β0m2
ż a
0
ż t
0
pspx, zqpEzrNt´sprqsq2 ds dz
¯
.
(5.38)
By (5.3), Lemma 5.4 and the hypotheses on x and r, we have after a change of variables
z Ñ a´ z in the integral,
ż a
0
pspx, zqpEzrNt´sprqsq2 dz ď C
ˆ
eµa
a3
˙2
eµpx´a´2rq`pi2s{p2a2q
ˆ
´
p1` r2q
ż a
0
paspa´ x, zqe´µz
´
z2 ` 1` r
4
a2
¯
dz ` a6
ż a
a{20
paspa´ x, zqe´µz dz
¯
. (5.39)
Integrating (5.39) over s from 0 to t and splitting the interval at t^ a2, we have by (2.9) (for
the first piece) and (2.8) (for the second),
ż a
0
ż t
0
pspx, zqpEzrNt´sprqsq2 dsdz ď C
ˆ
eµa
a3
˙2
ˆ p1` r2q
´
1` 1` r
4
a2
¯
e´2µrp1` a7e´µa{20q
´
wZpxq t
a3
` wY pxq
¯
(5.40)
Equations (5.36), (5.38) and (5.40) and the hypotheses on µ and r now imply the lemma.
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5.4 The particles hitting the right border
In this section we recall some formulae from [23] about the number of particles hitting the
right border of the interval. We reprove these formulae here for completeness and because
Lemma 2.1 makes their proofs straightforward. For most formulae we will assume that f ” 0,
i.e. that we are working under the measure P. Only Lemma 5.9 contains an upper bound on
the expected number of particles for general f , which will be useful in Section 7.
For a measurable subset S Ă R, define RS to be the number of particles killed at the right
border during the (time) interval S, i.e.
RS “ #tpu, tq : u P N ptq and H0pXuq ą HapXuq “ t P Su.
The following lemma gives exact formulae of the expectation and the second moment of RS .
Lemma 5.6. For every x P p0, aq, we have
ExrRSs “ eµpx´aqIapx, Sq, (5.41)
ExrR2Ss “ ExrRSs `m2eµpx´aq
ż a
0
dy eµpy´aq
ż 8
0
dt e
pi2
2a2
tpat px, yqIapy, S ´ tq2 (5.42)
We will first prove a more general result, which will be needed in Section 6.4.
Lemma 5.7. For every x P p0, aq and any measurable function f : R` Ñ R`, we have
Ex
” ÿ
pu,tqPLH
fptq1pXuptq“aq
ı
“ eµpx´aq
ż t
0
fpsqIapx, dsq.
Proof. Recall thatH0 andHa denote the hitting time functionals of 0 and a andH “ H0^Ha.
Then note that W x´µpH ă 8q “ 1 for all x P r0, as. We then have
Ex
” ÿ
pu,tqPLH
fptq1pXuptq“aq
ı
“W x´µ
”
eβ0mHafpHaq1pH0ąHaďtq
ı
by Lemma 3.2
“ eµpx´aqW x0
”
e
pi2
2a2
HafpHaq1pH0ąHaďtqs by Girsanov’s transform
“ eµpx´aq
ż t
0
fpsqIapx,dsq by (2.12).
Note that in the second line we used the fact that β0m “ 1{2 by definition.
Proof of Lemma 5.6. Equation (5.41) follows from Lemma 5.6 and (2.14) by taking f “ 1S .
Equation (5.42) follows from Lemma 3.3 and (5.41).
Lemma 5.8. For any initial configuration ν and any 0 ď s ď t, we have
|ErRrs,tss ´ pipt´ sqa3 Z0| ď C5.43
´
Y0 ^ Es{a2p1^ pt´ sq{a3qZ0
¯
, (5.43)
where Es is defined in (2.7). Furthermore, if µ ě 1{2 and 0 ď t ď a3, then for each x P p0, aq,
ExrR2t s ď C5.44
´ t
a3
wZpxq ` wY pxq
¯
, (5.44)
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Proof. We have ErRts “
ş
νpdxqExrRts, such that (5.43) follows from (5.41) and Lemma 2.1.
For the second moment, we have by (5.42),
ExrR2t ´Rts “ βm2eµpx´aq
ż a
0
dy eµpy´aq
ż t
0
ds e
pi2
2a2
tpaspx, yqIapy, t´ sq2
ď Ceµpx´aq
ż a
0
dy eµpy´aqIapy, tq2Japx, y, tq
ď Ceµpx´aq
ż a
0
dy eµpy´aqpt{a2 sinppiy{aq ` 1q2
ˆ pat{a2 sinppix{aq sinppiy{aq ` a´1px^ yqpa´ px_ yqqq
Performing the change of variables y ÞÑ a´y in the integral and making use of the inequalities
a´1px^ yqpa´ px_ yqq ď a´ y and sinx ď x, we get
ExrR2t ´Rts ď Ceµpx´aqpsinppix{aqt{a2 ` 1q
ż 8
0
dy e´µypy ` y2t{a3 ` y3t2{a6q
ď Ceµpx´aqpsinppix{aqt{a2 ` 1qp1` t2{a6q,
where we used the hypothesis µ ě 1{2. The last inequality, together with (5.43) and the
hypothesis t ď a3 yields (5.44).
Lemma 5.9. Let f be a function as in Section 5.1. Then for every x P p0, aq, we have
Exf rRSs ď ExrRSs.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 5.6, we have
Exf rRSs “W x´µt
”
eβ0mHa1pH0ąHaPSq
ı
“W x0
”
e´
şHa
0 µt dBt´
şHa
0 µ
2
t {2 dt`Ha{21pH0ąHaPSq
ı
,
by Girsanov’s theorem and the definition of β0. Now, we have by (5.7), on the event tH0 ą
Hau, ż Ha
0
µt dBt “ µpa´ xq ` apµHa ´ µq ´
ż Ha
0
Bt dµt ě µpa´ xq,
since Bt P r0, as for t P r0, Has. This gives
Exf rRSs ď eµpx´aqW x0
”
ep1´µ2qHa{21pH0ąHaPSq
ı
“ ExrRSs,
by the proof of Lemma 5.6.
We finish this section with a lemma which links BBM with absorption at a critical line to
our BBM with selection model.
Lemma 5.10. Let ζ ě 1, y ě 1, µ ě 1{2 and f be a barrier function (defined in Section 5.1).
Suppose that
?
a ě y ` ζ and }f} ď ?a. Let pxi, tiqNi“1 be a collection of space-time points
with
xi “ a´ y ` p1´ µqti ´ fps{a2q, i “ 1, . . . , N,
and ti ď ζ for all i. Define Z “ řiwZpxiq, Y “ řiwY pxiq and Wy “ ye´yN . Then,
Z “ piWy
´
1`O
´1
a
¯¯
and Y “ 1
y
Wy
´
1`O
´1
a
¯¯
.
In particular, for large a, we have
Y ď Z{y.
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Proof. By (5.2) and the hypotheses µ ě 1{2 and ζ ě 1, we have for all i,
xi “ a´ y `O
´ζp1` }f}q
a2
¯
.
Hence, by (5.2) and the hypotheses µ ě 1{2, }f} ď ?a and ?a ě y ` ζ,
eµxi “ eµa´y
´
1`O
´1
a
¯¯
. (5.45)
Furthermore, since x´x2{3 ď sinx ď x for x ě 0 and by the hypotheses y ě 1 and a ě y` ζ,
sinppixi{aq “ sinppipa´ xiq{aq “ pi
a
y
´
1`O
´y
a
¯¯
. (5.46)
The lemma now follows by summing over (5.45) and (5.46).
5.5 Penalizing the particles hitting the right border
In this section, let pUuquPU be iid random variables, uniformly distributed on p0, 1q, inde-
pendent of the branching Brownian motion. Furthermore, let p : R` P p0, 1s be measurable
and such that pptq “ 0 for large enough t. Recall that H “ H0 ^Ha. We define the event
E “ tEpu, tq P LH : Xuptq “ a and Uu ď pptqu.
Our goal in this section is to describe the law rPxf “ Pxf p¨|Eq. We first note that
Pxf pdω,Eq “ Pxf pdωq
ź
pu,tqPLt
´
1pXuptq‰aq ` pptq1pXuptq“aq
¯
. (5.47)
In order to apply the results from Section 3.4, we define
hpx, tq “ Ppx,tqf pEq (5.48)
Qpx, tq “
8ÿ
k“0
qpkqhpx, tqk´1 (5.49)
rqpx, t, kq “ qpkqhpx, tqk´1{Qpx, tq (5.50)
By the results from Section 3.4, under the law rPxf , the BBM stopped at LH is the branching
Markov process where
– particles move according to the Doob transform of Brownian motion with drift ´µt
(stopped at 0 and a) by the space-time harmonic function hpx, tq and
– a particle located at the point x P p0, aq at time t branches at rate β0Qpx, tq1xPp0,aq,
throwing k offspring with probability rqpx, t, kq.
We have the following useful Many-to-one lemma for the conditioned process stopped at
the stopping line Lt “ LH^t: Define the function
epx, tq “ β0
ÿ
kě0
kp1´ hpx, tqk´1qqpkq ď β0m2p1´ hpx, tqq. (5.51)
Lemma 5.11. For any measurable function g : r0, as Ñ R`, x P p0, aq and t ě 0, we have
rExf” ÿ
uPLt
gpXuptqq
ı
“W x´µt
”
gpXH^tqhpXH^t, H ^ tq
hpx, 0q e
pH^tq{2´şH^t0 epXs,sqdsı. (5.52)
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In particular, if we denote by rpft px, yq the density of the rPxf -BBM, then
rptpx, yq “ hpy, tq
hpx, 0qptpx, yqW
x,t,y
taboo
”
e´
şt
0 epXs,sq ds
ı
ď phpx, 0qq´1ptpx, yq, (5.53)
and for general f , rpft px, yq ď phpx, 0qq´1pft px, yq. (5.54)
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 and the description of the law rPxf given above, we have
rExf” ÿ
uPLt
gpXuptqq
ı
“W x´µt
”
gpXH^tqhpXH^t, H ^ tq
hpx, 0q e
şH^t
0 β0 rmpXs,sqQpXs,sqdsı,
where rmpx, tq “ řkpk ´ 1qrqpx, t, kq, which yields (5.52). Equation (5.53) follows from (5.52)
applied to the Dirac Delta-function g “ δy, y P p0, aq, together with (5.3).
The previous lemma immediately gives an upper bound for the quantities we are interested
in:
Corollary 5.12. Let x P p0, aq, t ě 0 and g : r0, as Ñ R` be measurable with gp0q “ gpaq “ 0.
Define St “ řuPLt gpXuptqq. Then,rExf rSts ď phpx, 0qq´1Exf rSts, (5.55)rExf rS2t s ď phpx, 0qq´1Exf rS2t s. (5.56)
Proof. Equation (5.55) immediately follow from (5.53). In order to prove the second-moment
estimates, we note that by Lemma 3.5 and the description of the conditioned process,
rExf rS2t s “ rExf” ÿ
uPLt
gpXuptqq2
ı
`
ż t
0
ż a
0
rpspx, yqĂm2py, sqβ0Qpy, sq´rEpy,sqf rSts¯2 dy ds,
where Ăm2px, tq “ řkě0 kpk ´ 1qrqpx, t, kq. By (5.50), we have Ăm2px, tqQpx, tq ď hpx, tqm2.
Equation (5.56) then follows from (5.16), (5.53) and (5.55).
The following lemma gives a good lower bound on the first-moment estimates in the case
where f ” 0.
Lemma 5.13. Suppose µ ě 1{2, t ď a3 and ppsq “ 0 for all s ě a3. Let St be as in Corollary
5.12. We have rExrSts ě ExrStsp1´ C5.57}p}8q. (5.57)
This follows from the following estimate on hpx, 0q, which will be sharpened in Lemma 6.3.
Lemma 5.14. Suppose ppsq “ 0 for all s ě a3. Then for all x P p0, aq, we have
1´ hpa´ x, 0q ď C}p}8px` 1qe´µx.
Proof. By Markov’s inequality, we have
1´ hpx, 0q “ Pxf p#tpu, sq P La3 : Xupsq “ a, Uu ď ppsqu ě 1q
ď Exf p#tpu, sq P La3 : Xupsq “ a, Uu ď }p}8uq
ď }p}8Exf pRa3q,
The lemma now follows from Lemmas 5.8 and 5.9 and the inequality sinx ď x, x P r0, pis.
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Proof of Lemma 5.13. By (5.53),
rExrSts ě ExrSts inf
yPp0,aq
´
hpy, tqW x,t,ytaboo
”
e´
şt
0 epXs,sq ds
ı¯
. (5.58)
By Lemma 5.14 and the hypothesis on µ, we have for every y P p0, aq,
hpa´ y, tq ě hpa´ y, 0q ě 1´ C}p}8e´y{3. (5.59)
This gives
W x,t,ytaboo
”
e´
şt
0 epXs,sq ds
ı
ě 1´W x,t,ytaboo
” ż t
0
epXs, sq ds
ı
ě 1´ C}p}8, (5.60)
by (5.51), (5.59), Lemma 2.2, the inequality e´x ě 1´ x for x ě 0 and the fact that the law
of the Brownian taboo process is preserved under the map y ÞÑ a´y. The lemma now follows
from (5.58), (5.59) and (5.60).
Finally, we study the law of Rt under the new probability.
Lemma 5.15. We have for every x P r0, as,
Exf rRts ´ }p}8Exf rR2t s ď rExf rRts ď phpx, 0qq´1Exf rRts, (5.61)
and if there is a p P r0, 1s, such that ppsq ” p for s ď t, then we even have
rExf rRts ď Ef rRts. (5.62)
Proof. Let Rt be the stopping line
Rt “ tpu, sq P LHa : s ď tu.
We have by definition of the law rP,
rExf rRts “ Exf
”
Rt
ś
pu,sqPRtp1´ ppXupsqqq
ı
Exf
”ś
pu,sqPRtp1´ ppXupsqqq
ı . (5.63)
Now the denominator is hpx, 0q by (5.48), which yields the right-hand side of (5.61). The
left-hand side follows by noticing that
Exf
”
Rt
ź
pu,sqPRt
p1´ ppXupsqqq
ı
ě Exf rRtp1´ }p}8qRts ě Exf rRts ´ }p}8Exf rR2t s.
For (5.62), we note that if ppsq ” p for s ď t, then by (5.63),
rExf rRts “ Exf rRtp1´ pqRtsExf rp1´ pqRts .
Since p1´ pqk is decreasing in k, this yields (5.62).
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6 BBM with absorption before a breakout
In this section, we are studying branching Brownian motion with drift ´µ and absorption
at 0 until a breakout occurs, an event which will be defined in Section 6.1 and which corre-
sponds to a particle going far to the right and spawning a large number of descendants. In
(6.20), we decompose the system into a particle conditioned to break out at a specific time T
(this particle will be called the fugitive) and the remaining particles, which are conditioned
not to break out before time T . These two parts will be studied separately, the former in
Section 6.4 and the latter in Section 6.3. Before that, in Section 6.2, we study the law of the
time of the first breakout, showing that it is approximately exponentially distributed. First
of all, however, we start with the necessary definitions:
6.1 Definitions
We will introduce several parameters which will be used during the rest of the paper. The
two most important parameters are a and A, which are both large positive constants. The
meaning of a is as in the previous sections: It is the right border of an interval in which
the particles are staying most of the time. The parameter A has a more subtle meaning and
controls the number of particles of the system and with it the intensity at which particles hit
the point a. In Section 7, we will indeed choose the initial conditions such that Z0 « eA.
When we study the system for large A and a, we first let a go to infinity, then A. Thus, the
statement “For large A and a we have. . . ” means: “There exist A0 and a function a0pAq, both
depending on the reproduction law q only, such that for A ě A0 and a ě a0pAq we have. . . ”.
Likewise, the statement “As A and a go to infinity. . . ” means “For all A there exists a0pAq,
depending on the reproduction law q only, such that as A goes to infinity and a ě a0pAq. . . ”.
These phrases will become so common that in Sections 7 to 9 they will often be used implicitly,
although they will always be explicitly stated in the theorems, propositions, lemmas etc. We
further introduce the notation op1q, which stands for a (non-random) term that only depends
on the reproduction law q and the parameters A, a, ε, η, y and ζ and which goes to 0 as A
and a go to infinity.
The remaining parameters we introduce are all going to depend on A, but not on a.
First of all, there is the small parameter ε, which controls the intensity of the breakouts.
Indeed, when Z0 « eA, the mean time one has to wait for a breakout will be approximately
proportional in ε. Morally, one could choose ε such that e´A{2 ! ε ! A´1, but for technical
reasons we will require that
ε ď C6.1A´17, and (6.1)
ε ě C6.2e´A{6. (6.2)
Another protagonist is η, which we will choose as small as we need and which will be used to
bound the probability of very improbable events, as well as the contribution of the variable
Y . It will be enough to require that
η ď e´2A, (6.3)
which, by (6.2), implies
η ď Cε12. (6.4)
The last parameters are y and ζ, which are defined as in Lemma 4.2, with η there being the
η defined above. Note that the parameters η, y and ζ appeared already in [23] and had the
same meaning there.
We can now proceed to the definition of the process. Recall the definition of µ in (5.1).
As in Section 5.1, we denote by Px and Ex the law and expectation of branching Brownian
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a
y
τ0puq
σ1puq
τ1puq
σ2puq
a0
t
Nt
Figure 2.1: Left picture: A graphical view of the tiers. The trajectory of one particle u is
singled out (thick line) and the times τlpuq and σlpuq are shown. The tier 0 particles are
drawn with straight lines, the tier 1 particles with dashed and the tier 2 particles with dotted
lines. Right picture: The stopping line Nt (encircled particles).
motion with drift ´µ starting from a particle at the point x P R; we extend this definition
to general initial distributions of particles according to a counting measure ν. Recall from
Section 3.1 that N ptq denotes the set of individuals alive at time t. We want to absorb the
particles at 0 and do this formally by setting
N0ptq “ tu P N ptq : H0pXuq ą tu,
where H0 is again the hitting time functional of 0.
Instead of absorbing particles at a, we are now going to classify them into tiers as described
in the introduction. Let u P U , t ě 0. We define two sequences of random times pτnpuqqně´1
and pσnpuqqně0 by τ´1puq “ 0, σ0puq “ 0 and for n ě 0:
τnpuq “ infts ě σnpuq : Xupsq “ au,
σn`1puq “ infts ě τnpuq : Xupsq “ a´ y ` p1´ µqps´ τnpuqqu, (6.5)
where we set infH “ 8. See Figure 2.1 for a graphical description. We now define for t ě 0
the stopping lines
R
plq
t “ tpu, sq P U ˆ r0, ts : s “ τlpuq and u P N0psqu, l ě ´1, and (6.6)
S
plq
t “ tpu, sq P U ˆ r0, ts : s “ σlpuq and u P N0psqu, l ě 0. (6.7)
That means, Rplqt contains the particles of tier l at the moment at which they touch the
right barrier andS plqt contains the particles of tier l at the moment at which they come back to
the critical line. Note that the sets Rplqt and S
plq
t are increasing in t and R
pl´1q
t ĺ S
plq
t ĺ R
plq
t
for every l ě 0. We also set
R
plq
t “ #Rplqt .
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In order to extend the definitions of the variables Zt and Yt to the current setup, we could
simply replace N0,aptq by N0ptq in their definition (see Section 5.1). However, it will be more
useful to take special care of the individuals u for which τlpuq ď t ă σl`1puq for some l ě 0,
since these are in some kind of “intermediary” state which is difficult to analyse. We therefore
define the stopping lines
N
plq
t “ tpu, sq P U ˆR` : u P N0psq, τl´1puq ď s ă τlpuq,
and either t ă σlpuq “ s or σlpuq ď t “ su, l ě 0, (6.8)
and
Nt “
ď
lě0
N
plq
t . (6.9)
In other words, the stopping line N plqt contains the particles of tier l that have already come
back to the critical line at time t, as well as the descendants of those that haven’t, at the
moment at which they hit the critical line. We then define for l ě 0 (recall the definitions of
wZ and wY from Section 5),
Z
plq
t “
ÿ
uPN plqt
wZpXuptqq, Y plqt “
ÿ
uPN plqt
wY pXuptqq,
Furthermore, for any symbol S and 0 ď k ď l ď 8, we write,
Spk;lq “
lÿ
i“k
Spiq, Spl`q “ Spl;8q, S “ Sp0`q.
For a particle pu, sq P Rplqt , we now define the stopping line
S pu,sq “ tpv, rq P U ˆR` : v P N0prq, pu, tq ĺ pv, rq and r “ σl`1pvqu.
This stopping line yields a collection pXvprq, r ´ sqpv,rqPS pu,sq of space-time points and we
denote by Zpu,sq, Y pu,sq and W pu,sqy the quantities from Lemma 5.10 corresponding to this
collection of points (in particular, W pu,sqy “ ye´y#S pu,sq). Of course, we have chosen the
stopping line in such a way that the variable W pu,sqy follows the same law as the variable Wy
defined in (4.2). We also define τ pu,sqmax “ maxpv,rqPS pu,sqpr ´ sq. We then define the “good”
event
Gpu,sq “ t#S pu,sq ď ζu X tS pu,sq Ď U ˆ r1, ζsu
X t sup
sďrďζ
#tv P N0prq : pu, sq ĺ pv, rq ĺ S pu,squ ď ζu (6.10)
and the event of a breakout,
Bpu,sq “ tZpu,sq ą εeAu Y pGpu,sqqc, (6.11)
(the inclusion of the “bad” event pGpu,sqqc is for technical reasons). If the event Bpu,sq occurs,
the particle u is then also called the fugitive. We set
pB “ PapBpH,0qq, (6.12)
and define the law of BBM started at a with the first particle conditioned not to break out:
Qap¨q “ Pap¨ |Bcq “ P
ap¨, Bcq
1´ pB ,
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where we set B “ BpH,0q. We further set Z “ ZpH,0q and Wy “ W pH,0qy and note that by
Lemmas 5.10 and 4.2, we have for large a,
Pap|Z ´ piW | ą 2ηq `PappGpH,0qqcq ă η, (6.13)
where W is defined as in (4.2). Hence, by (6.3), (4.5) and Lemma 4.2, we get
pB “
´
pi ` op1q
¯ 1
εeA
, (6.14)
which goes to 0 as A and a go to infinity, by (6.2). Furthermore, (6.13) yields for large A and
a,
QarZs “ pErpiW1ppiWďεeAp1`op1qq`Opηqqs `OpηεeAqqp1`OppBqq
“ pipA` log ε` c6.15 ` op1qq,
(6.15)
by (4.6), (6.1), (6.3) and (6.14). In particular, we have for A ě 1 and large a,
QarZs ď CA. (6.16)
Moreover, by (4.5), (6.13) and (6.3), we have for A ě 1 and large a,
QarZ2s ď CεeA. (6.17)
Finally, note that by Lemma 5.10, we have Y ď ηZ, Qa-almost surely, a fact that will often
be used without further reference.
We now define for every l P N the time of the first breakout of a particle of tier l,
T plqpωq “ inftt ě 0 : ω P
ď
pu,sqPRplqt
Bpu,squ, (6.18)
and set
T p0;lq “ min
0ďjďl T
plq, with T “ T p0;8q “ min
jě0 T
plq. (6.19)
Now fix t ą 0 and l P NYt8u. We want to describe the system conditioned on T p0;lq “ t.
For this, suppose that at time 0 the particles are distributed according to a counting measure
ν “ řni“1 δxi . We denote by U the fugitive of the breakout that happened at time T p0;lq and
define pi “ Pνpi ĺ U |T p0;lq “ tq. This yields a law ppiqni“1 on the initial particles, depending
on ν and t. Since the variable T p0;lq, the time of the first breakout, is the minimum of the
variables T p0;lqi , i “ 1, . . . , n, the times of the first breakout of the BBM descending from the
particle i, we can decompose the process into
Pν
´ nź
i“1
dωpiq
ˇˇˇ
T p0;lq “ t
¯
“
nÿ
i“1
pi ˆPxipdωpiq |T p0;lq “ tq ˆ
ź
j‰i
Pxj pdωpjq |T p0;lq ą tq. (6.20)
That is, we first choose according to the law ppiqni“1 the initial particle that is going to cause
the breakout. This particle spawns a BBM conditioned to break out at time t. The remaining
particles spawn independent BBM conditioned not to break out before time t.
Remark 6.1. Note that many results in this section can be done for BBM with varying drift
given by a barrier function f . For example, with Lemma 5.9 one gets immediately that
Pf pT p0q ą tq ě PpT p0q ą tq for all t ě 0 and it will be clear from the next section that in
fact Pf pT ą tq ě PpT ą tq as well. However, in order to simplify notation and because we
will not need the results often in this generality, we state them here only for BBM with fixed
drift.
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6.2 The time of the first breakout
For large A and a, define
t6.21 “ 120Aa3. (6.21)
We want to prove that the random variable T defined in the previous section is approx-
imately exponentially distributed with parameter pBpiZ0{a3, which is the statement of the
following proposition:
Proposition 6.2. Let 0 ď t ď t6.21. For A and a large enough, we have
PpT ą tq “ exp
´
´ pipBZ0 t
a3
´
1`OpAt{a3 ` pBq
¯
`OppBY0q
¯
. (6.22)
The proof proceeds by a sequence of lemmas. Lemma 6.3 gives a estimate on PpT p0q ą tq.
This is used in Lemma 6.4, in order to obtain an estimate on QapT ą tq, using a recursive
argument. Finally, Proposition 6.2 is proven by combining Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4.
Lemma 6.3. Let 0 ď t ď a3. Suppose that pB ď 1{2. Then,
PpT p0q ą tq “ exp
´
´ pipBZ0 t
a3
`
1`OppBq
˘`OppBY0q¯. (6.23)
Proof. Let x1, . . . , xn be the positions of the initial particles. Since the initial particles spawn
independent branching Brownian motions, we have
PpT p0q ą tq “
ź
i
PxipT p0q ą tq. (6.24)
We have for every x P p0, aq,
PxpT p0q ą tq “ Ex
” ź
pu,sqPRp0qt
1Bpu,sq
ı
“ Ex
”
p1´ pBqR
p0q
t
ı
, (6.25)
since by the strong branching property, the random variables Zpu,sq are independent condi-
tioned on Rp0qt . By Lemma 5.8 and the assumption t ď a3, we have
|ExrRp0qt s ´ piwZpxqt{a3| ď CwY pxq, (6.26)
ExrpRp0qt q2s ď CpwZpxqt{a3 ` wY pxqq. (6.27)
By Jensen’s inequality, (6.26) and the inequality | logp1´ zq| ď z ` z2 for z ď 1{2,
Ex
”
p1´ pBqR
p0q
t
ı
ě exp
´
´ pipBwZpxq t
a3
p1` CpBq ´ CpBwY pxq
¯
. (6.28)
Furthermore, the inequality p1´pqn ď 1´np`npn´ 1qp2{2 and Equations (6.26) and (6.27)
give
Ex
”
p1´ pBqR
p0q
t
ı
ď 1´ pipBwZpxq t
a3
p1´ CpBq ` CpBwY pxq. (6.29)
The lemma now follows from (6.25), (6.28) and (6.29) together with the inequality 1` z ď ez
for z P R.
In the following lemma, note that according to the definition of the tiers, a particle starting
at a starts immediately in tier 1.
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Lemma 6.4. Let 0 ď t ď t6.21. Then, for large A and a,
QapT ą tq ě exp
´
´ CpBAp ta3 ` ηq
¯
. (6.30)
Proof. We have
QapT ą tq “ Qa
” ź
pu,sqPS p1qt
PXupsqpT ą t´ sq
ı
ě QarPνpT ą tqs, (6.31)
where ν “ řpu,sqPS p1qt δXupsq. Since T ą t implies T p0q ą t, we have
PνpT ą tq “ PνpT ą t|T p0q ą tqPνpT p0q ą tq. (6.32)
Let Z “ ZpH,0q and Y “ Y pH,0q, such that Y ď ηZ, Qa-almost surely, by Lemma 5.10 and
the definition of the “bad” event BpH,0q. By Lemma 6.3, we have for large A,
PνpT p0q ą tq ě exp
´
´ CpBZ
`
t
a3
` η˘ ¯. (6.33)
Furthermore, with the notation from Section 5.5, with ppsq ” pB,
PνpT ą t|T p0q ą tq “ rPνpT ą tq “ rPν” ź
pu,sqPRp0qt
QapT ą t´ sq
ı
ě rPν”QapT ą tqRp0qt ı.
By Jensen’s inequality and Lemmas 5.15 and 5.8, this implies
PνpT ą t|T p0q ą tq ě QapT ą tqrEν rRp0qt s ě QapT ą tqpiZpt{a3`Opηqq. (6.34)
Equations (6.31), (6.32), (6.33) and (6.34), together with Jensen’s inequality and (6.15), now
yield for large A and a,
QapT ą tq ě QapT ą tqpi2Apt{a3`Opηqq ˆ exp
´
´ CpBA
`
t
a3
` η˘ ¯. (6.35)
By the hypothesis on t and (6.3), the exponent of QapT ą tq in (6.35) is smaller than 1{2 for
large A and a. This yields the statement.
Proof of Proposition 6.2. The upper bound follows from Lemma 6.3 and the trivial inequality
T ď T p0q. For the lower bound, we note that as in the proof of Lemma 6.4, we have by Jensen’s
inequality and Lemma 5.15,
PpT ą tq “ PpT ą t |T p0q ą tqPpT p0q ą tq ě QapT ą tqErRp0qt sPpT p0q ą tq. (6.36)
By Lemmas 6.4 and 5.8, we have
QapT ą tqErRp0qt s ě exp
´
´ CpBAp ta3 ` ηqp ta3Z0 ` Y0q
¯
, (6.37)
The lower bound in (6.22) now follows from (6.36), (6.37) and Lemma 6.3, together with the
hypothesis on t, (6.3) and (6.14).
Lemma 6.5. Define γ “ ppipBZ0q´1. Suppose that Y0 ď C and let α ě 0 and n P N. Then,
for large A, for every l P NY t8u,
ErpT p0;lq{a3 ` αqn1pT p0;lqďa3qs ď C
nÿ
k“0
n!αkp2γqn´k
k!
(6.38)
Furthermore, if 0 ě δ “ A´1op1q, then for large A and a,
ErpT {a3q1pTďδa3qs “ γp1`OpAδ ` pBqq `Oppδ ` γqe´Opδ{γqq (6.39)
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Proof. We first note that we have, for n ě 1 and ρ ą 0,ż 8
0
pt` αqn´1e´ρt dt “
n´1ÿ
k“0
pn´ 1q!αk
k!ρn´k . (6.40)
Now, we have
ErpT p0;lq{a3 ` αqn1pT p0qďa3qs “
ż 1
0
pt` αqnPpT p0;lq{a3 P dtq
ď n
ż 1
0
pt` αqn´1PpT p0;lq ą ta3q dt` αn.
The inequality (6.38) now follows from Lemma 6.3 and (6.40) and the hypothesis on Y0. For
the second part, we note that
ErpT {a3q1pTďδa3qs “
ż δ
0
PpT ą ta3q dt´ δPpT ą δa3q,
and by Proposition 6.2 and the hypothesis on Y0, we have for t ď δ and large A and a,
PpT ą ta3q “ p1`OppBqq expp´γ´1tp1`OpAδ ` pBqqq.
Equation (6.39) now follows from the last two equations.
We now show how we can couple the variable T with an exponentially distributed variable:
Lemma 6.6. Suppose that e´AZ0 “ 1 ` Opε3{2q and that Y0 ď ηZ0. Then there exists
a coupling pT, V q, such that V is a random variable which is exponentially distributed with
parameter pipBeA, T is σpV q-measurable and Pp|T {a3 ´ V | ą ε3{2q ď Cε2 for large A and a.
Proof. For brevity, set ρ :“ pipBeA. Let F be the tail distribution function of T , i.e. F ptq :“
PpT ě tq. The number of individuals in a BBM tree being at most countable, T has no atoms
except 8. We can therefore define a random variable U which is uniformly distributed on
p0, 1q by setting
U “ F pT q1pTă8q ` U 1F p8q1pT“8q,
where U 1 is a uniformly distributed random variable on p0, 1q, independent of T . Now we
define V “ ´ρ´1 logU . Then V is exponentially distributed with parameter ρ and T “
F´1pe´ρV q, where F´1 denotes the generalised right-continuous inverse of F . Hence, T is
σpV q-measurable. On tT ă 8u, we have by Proposition 6.2, for a large enough,
V “ ´ρ´1ppipBeAe´AZ0T {a3p1`OpAT {a3 ` pBqqq `OppBY0q
“ T {a3p1`Opε3{2 `AT {a3 ` pBqq `OppBeAηq,
(6.41)
by the hypotheses on Z0 and Y0. Hence, by (6.2), (6.4) and (6.14), we have for a large enough,
|T {a3 ´ V | “ Opε3{2T {a3 `ApT {a3q2q `Opε2q.
But now we have by Lemma 6.3, for large A and a,
PpT {a3 ą ε7{8q ď PpT p0q{a3 ą ε7{8q ď Ce´Opε´1{8q ď ε2{2. (6.42)
The statement now follows from (6.41) and (6.42) together with (6.1)
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6.3 The particles that do not participate in the breakout
In this section, we fix τ ď t6.21. We define the law of BBM conditioned not to break out
before τ in the tiers 0, . . . , l by
pPlp¨q “ Pp¨ |T p0;lq ą τq, with pP “ pP8.
Expectation w.r.t. pPl is denoted by pEl. Under the law pPl, the process stopped at LH then
follows the law rP from Section 5.5, with
pptq “ pB1ptďτq ` p1´ pBqQapT p0;lq ď τ ´ tq, (6.43)
such that by Lemma 6.4, (6.3), (6.16) and the trivial inequality T p0;lq ě T , we have for large
A and a,
}p}8 ď CpB. (6.44)
In particular, by Lemma 5.14, (5.2) and (6.44), we have for large A and a,
phpx, 0qq´1 ď 1` CpB. (6.45)
Lemmas 5.11 and 5.13, together with (6.44) and (6.45) now immediately imply the following:
Corollary 6.7. Let x P p0, aq, 0 ď t ď τ ď t6.21 and g : r0, as Ñ R` be measurable with
gp0q “ gpaq “ 0. Define Sp0qt “
ř
uPN p0qt gpXuptqq or S
p0q
t “ Rp0qt . Then, with pEl as above,
pExl rSp0qt s “ p1`OppBqqExrSp0qt s and pExl rpSp0qt q2s ď p1`OppBqqExrpSp0qt q2s.
Moreover, as in the proof of Lemma 5.15, one can show that
pQal rZs “ p1`OppBqqQarZs and pQal rZ2s ď p1`OppBqqQarZ2s. (6.46)
We define two filtrations pGlqlě0 and pHlqlě0 by
Gl “ FS plqτ , Hl “ FRplqτ ,
such that Gl ĂHl Ă Gl`1 for every l. Now define for measurable I Ă r0, τ s,
Z
plq
H,I “
ÿ
pu,tqPS plqτ XpUˆIq
Zpu,tq, Y plqH,I “
ÿ
pu,tqPS plqτ XpUˆIq
Y pu,tq,
with ZplqH “ ZplqH,r0,τ s and Y plqH “ Y plqH,r0,τ s. Furthermore, recall from Section 6.1 the definition
of Zpk;lqH , Z
pl`q
H and ZH and the corresponding quantities for Y .
Lemma 6.8. We have for all 0 ď k ď l, x P p0, aq and large A and a,
pElrZpk`1qH |Gks ď ppi ` CpBqQarZsp τa3ZpkqH ` CY pkqH q. (6.47)
In particular, for large A and a,
pElrZpk`1qH s ď CAp τa3Z0 ` CY0q´pi2Ap τa3 ` C6.48ηq¯k. (6.48)
In the case k “ 0, we also have for large A and a,
pElrZp1qH s ě ppi ´ CpBqQarZsp τa3Z0 ´ CY0q. (6.49)
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Proof. We have for 0 ď k ď l,pElrZpk`1qH |Hks “ pEl” ÿ
pu,tqPRpkqτ
Zpu,tq
ˇˇˇ
Hk
ı
“ pQal´krZsRpkqτ , (6.50)
since conditioned on Hk, the random variables Zpu,tq are iid under pPl of the same law as Z
under pQal´k and independent of Hk, by the strong branching property. Now, we havepElrRpkqτ |Gks “ ÿ
pu,tqPS pkqτ
EXuptqrRp0qτ´t |T ą τ ´ ts,
such that by Lemma 5.8 and Corollary 6.7,pElrRpkqτ |Gks ď p1`OppBqq´pi τa3ZpkqH ` C5.43Y pkqH ¯. (6.51)
Equations (6.50) and (6.51) together with (6.46) give (6.47). Equation (6.48) follows easily
from (6.47) by (6.16) and the fact that Y pkqH ď ηZpkqH , pPl-almost surely for 1 ď k ď l. Now, in
the case k “ 0, we have G0 “ F0 by definition. Denote the positions of the initial particles
by x1, . . . , xn. By Lemmas 5.8, 5.15 and (6.44),
pElrRp0qτ s “ nÿ
i“1
pExil rRp0qτ s ě nÿ
i“1
ExirRp0qτ s ´ }p}8ExirpRp0qτ q2s
ě pi τ
a3
Z0 ´ C5.43Y0 ´ }p}8C5.44
`
τ
a3
Z0 ` Y0
˘
,
which yields (6.49).
Lemma 6.9. Suppose that t ď τ . Then for large A and a, we havepErZts “ Z0 ´1` piQarZs ta3 `O ´pB ` `A ta3 ˘2¯¯`OpAY0q, pErYts ď C `Y0 ` ηA ta3Z0˘ .
If moreover t ě 2a2, then
pErYt1pRrt´a2,ts“0qs ď Ca pZ0 `AY0q and pPpRrt´a2,ts ‰ 0q ď CηpY0 ` Z0q.
Proof. First note that we have infxPr0,as hpx, 0q ě 1{2 for large A, by (6.45). Furthermore, by
the hypothesis τ ď t6.21 and (6.3), we have pi2Ap τa3 ` Cηq ď 1{2 for large A and a. The first
two inequalities now follow from Proposition 5.2, Corollary 6.7, Lemma 6.8, (6.46) and (6.3)
by summing over k. In particular, if t ě 2a2, then for large A and a, pErZt´a2s ď CpZ0`AY0q
and pErYt´a2s ď CηpZ0 ` Y0q. Together with Proposition 5.2, Lemma 5.8 and Corollary 6.7,
this proves the other two inequalities.
In order to estimate second moments, we will make use of the following extension to the
Many-to-two lemma (Lemma 3.5). For x, z P p0, aq and 0 ď t ď τ , we define xm2px, tq to
be the quantity Ăm2px, tq from Section 5.5 corresponding to the penalisation from (6.43) andpplqt px, zq to be the density of tier l particles at position z and time t under the law pPx, not
counting the particles u with t ă σlpuq. Then set pt “ pp0`qt .
Lemma 6.10. Let w : r0, as Ñ R` be measurable and define St “ řpu,tqPNt wpXuptqq. Then
pExrS2t s “ pExr ÿ
pu,sqPNt
wpXupsqq2s ` β0
ż t
0
ż a
0
xm2pz, sqpspx, zqpEpz,sqrSts2 dz ds
` pEx” ÿ
pu,sqPRt
ÿ
pv1,s1q,pv2,s2qPS pu,sq, v1‰v2
pEpXv1 ps1q,s1qrStspEpXv2 ps2q,s2qrStsı. (6.52)
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Proof. For pv1, s1q, pv2, s2q P Nt we write pv1, s1q ^ pv2, s2q for their most recent common
ancestor. Then define for l ě 1,
A
plq
1 “ tppv1, s1q, pv2, s2qq P N 2t : v1 ‰ v2 and if pv1, s1q ^ pv2, s2q “ pv0, s0q,
then τl´1pv0q ď s0 ă σlpv0qu,
and for l ě 0,
A
plq
2 “ tppv1, s1q, pv2, s2qq P N 2t : v1 ‰ v2 and if pv1, s1q ^ pv2, s2q “ pv0, s0q,
then σlpv0q ď s0 ă τlpv0qu,
We then have
pEx” ÿ
ppv1,s1q,pv2,s2qqPA plq1
wpXv1ps1qqwpXv2ps2qq
ˇˇˇ
Gl
ı
“
ÿ
pu,sqPRplqt
ÿ
pv1,s1q,pv2,s2qPS pu,sq, v1‰v2
pEpXv1 ps1q,s1qrStspEpXv2 ps2q,s2qrSts, (6.53)
and by Lemma 3.5 (see also Remark 3.4),
pEx” ÿ
ppv1,s1q,pv2,s2qqPA plq2
wpXv1ps1qqwpXv2ps2qq
ı
“ β0
ż t
0
ż a
0
m2pz, sqpplqs px, zqpEpz,sqrSts2 dz ds. (6.54)
Equations (6.53) and (6.54), together with (3.5) and the tower property of conditional expec-
tation yield the lemma.
Remark 6.11. An analogous result holds for Rt.
Lemma 6.12. We have for every t ď τ ,
yVarpZtq ď CεeA´ t
a3
Z0 ` Y0
¯
and yVarpRtq ď CεeA´ t
a3
Z0 ` Y0
¯
.
Proof. By Lemma 6.9 and the hypothesis t ď τ ď t6.21, we have for every x P p0, aq and s ď t,
pEpx,sqrZts ď CA´wZpxq t
a3
` wY pxq
¯
ď CAe´ 34 pa´xq. (6.55)
Now, as in the proof of (5.20), we have by (6.55) and Corollary 6.7,ż t
0
ż a
0
pp0qs px, zqpEpz,sqrZts2 dz ds ď CA2´ ta3wZpxq ` wY pxq¯, (6.56)
which yields ż t
0
ż a
0
xm2pz, sqpspx, zqpEpz,sqrZts2 dz ds
ď C pEx” ÿ
pu,s0qPSt
ż t
s0
ż a
0
pp0qs´s0pXups0q, zqpEpz,sqrZts2 dz dsı
ď CA2
´ t
a3
pExrZH,r0,tss ` pExrYH,r0,tss¯
ď CA2
´ t
a3
wZpxq ` wY pxq
¯
,
(6.57)
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by Lemma 6.8 and the hypothesis t ď τ ď t6.21. Furthermore, by (6.55), (6.3) and Lemma 5.10,
we have
pEx” ÿ
pu,sqPRt
ÿ
pv1,s1q,pv2,s2qPS pu,sq, v1‰v2
pEpXv1 ps1q,s1qrZtspEpXv2 ps2q,s2qrZtsı
ď CQarZ2spExrRts ď CεeA´ t
a3
wZpxq ` wY pxq
¯
, (6.58)
by (6.17) and Lemmas 5.8 and Corollary 6.7. Lemma 6.10, together with (6.57) and (6.58)
as well as Lemma 6.9 and the inequality w2Z ď CwY gives
yVarxpZtq ď pExrpZtq2s ď CεeA´ t
a3
wZpxq ` wY pxq
¯
. (6.59)
Summing over the initial particles yields the inequality for yVarpZtq. The proof of the second
inequality is analogous, relying on Lemma 5.8 and Remark 6.11.
We finish the section by a corollary which will be useful in the next section.
Corollary 6.13. Suppose that t ď τ and x P p0, aq. Then for large A and a, we havepExrZts ď CAe´pa´xq{2, pExrZ2t s ď CεeAe´pa´xq{2 and pExrYts ď Ce´pa´xq{2.
Proof. Immediate from Lemmas 6.9 and 6.12 and (5.2).
6.4 The fugitive and its family
We now describe the BBM conditioned to break out at a given time. Recall that U
denotes the fugitive. For simplicity, we write τl and σl for τlpU q and σlpU q, respectively,
l P N. On the event T “ T plq, we define Uj to be the ancestor of U alive at the time σj ,
j “ 0, . . . , l. By the strong branching property, we have the following decomposition:
Lemma 6.14. Let k P N, l P N Y t8u with l ě k and t ě 0. Conditioned on F0, T p0;lq “
T pkq “ t, τ0 and U0, the BBM admits the following recursive decomposition:
1. The initial particles u ‰ U0 spawn independent BBM conditioned on T p0;lq ą t,
2. independently, the particle U0 spawns BBM conditioned on a particle (call it U 10 ) hit-
ting a for the first time at the time τ0, all the children of which born before τ0 being
conditioned on T p0;lq ą t.
(a) If k “ 0, this particle U 10 spawns BBM conditioned on the event B of a breakout.
(b) If k ą 0, it spawns BBM starting at the space-time point pa, τ0q conditioned on
T p0;lq “ T pkq “ t. In particular, if we write S “ S pU 10 ,τ0q, then conditioned
on FS , the particles in S spawn BBM starting from the collection of space-time
points S , conditioned on T p0;l´1q “ T pk´1q “ t.
Note that in the case 2b above, the subtree spawned by pU 10 , τ0q follows the law Q con-
ditioned on T p0;lq “ T pkq “ t, hence the law of S pU 10 ,τ0q is not the same as under Q. In
particular, ErZpU 10 ,τ0qs ­ď CA. Indeed, conditioning on one of its descendants breaking out at
a later time corresponds to a kind of size-bias on the number of particles. However, it is still
true that ZpU 10 ,τ0q ă εeA, by the definition of a breakout.
Lemma 6.14 gives a decomposition of the BBM conditioned on T pkq into k ` 1 pieces.
In order to describe what happens in a single piece, define FU to be the σ-field generated
by the family of events ptT p0;lq “ T pkquqkPN and by U , pXU psqqσjďsăτj , pdu, kuquĺU and
S pU ,τjq, for j “ 0, . . . , k, on the event tT p0;lq “ T pkqu. Note that in particular, on the event
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tT p0;lq “ T pkqu, τj , pUj , σjq are FU -measurable, j “ 0, . . . , k. It is plain that conditioned on
FU , the subtrees spawned by the children of the ancestors of U during the intervals rσj , τjq
are independent BBM conditioned not to break out before t.
It remains to describe the trajectory of the fugitive and its reproduction. By a decom-
position at the first time of branching as in Section 3.4, we could describe the law of BBM
starting from a single particle at position x at time 0 and conditioned on a particle hitting a
for the first time at a time s ď t, all the children of which born before s being conditioned
on T ą t. However, it is faster to use the Many-to-one lemma instead, which is the method
of proof of the following lemma, which we state for general penalisations ppsq. This result is
essentially [64, Theorem 1].
Lemma 6.15. Let t ě 0, x P p0, aq and p : R` Ñ r0, 1s be measurable with ppsq “ 0 for s
large enough. Denote by rP the law associated to ppsq as in Section 5.5. Recall the definition of
epx, tq from (5.51). Then, given a family of F
R
p0q
t
-measurable non-negative random variables
pYuquPU , we have
rEx”Yu ˇˇˇ Du P U : pu, tq P Rp0qt ı “ rE˚,x
”
Yξte
´ şt0 epξs,sq ds ˇˇˇH0pξq ą Hapξq “ tırE˚,x”e´ şt0 epξs,sq ds ˇˇˇH0pξq ą Hapξq “ tı ,
where under rP˚,x, the spine follows standard Brownian motion and spawns particles with rateĂm1px, tqβ0Qpx, sq according to the reproduction law ppĂm1px, tqq´1krqpx, t, kqqkě0, which start
independent rP-BBM. In particular, conditioned on pXupsqq0ďsďt and pdv, kvqvĺu, the children
of the ancestors of u follow independent rP-BBM.
Proof. We have
rEx”Yu ˇˇˇ Du P U : pu, tq P Rp0qt ı “ rEx
”ř
pu,sqPRp0qt 1pHapXuqPdtqYu
ı
rEx”řpu,sqPRp0qt 1pHapXuqPdtqı , (6.60)
and by Lemma 3.1,
rEx” ÿ
pu,sqPRp0qt
1pHapXuqPdtqYu
ı
“ rE˚,x´µ”Yξteşt0 rmpξs,sqβ0Qpξs,sqds1pH0pξqąHapξqPdtqı. (6.61)
According to the description of the conditioned process in Section 5.5 and the description of the
spine in Section 3.3, the particles on the spine follow the Doob transform of Brownian motion
with drift ´µ by the harmonic function hpx, tq and spawn particles with rate Ăm1px, tqβ0Qpx, sq
according to the reproduction law ppĂm1px, tqq´1krqpx, t, kqqkě0. With Girsanov’s transform,
(6.61) yields,
rEx” ÿ
pu,sqPRp0qt
1pHapXuqPdtqYu
ı
“ e´µpa´xq hpa, tq
hpx, 0q rE˚,x”Yξte´ şt0 epξs,sq ds1pH0pξqąHapξqPdtqı.
(6.62)
Equations (6.60) and (6.62) yield the first statement. The second statement follows by taking
appropriate test functionals pYuquPU .
Corollary 6.16. In addition to the assumptions in Lemma 6.15, suppose t P r0, a3s and
}p}8 ď cp, where cp is some universal constant implicitly defined below. Then,
rEx”Yu ˇˇˇ Du P U : pu, tq P Rp0qt ı ď C rE˚,x”Yξt ˇˇˇH0pξq ą Hapξq P dtı. (6.63)
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a
Figure 2.2: A visualization of the bar- and check-particles: The path of the fugitive until the
breakout (depicted by a cross) is drawn with a solid line, the bar-particles (spawned between
the times σl and τl) with dashed lines and the check-particles (spawned between the times τl
and σl`1) with dotted lines.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, the inequality e´x ě 1´ x and the hypothesis on t, we have
rE˚,x”e´ şt0 epξs,sq ds ˇˇˇH0pξq ą Hapξq “ tı “W x,t,ataboore´ şt0 epXs,sq dss ě p1´ C}p}8q. (6.64)
The statement now follows from (6.64) and Lemma 6.15.
We come back to the BBM conditioned to break out at a given time and set up the
important definitions. Recall that U denotes the fugitive. We will denote by a bar the
quantities referring to the particles spawned between the times σlpU q and τlpU q for some
l ě 0, and by a check those referring to the particles spawned between the times τlpU q and
σl`1pU q. See Figure 2.2 for a visualization. Formally, we setĎNt “ tu P Nt : pu, tq ^ pU , T q P U ˆď
lě0
rσlpU q, τlpU qqu,
sRt “ tpu, sq P ď
lě0
R
plq
t : pu, sq ^ pU , T q P U ˆ
ď
lě0
rσlpU q, τlpU qqqu
and |Nt “ tu P Nt : pu, tq ^ pU , T q P U ˆď
lě1
rτl´1pU q, σlpU qqu.
We then define sZt “ ÿ
uP ĎNt
wZpXuptqq, sYt “ ÿ
uP ĎNt
wY pXuptqq, sRt “ # sRt,
and qZt “ ÿ
uP ĎNt
wZpXuptqq, qYt “ ÿ
uP ĎNt
wY pXuptqq.
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Note that on the event T “ T p0q, we have |N pT q “ H by definition.
By Corollary 6.13, the following FU -measurable functional will be of use in the study of
the bar-quantities.
EU “
lÿ
i“0
ÿ
uĺU
1pσiďduăτiqpku ´ 1qe´pa´Xupduqq{2, on tT “ T plqu. (6.65)
where we recall that du and ku are respectively the time of death and the number of children
of the individual u.
Lemma 6.17. For large A and a, we have for every l P N,
ErEU |T “ T plq ď t6.21s ď Cpl ` 1q.
Proof. By Lemma 6.14 and Corollary 6.16 (which can be applied because of (6.44)), we have
for every l P N,
ErEU |T “ T plq ď t6.21s ď C
lÿ
i“0
E
”
Wi
” ż τi´σi
0
e´pa´Btq{2 dt
ı ˇˇˇ
T “ T plq ď t6.21
ı
,
where Wi is the law of a Brownian bridge of length τi ´ σi from XU pσiq to XU pτiq. The
statement now follows readily from Lemma 2.2.
We can now study the probability that the fugitive stems from a given tier.
Lemma 6.18. Suppose that C1eA ď Z0 ď C2eA and Y0 ď ηZ0. Then for large A and a, we
have for l P t1, 2u,
PpT pl`q ă T p0;l´1qq ď CpεAql,
Proof. By (6.2), (6.14) and (6.46), we have for large A and a,
PpT p0q ą t6.21q ď expp´CA{εq ď expp´C{?εq. (6.66)
Now, for the rest of the proof, let t ď t6.21 and let ν “ řni“1 δxi . We have by the decomposition
(6.20) of the process conditioned on T p0;l´1q “ t,
PνpT pl`q ą t |T p0;l´1q “ tq “
nÿ
i“1
pipPν´δxi pT pl`q ą t |T p0;l´1q ą tq
ˆPxipT pl`q ą t |T p0;l´1q “ tq (6.67)
Define ct “ pi2Apt{a3`C6.48ηq, which is less than 1{2 for large A and a by the hypothesis on
t. By Lemma 6.8 and the hypothesis, we have for every j ď l,
pEl´j´1rZpl´jqH s ď CZ0cl´jt , (6.68)
and moreover for every px, sq P p0, aq ˆ r0, ts,
pEpx,sql´j´1rZpl´jqH s ď CAe´pa´xq{2cl´j´1t , (6.69)
For every k ď l ´ 1, (6.68) applied to the particles in |S pjqt , j “ 1, . . . , k yields
Er qZplqH |T pkq “ T p0;l´1q “ ts ď CεeA lÿ
j“1
cl´jt ď CεeAcl´kt . (6.70)
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Moreover, by (6.69), Corollary 6.13 and Lemma 6.17, we have
Er sZplqH |T pkq “ T p0;l´1q “ ts ď CAcl´kt . (6.71)
In total, we get by (6.68), (6.69) and (6.70), the hypothesis on Z0 and (6.2),
Er pZplqH ` qZplqH ` sZplqH |T pkq “ T p0;l´1q “ ts ď CeA´clt ` εcl´kt ¯. (6.72)
Jensen’s inequality and Proposition 6.2 together with (6.72) and the inequality 1 ´ e´x ď x
give
PpT pl`q ă t |T pkq “ T p0;l´1q “ tq ď Cctpε´1clt ` cl´kt q. (6.73)
Summing (6.73) over k, the law of total expectation gives
PpT pl`q ă t |T p0;l´1q “ tq ď Cctpε´1clt ` ctq. (6.74)
The lemma now follows by integrating (6.74) over t from 0 to t6.21 and using Lemma 6.5 and
(6.66).
Remark 6.19. One may wonder whether one can simply calculate PpT plq P dt |T p0;l´1q ą tq
for every l ě 1 and t ď t6.21, using only the tools from Section 6.3. This would require fine
estimates on the density of the point process formed by the particles from tier l ´ 1 hitting
a just before t. These estimates can be most easily obtained if one stops descendants of the
particles hitting a at a (large) fixed time ζ instead of the line from Lemma 5.10, with which
the results in this paper would hold as well. However, in order not to lose generality, we stick
to Lemma 6.18, which is enough for our purposes.
7 The B-BBM
We will now define properly the BBM with the moving barrier, also called the B-BBM
(the “B” stands for “barrier”), which will be used in the subsequent sections to approximate
the N -BBM. We will still use all the definitions from Section 6.1, with one notational change:
Recall that by (6.20), we can decompose the process into two parts; the first part consisting
of the particles spawned by the ancestor of the fugitive and the second part consisting of the
remaining particles. As in Section 6.4, the quantities which refer to the particles of the first
part will be denoted by a bar (e.g. sZ) or check (e.g. qZ). The quantities of the second part
will be denoted with a hat in this section (e.g. pZ), in reference to the law pP from Section 6.3.
7.1 Definition of the model
Suppose that we are given a family pfxqxě0 of non-decreasing functions fx P C 2pR,R`q,
such that for each x ě 0, fxptq “ 0 for t ď 0, fxp`8q “ x and for each δ ą 0 small enough
there exist x0 “ x0pδq, t0 “ t0pδq, such that
1. x0pδq Ñ 8 as δ Ñ 0,
2. }fx} ď δ´1 for all x P r0, x0s,
3. fxptq ě p1´ δqx for all t ě t0 and
4. t0 ď δ´1.
where }f} is defined in (5.4). A family of functions with the above properties exists, for
example the following, which we will choose in Sections 8 and 9.
fxptq “ log
`
1` pex ´ 1qθptq˘ . (7.1)
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a0
T
T`
Θ1
t “ 0
— a3
— 1
— a2
∆
breakout!
Figure 2.3: A caricatural graphical description of the B-BBM until the time Θ1. The fugitive
and its descendants are drawn with thick lines, the other particles with thin lines. A breakout
happens at time T and the barrier is moved from the time T` on. Note that technically we
increase the drift to the left instead of moving the barrier. The three important timescales
(1, a2 and a3) are shown as well.
For every A and a, let ν0 “ νA,a0 be a (possibly random) finite counting measure. We now
define the B-BBM with initial configuration of particles ν0. Starting from BBM with constant
drift ´µ with initial configuration ν0, we define for each n P N a stopping time Θn and for
each n P N˚ the barrier process pXrnst qtPrΘn´1,Θns as follows:
1. We set Θ0 “ 0.
2. Denote by T “ T1 the time of the first breakout of the BBM absorbed at 0 and by U
the fugitive, as in Section 6.1. We set Xr1st “ 0 for t P r0, T s.
3. Define T´ “ pT ´ eAa2q ^ 0 and
∆ “ log
´
e´Ap pZT´ ` qZH_T´ ` ZpU ,T qq¯_ 0. (7.2)
where qZH_T´ “ qZp1qT´ if T´ ě τ0pU q and “ qZp1qH otherwise. The above quantities are
defined in Section 6.4, after Corollary 6.16.
4. Define T` “ T`1 “ T ` τ pU ,T qmax and Θ1 “ pT ` eAa2q _ T`. Note that T` and therefore
also Θ1 is a stopping time for the BBM. Now define
X
r1s
t “ f∆
´ t´ T`
a2
¯
, t P rT`,Θ1s.
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We then give to the particles an additional drift ´pd{dtqXr1st for t P rT`,Θ1s, in the
meaning of Section 5.1.
5. We have now defined T1, T`1 , Θ1 and Xr1s. We further define ν1 to be the measure
formed by the particles at time Θ1, which have never hit 0. To define T2, T`2 , Θ2
and Xr2s, we repeat the above steps with the process formed by the BBM started from
those particles, with the definitions changed such that the barrier process starts at
X
r2s
Θ1
“ Xr1sΘ1 , time starts at Θ1 etc.
6. We now construct the barrier process Xr8st from the pieces by X
r8s
t “ Xrnst , if t P
rΘn´1,Θns.
Define the event G0 “ tsupp ν0 Ă p0, aq, |Z0´eA| ď ε3{2eA, Y0 ď ηu. Recall the definition
of the phrase “As A and a go to infinity” from Section 6.1. Define the predicate
(HB) (The law of) ν0 is such that PpG0q Ñ 1 as A and a go to infinity.
(HB0) ν0 is deterministic and such that G0 is verified.
Furthermore, if for some n ą 0, ptA,aj qnj“1 P Rn` for all A and a, then define the predicate
(Ht) There exists 0 ď t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tn, such that for all j P t1, . . . , nu, tA,aj Ñ tj as A and a go
to infinity, with tA,a1 ” 0 if t1 “ 0.
Theorem 7.1. Suppose (HB). Let n ě 1 and ptA,aj qnj“1 P Rn` such that (Ht) is verified. Define
the process
pXtqtě0 “ pXr8sa3t ´ pi2Atqtě0.
Then, as A and a go to infinity, the law of the vector pX
tA,aj
qnj“1 converges to the law of
pLtj qnj“1, where pLtqtě0 is the Lévy process from Theorem 1.1.
A stronger convergence than convergence in the sense of finite-dimensional distributions is
convergence in law with respect to Skorokhod’s (J1-)topology (see [78, Chapter 3]). Obviously,
the convergence in Theorem 7.1 does not hold in this stronger sense, because the barrier
is continuous but the Lévy process is not and the set of continuous functions is closed in
Skorokhod’s J1-topology 6. However, if we create artificial jumps, we can rectify this:
Theorem 7.2. Suppose (HB). Define Jt “ Xr8sΘn , if t P rΘn,Θn`1q, for n P N. Then as A
and a go to infinity, the process pX 1tqtě0 “ pJa3t ´ pi2Atqtě0 converges in law with respect to
Skorokhod’s topology to the Lévy process defined in the statement of Theorem 7.1.
For each n ě 1, we define the event Gn to be the intersection of Gn´1 with the following
events (see Section 6.1 for the definition of Nt):
– supp νn Ă p0, aq,
– NΘn Ă U ˆ tΘnu and Θn ą Tn` (for n ą 0),
– |e´AZΘn ´ 1| ď ε3{2 and YΘn ď η.
Note that Gn P FΘn for every n ě 0.
The core of the proof of Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 will be the following proposition:
Proposition 7.3. Fix λ P R and define γ0 “ ppipBeAq´1. There exists a numerical constant
 ą 0, such that for large A and a, we have PpGcn |F0q1G0 ď nε1` for every n ě 0 and
logE
”
eiλX
r8s
Θn
ˇˇˇ
F0
ı
1G0 “
´
nγ0pκpλq ` iλpi2A` op1q `Opεqq
¯
1G0 . (7.3)
where κpλq is the cumulant from (1.1) and where op1q and Opεq may depend on λ.
6. One could prove convergence in theM1-topology (cf. [142, Section 3.3]), but the use of this less standard
topology would lead us away from our real goal: the proof of Theorem 1.1.
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7.2 Proof of Proposition 7.3
First note that conditioning on F0, we can and will assume without loss of generality that
the hypothesis (HB0) holds and will only state it again in the lemmas. In the same vein, we
will always assume that A and a are large and will omit stating this fact, except again in the
statements of the lemmas.
Furthermore, it is only necessary to treat the case n “ 1, since the rest can be ob-
tained by induction: Suppose that we have shown the result for n “ 1. Since the pro-
cess starts afresh at the stopping time Θn, we then have PpGnzGn`1 |FΘnq ď ε1`1Gn for
every n ě 0, which implies the statement on the probability of Gn. Similarly, if we set
κ1pλq “ γ0
`
κpλq ` iλpi2A` op1q˘, where op1q is the term from (7.3), then
E
”
e
iλpXr8sΘn`1´X
r8s
Θn
q
1Gn`1 |FΘn
ı
“
´
eκ
1pλq`Opεq `O pPpGnzGn`1 |FΘnqq
¯
1Gn
“ `1`Opε1`q˘ eκ1pλq`Opεq1Gn ,
because γ0 “ εp1` op1qq by (6.14). It follows that
E
”
e
iλX
r8s
Θn`11Gn`1
ı
“ eκ1pλq`OpεqE
”
eiλX
r8s
Θn
`
1`Opε1`q˘1Gnı
“ eκ1pλq`OpεqE
”
eiλX
r8s
Θn 1Gn
ı
By induction, and the fact that PpGcn`1q ď nε1` ď eOpε1`q, we then obtain (7.3).
Throughout the proof, we will work on several “good sets”, which we all define here for
easy reference, since they will be reused in the following sections. For this reason, some of
them (for example pG) are actually more restrictive than what would be necessary for the
proof of Proposition 7.3.
– GU “ teAa2 ď T ď ?εa3, T “ T p0;1q, EU ď eA{3u.
– Gfug “ tZpU ,T q ď eA{εu XGpU ,T q (the event GpU ,T q was defined in (6.10)).
– pG “ t| pZT´ ´ eA| ď ε1{4eA, pYT´ ď a´1e3A{2u.
– qG “ t qZH_T´ ď ε1{4eA, qYH_T´ ď e´A{2u (we define qYH_T´ analogously to qZH_T´).
– G∆ “ GU XGfug X pGX qG.
– Gnbab (“nbab” stands for “no breakout after breakout”) is the event that no bar-particle
breaks out between T and Θ1 ` eAa2 and that no hat-, fug- or check-particle (fug-
particles = descendants of S pU ,T q) hits a between T´ and Θ1 ` eAa2.
Recall the definition of FU from Section 6.4 and set F∆ :“ FU _ xFT´ _ |FT´ , such
that G∆ P F∆ and the random variable ∆ is measurable with respect to F∆. Define further
Z∆ “ pZT´ ` ZpU ,T q ` qZH_T´ and Y∆ analogously. Finally, define Pnbab “ Pp¨ |Gnbabq.
The probability of G∆.
Lemma 7.4. Suppose (HB0). For large A and a, we have PpG∆q ě 1´ Cε5{4.
Proof. By Proposition 6.2 and Lemma 6.18, we have
PpeAa2 ď T ď ?εa3, T “ T p0;1qq ě 1´ CA2ε2. (7.4)
Since
?
ε ď t6.21 for large A by (6.1), Equation (7.4) and Markov’s inequality applied to
Lemma 6.17 yield
PpGU q ě 1´ CA2ε2. (7.5)
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Furthermore, by (6.13), we have,
PpGcfugq ď p´1B
`
Pa
`
piW ą eA{ε´ 2η˘` η˘ ď Cε2, (7.6)
by (4.5), (6.2), (6.3) and (6.14).
In order to estimate the probability of pG, we will calculate first- and second moments of
the quantities in the definition of pG. These estimates will be needed again later on, when we
calculate the Fourier transform of the variable ∆.
By Lemma 6.9 and the hypotheses, together with (6.14), (6.2) and (6.3),
Ere´A pZT´ |FU s1GU “ 1` piQarZs Ta3 `O ´ε3{2 ` `A Ta3 ˘2¯ , (7.7)
which together with Lemma 6.12 gives
Erpe´A pZT´ ´ 1q2 |FU s1GU ď Varpe´A pZT´ |FU q1GU ` C `pA Ta3 q2 ` ε3˘
ď C `pA T
a3
q2 ` ε T
a3
` ε3˘ , (7.8)
by the hypotheses on the initial configuration. Lemma 6.5 and (7.7), together with (6.1),
(6.4) and (6.15), now give
Ere´A pZT´ |GU s “ 1` pi2γ0pA` log ε` c6.15 ` op1qq. (7.9)
Similarly, (7.7) and (7.8) and Lemma 6.5 give
Erpe´A pZT´ ´ 1q2 |GU s “ OpA2ε2q. (7.10)
Furthermore, by Lemma 6.9 and Markov’s inequality, together with (6.3) and the hypotheses,
we have
PrpYT´ ą e3A{2{a |GU s ď Ce´A{2. (7.11)
By the same arguments, and since pZp1qH ď εeA1pT“T p1qq by the definition of a breakout, we
have
Ere´A qZH_T´ |FU s1GU ď Cε1pT“T p1qq (7.12)
Erpe´A qZH_T´q2 |FU s1GU ď Cε21pT“T p1qq (7.13)
ErqYH_T´ |FU s1GU ď eAη ď e´A, (7.14)
be (6.3). Equations (7.11) and (7.14) and Chebychev’s inequality applied to (7.10) and (7.13)
together with (6.1) now give
Pp pGY qG |GU q ď 1´ ε5{4. (7.15)
The lemma now follows from (7.5), (7.6) and (7.15).
The probability of Gnbab.
Lemma 7.5. We have PppGnbabqc |F∆q1G∆ ď Cε2 for large A and a.
Proof. Define R1 “ pRrT´,Θ1`eAa2s ` RfugrT,Θ1`eAa2s ` qRrT´,Θ1`eAa2s. By Markov’s inequality,
Lemmas 5.8, and 5.9 and Corollary 6.7 we have
PpR1 ą 0 |F∆q1G∆ ď CpZ∆eA{a` Y∆q ď Cε2,
by the definition of G∆, (6.2) and (6.3). Now, by Corollary 6.13,
Er sZT |F∆s1G∆ ď CAEU ď CAeA{3 and ErsYT |F∆s1G∆ ď CEU ď CeA{3,
where we used the fact that qZp1qH ď εeA by the definition of a breakout. By Proposition 6.2
and the inequality 1´ e´x ď x, the probability conditioned on F∆ and on G∆ that a check-
or bar-particle breaks out between T and Θ1 is now bounded by pBeA{3 ď Cε2 by (6.14) and
(6.2). This yields the lemma.
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The particles at the time Θ1. The probability of G1. Recall that from the time
T` “ T ` τ pU ,T qmax on, we move the barrier according to the function f∆, which is equivalent
to having the variable drift ´µt “ ´µ ´ f∆pt{a2q{a2. On Gfug, we have T` ď T ` ζ and
Θ1 “ T ` eAa2. Furthermore, 0 ă ∆ ď C logp1{εq on G∆ and by the hypotheses on the
functions pfxq and (6.2) it follows,
on G∆ : }f∆} ď ?a and ∆´Xr1sΘ1 “ Ope´A{2q, (7.16)
where } ¨ } is defined in (5.4).
Lemma 7.6. Suppose (HB0). Then PpG1q ě 1´ Cε5{4 for large A and a.
Proof. By Proposition 5.2, Lemmas 5.1 and 7.5, Corollaries 6.7 and 6.13 and (7.16),
Enbabre´AZΘ1 |F∆s1G∆ “ e´∆´ApZ∆ `AEU qp1`Ope´A{2qq “ 1`Ope´A{2q
Varnbabpe´AZΘ1 |F∆q1G∆ ď Cεe´∆´A
`
Z∆e
A{a` Y∆ ` EU
˘ ď Cεe´2A{3,
such that by Chebychev’s inequality and (6.2),
Pnbabp|e´AZΘ1 ´ 1| ě ε3{2q ď Cε2. (7.17)
Furthermore, by Lemma 6.9, Corollary 6.13 and Markov’s inequality, we have
Pnbabpsupp νΘ1 Ă p0, aq, YΘ1 ď η |F∆q1G∆ ď eA{paηq ` CηeA ď Cε2, (7.18)
by (6.3) and (6.2). The lemma now follows from (7.17) and (7.18) together with Lemmas 7.4
and 7.5.
Remark 7.7. Lemma 7.6 obviously still holds if one replaces G1 by G1Xt|e´AZΘ1´1| ă 12ε3{2u.
This will be needed in Sections 8 and 9.
The Fourier transform of the barrier process. Define ∆drift “ e´Ap pZT´ ` qZH_T´q´1
and ∆jump “ e´AZpU ,T q, which are independent random variables. Recall that ∆ ą 0 on G∆.
By (7.12) and Lemmas 6.18 and 7.4, we have
Ere´A qZH_T´ |GU s ď CεPpT “ T p1q |GU q ď CAε2,
such that with (7.9), we get,
E r∆drift |GU s “ pi2γ0pA` log ε` c` op1qq. (7.19)
Furthermore, (7.10) and (7.13) and the inequality px` yq2 ď 2px2 ` y2q yield
E
“p∆driftq2 |GU ‰ “ Opε2A2q. (7.20)
Equation (7.20) and (6.1) imply
Pp|∆drift| ě ε1{3, GU q “ Opε4{3A2q “ Opε7{6q. (7.21)
Fix λ P R. Since logp1 ` x ` yq “ logp1 ` xq ` logpp1 ` yq{p1 ` xqq, we have by (7.16),
(7.21) and Lemma 7.4,
EreiλXr8sΘ1 s “ Ereiλ∆1p|∆drift|ăε1{3q1G∆s `Opε9{8q
“ Ereiλ logp1`∆driftq1p|∆drift|ăε1{3q1G∆e
iλ logp1` ∆jump
1`∆drift qs `Opε9{8q,
(7.22)
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for any λ P R. We will first study the term concerning ∆jump. Write Z “ ZpU ,T q and let ρ
be a real-valued constant with |ρ| ă ε1{3. Then,
Ereiλ logp1`
∆jump
1`ρ qs “ Ereiλ logp1` e
´AZ
1`ρ q |Z ą εeAs `OpPappGpH,0qqcqq
“
ż 8
ε
gpxqPpe´AZ P dx |Z ą εeAq `Opε2q,
(7.23)
where
gpxq “ exp
´
iλ log
´
1` x
1` ρ
¯¯
.
By definition of pB and η, we haveż 1
ε
xPpe´AZ P dx |Z ą εeAq “ ppB `Opηqq´1Ere´AZ1pεeAăZďeAqs
“ pi2γ0p´ log ε` op1qq,
by (4.6), (6.2), (6.3), (6.14) and (6.13). It follows thatż 8
ε
gpxqPpe´AZ P dx |Z ą εeAq
“ 1` iλpi2γ0p1` ρq´1p´ log ε` op1qq `
ż 8
ε
hpxqPpe´AZ P dx |Z ą εeAq, (7.24)
where we define hpxq “ gpxq´1´ iλp1`ρq´1x1pxď1q for x ě 0. Denote by h´pxq its left-hand
derivative. Note that |hpxq| ď Cp1^x2q and |h´pxq| ď Cpx´1^x2q for x ě 0. By integration
by parts, (4.5) and (6.13), we haveż 8
ε
hpxqPpe´AZ P dx |Z ą εeAq
“ hpεq ` p´1B p1` op1qq
´ ż 8
ε
h´pxqPpZ ą xeAqdx` php1`q ´ hp1qqPpZ ą eAq
¯
“ pi2γ0
´ ż 8
0
h´pxq1
x
dx` php1`q ´ hp1qq ` op1q
¯
“ pi2γ0p1` op1qq
ż 8
0
hpxq 1
x2
dx.
(7.25)
Now, one readily sees thatż 8
0
hpxq 1
x2
dx “ iλpc1 ` op1q `Opρqq `
ż 8
0
eiλx ´ 1´ iλx1pxď1q Λpdxq, (7.26)
where Λpdxq is as in the statement of Proposition 7.3 and c1 is a numerical constant. Equations
(7.23), (7.24), (7.25) and (7.26) and the Taylor expansion of e´x at x “ 0 now yield
Ereiλ logp1`
∆jump
1`ρ qs
“ exp
”
γ0
´
iλpi2p´ log ε` c1 ` op1q ` pi2
ż 8
0
eiλx ´ 1´ iλx1pxď1q Λpdxq
¯
`Opε| log ε|ρq
ı
.
(7.27)
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Coming back to (7.22), we have by the Taylor expansion of p1` xqiλ at x “ 0,
Ereiλplogp1`∆driftq`Opε| log ε|∆driftqq1p|∆drift|ăε1{3q1G∆s
“ Erp1` iλ∆drift `Op∆2driftqq1pTď?εa3qs `Opε9{8q by Lemma 7.4 and (7.21)
“ 1` iλpi2γ0pA` log ε` c` op1qq `PpT ą ?εa3q `Opε9{8q by (7.19) and (7.20)
“ exp iλpi2γ0pA` log ε` c` op1q `Opε1{8qq,
where the last equation follows from Lemma 6.3 and the Taylor expansion of ex at x “ 0.
This equation, together with (7.22) and (7.27) and the fact that ∆jump is independent from
∆drift, T and Gbulk, yields (7.3) in the case n “ 1.
7.3 Proof of Theorems 7.1 and 7.2
We define the process pX2t qtě0 by
X2t “ Xr8sΘttγ´10 a3u
´ pi2At.
Proposition 7.8. Suppose (HB). Then, as A and a go to infinity, the process pX2t qtě0 con-
verges in law (with respect to Skorokhod’s topology) to the Lévy process pLtqtě0 defined in
Theorem 1.1.
Proof. Conditioning on F0, we can assume without loss of generality that the initial config-
uration ν0 is deterministic and that G0 is verified. Denote by pF 2t qtě0 the natural filtration
of the process X2t and note that F 2t “ F 2γ0ttγ´10 u Ă FTttγ´10 u . In order to show convergence
of the finite-dimensional distributions, it is enough to show (see Proposition 3.1 in [107] or
Lemma 8.1 in [78], p. 225), that for every λ P R and t, s ě 0,
E
”ˇˇˇ
EreiλX2t`s |F 2t s ´ eiλX2t esκpλq
ˇˇˇı
Ñ 0, (7.28)
as A and a go to infinity. Now, define n :“ ttγ´10 u andm :“ tpt`sqγ´10 u, such that pm´nqγ0 “
s`A´1op1q, by (6.1) and (6.14). Then we have by Proposition 7.3,
EreiλpX2t`s´X2t q |FΘms1Gm “ e´iλAsEreiλpX
r8s
Θm
´Xr8sΘn q |FΘms1Gn
“ exp
´
s
`
κpλq ` op1q `Opεq˘¯1Gn . (7.29)
In total, we get for A and a large enough,
E
”ˇˇˇ
EreiλpX2t`s´X2t q |F 2t s ´ esκpλq
ˇˇˇı
ď esκpλqEr|espop1q`Opεqq ´ 1|s `PpGcmq.
By Proposition 7.3, this goes to 0 as A and a go to infinity, which proves (7.28).
In order to show tightness in Skorokhod’s topology, we use Aldous’ famous criterion [8]
(see also [35], Theorem 16.10): If for every M ą 0, every family of pF 2t q-stopping times
τ “ τpA, aq taking only finitely many values, all of which in r0,M s and every h “ hpA, aq ě 0
with hpA, aq Ñ 0 as A and a go to infinity, we have
X2τ`h ´X2τ Ñ 0, in probability as A and a go to infinity, (7.30)
then tightness follows for the processes X2t (note that the second point in the criterion,
namely tightness of X2t for every fixed t, follows from the convergence in finite-dimensional
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distributions proved above). Now let τ be such a stopping time and let Vτ be the (finite) set
of values it takes. We first note that since Gn Ą Gn`1 for every n P N, we have for every
t P Vτ and every A and a large enough,
PpGcttγ´10 uq ď PpG
c
tMγ´10 u
q “ OpMεq. (7.31)
by Proposition 7.3. Moreover, since F 2t Ă FTttγ´10 u for every t ě 0, we have for every λ ą 0,
EreiλpX2τ`h´X2τ qs “
ÿ
tPVτ
E
”
eiλpX
2
t`h´X2t q1pτ“tq
ı
“
ÿ
tPVτ
E
”
EreiλpX2t`h´X2t q |FTttγ´10 us1pτ“tq1Gttγ´10 u
ı
`OpMεq by (7.31)
“ ehpκpλq`op1q`Opεqqp1´OpMεqq `OpMεq, by (7.29),
which converges to 1 as A and a go to infinity. This implies (7.30) and therefore proves
tightness in Skorokhod’s topology, since M was arbitrary. Together with the convergence in
finite-dimensional distributions proved above, the lemma follows.
A coupling with a Poisson process. Let pVnqně0 be a sequence of independent exponen-
tially distributed random variable with mean γ0. In order to prove convergence of the processes
X 1t and Xt, we are going to couple the BBM with the sequence pVnq in the following way: Sup-
pose we have constructed the BBM until time Θn´1. Now, on the event Gn´1, by Lemma 6.6,
the strong Markov property of BBM and the transfer theorem ([100], Theorem 5.10), we can
construct the BBM up to time Θn such that Pp|pTn´Θn´1q{a3´ Vn| ą ε3{2q “ Opε2q (recall
that Tn denotes the time of the first breakout after Θn´1). On the event Gcn´1, we simply let
the BBM evolve independently of pVjqjěn. SettingG1n “ GnXt@j ď n : |pTj´Θj´1q{a3´Vj | ď
ε3{2u, there is by Lemma 6.6 and Proposition 7.3 a  ą 0, such that for large A and a,
PpG1nq ě PpG0q ´ nOpε1`q (7.32)
Furthermore, we have Θn “ Tn ` a5{2 on G1n, whence for large A and a,
on G1n : |pΘn ´Θn´1q{a3 ´ Vn| ď 2ε3{2. (7.33)
This construction now permits us to do the
Proof of Theorem 7.2. Let d denote the Skorokhod metric on the space of cadlag functions
Dpr0,8qq (see [78], Section 3.5). Let Φ be the space of strictly increasing, continuous, maps
of r0,8q onto itself. Let x, x1, x2, . . . be elements of Dpr0,8qq. Then ([78], Proposition 3.5.3),
dpxn, xq Ñ 0 as nÑ8 if and only if for every M ą 0 there exists a sequence pϕnq in Φ, such
that
sup
tPr0,Ms
|ϕnptq ´ t| Ñ 0, (7.34)
and
sup
tPr0,Ms
|xnpϕnptqq ´ xptq| Ñ 0. (7.35)
If px1nqnPN is another sequence of functions in Dpr0,8qq, with dpx1n, xq Ñ 0, then by the tri-
angle inequality and the fact that Φ is stable under the operations of inverse and convolution,
we have dpxn, xq Ñ 0 if and only if there exists a sequence pϕnq in Φ, such that (7.34) holds
and
sup
tPr0,Ms
|xnpϕnptqq ´ x1nptq| Ñ 0. (7.36)
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For every A and a, we define the (random) map ϕA,a P Φ by
ϕA,apγ0pn` rqq “ pp1´ rqΘn ` rΘn`1qa´3, with n P N, r P r0, 1s.
Let M ą 0 and define nM “ rMγ0s. Then we have by the monotonicity of pXr8st qtě0,
sup
tPr0,Ms
|ϕA,aptq ´ t| ď max
nPt0,...,nM u
ˇˇ
a´3Θn ´ γ0n
ˇˇ
, (7.37)
and
sup
tPr0,Ms
|X2t ´X 1ϕA,aptq| ď maxnPt0,...,nM uA
ˇˇ
a´3Θn ´ γ0n
ˇˇ
. (7.38)
By Doob’s L2 inequality and the fact that γ0 “ ErV1s, we get
P
´
max
nPt0,...,nM u
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ nÿ
i“1
Vi ´ nγ0
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ą ε1{3¯ ď Cε´2{3nM VarpViq “ Opε1{3q.
Furthermore, on the set G1nM , we have for every n ď nM ,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇΘn ´ nÿ
i“0
Vi
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď OpnMε3{2q “ Opε1{2q.
In total, we get with (7.37) and (7.38), as A and a go to infinity,
@M ą 0 : sup
tPr0,Ms
|ϕA,aptq ´ t| _ |X2t ´X 1ϕA,aptq| Ñ 0, in probability, (7.39)
which is equivalent to
8ÿ
M“1
2´M
”
1^
´
sup
tPr0,Ms
|ϕA,aptq ´ t| _ |X2t ´X 1ϕA,aptq|
¯ı
Ñ 0, in probability. (7.40)
Now, suppose that A and a go to infinity along a sequence pAn, anqnPN and denote by X 1An,an ,
X2An,an and ϕAn,an the processes corresponding to these parameters. By Proposition 7.8 and
Skorokhod’s representation theorem ([35], Theorem 6.7), there exists a probability space, on
which the sequence pX2An,anq converges almost surely as nÑ 8 to the limiting Lévy process
L “ pLtqtě0 stated in the theorem. Applying again the representation theorem as well as
the transfer theorem, we can transfer the processes X 1An,an and ϕAn,an to this probability
space in such a way that the convergence in (7.40) holds almost surely, which implies that
the convergence in (7.39) holds almost surely as well. By the remarks at the beginning of the
proof, it follows that on this new probability space,
dpX 1An,an , Lq ď dpX 1An,an , X2An,anq ` dpX2An,an , Lq Ñ 0,
almost surely, as nÑ8. This proves the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 7.1. Let ptA,ai qni“1 be as in the statement of the theorem. By the virtue of
Theorem 7.2, it suffices to show that
P
´
@i : Xr8s
tA,ai a
3
“ J
tA,ai a
3
¯
Ñ 1. (7.41)
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Suppose for simplicity that tA,ai ” ti for all i; the proof works exactly the same in the general
case. Let n :“ r2ptk ` 2q{γ0s, such that n “ Opε´1q, by (6.14). By Chebychev’s inequality,
we then have
Pp
nÿ
i“1
Vi ď tk ` 2q ď Pp
nÿ
i“1
pVi ´ γ0q ď ´n
2
γ0q “ OpnVarpViqq “ Opεq. (7.42)
Furthermore, define the intervals Ii “ ti`r´2nε3{2´eA{a, 2nε3{2s, i “ 1, . . . , k and denote by
P the point process on the real line with points at the positions V1, V1`V2, V1`V2`V3, . . ..
Then P is a Poisson process with intensity γ´10 “ Opε´1q and thus,
P
´
P X
kď
i“1
Ii ‰ H
¯
“ Opε1{2q. (7.43)
We now have
P
´
@i : Xr8s
tia3
“ Jtia3
¯
ě P
´
Epi, jq : tia3 P rΘj ´ Tj´1,Θjs
¯
by definition
ě P
´
G1n,
nÿ
i“1
Vi ą tk ` 2, P X
kď
i“1
Ii “ H
¯
by definition of G1n
ě PpG0q ´Opεq by (7.32), (7.42), (7.43).
Letting A and a go to infinity and using the hypothesis (HB) yields (7.41) and thus proves
the theorem.
8 The B5-BBM
In this section, we define and study the B5-BBM, which is obtained from the B-BBM by
killing some of its particles. It will be used in Section 10 to bound the N -BBM from below.
8.1 Definition of the model
We will use throughout the notation from Section 7. Furthermore, we fix δ P p0, 1{2q and
K ě 1 such that EK ď δ{10, where EK was defined in (2.7). Define N “ r2pieA`δa´3eµas,
where µ “a1´ pi2{a2. We will then use interchangeably the phrases “as A and a go to infin-
ity” and “as N go to infinity”. Furthermore, in the definition of these phrases (see Section 6.1,
A0 and the function a0pAq may now also depend on δ. The symbols Cδ and Cδ,α have the
same meaning as C (see Section 5.1), except that they may depend on δ or δ and α as well,
α being defined later.
The B5-BBM is then defined as follows: Given a possibly random initial configuration ν0
of particles in p0, aq, we let particles evolve according to B-BBM with barrier function given
by (7.1), where, in addition, we colour the particles white and red as follows: Initially, all
particles are coloured white. As soon as a white particle has N or more white particles to
its right, it is coloured red 7. Children inherit the colour of their parent. At each time Θn,
n ě 1, all the red particles are killed immediately and the process goes on with the remaining
particles. See Figure 2.4 for a graphical description.
7. This can be ambiguous if there are more than one of the particles at the same position, for example
when the left-most particle branches. In order to eliminate this ambiguity, induce for every t ě 0 a total order
on the particles in N ptq by u ă v iff Xuptq ă Xvptq or Xuptq “ Xvptq and u precedes v in the lexicographical
order on U . Whenever there are more than N white particles, we then colour the particles in this order, which
is well defined.
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0
Figure 2.4: The B5-BBM with parameter N “ 6 (no breakout is shown). White and red
particles are drawn with solid and dotted lines, respectively. The blobs indicate when a white
particle is colored red, the circles show the six white particles living at that time.
For an interval I Ă R`, we define the stopping line L redH,I by pu, tq P L redH,I if and only if
the particle u gets coloured red at the time t and has been white up to the time t, with t P I.
We then set ZredH,I and Y redH,I by summing respectively wZ and wY over the particles of this
stopping line. Furthermore, we define N redt and N whitet to be the subsets of Nt formed by
the red and white particles, respectively, and define Zredt , Y redt , Zwhitet and Y whitet accordingly.
Let ν5t be the configuration of white particles at the time t and abuse notation by setting
ν5n “ ν5Θn . We set G5´ 1 “ Ω and for each n P N, we define the event G5n to be the intersection
of G5n´1 with the following events (we omit the braces).
– supp ν5n Ă p0, aq,
– N whiteΘn Ă U ˆ tΘnu and Θn ą Tn` (for n ą 0),
– |e´AZwhiteΘn ´ 1| ď ε3{2 and Y whiteΘn ď η.
– P
´
ZredH,rΘn,Θn`Ka2s ` Y redH,rΘn,Θn`Ka2s ď a´1{2
ˇˇˇ
FΘn
¯
ě 1´ ε2.
The last event is of course uniquely defined up to a set of probability zero. Note thatG5n P FΘn
for each n P N. Furthermore, we define the predicates
(HB5) (The law of) ν0 is such that PpG50q Ñ 1 as A and a go to infinity.
(HB50) ν0 is deterministic and such that G50 holds.
(HB5K) ν0 is obtained from te´δN u particles distributed independently according to the density
proportional to sinppix{aqe´µx1p0,aqpxq.
We now state the important results on the B5-BBM.
Lemma 8.1. (HB5K) implies (HB5) for large A and a.
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Proposition 8.2. Proposition 7.3 still holds for the B5-BBM, with Gn replaced by G5n. The
same is true for Theorems 7.1 and 7.2, with (HB) replaced by (HB5).
Recall the definition of quNα and xα from the introduction and of (Ht) from Section 7.
Proposition 8.3. Suppose (HB5K). Let ptA,aj q satisfy (Ht) and let α P p0, e´2δq. As A and a
go to infinity,
Pp@j : quNα pν5a3tA,aj q ě xαe2δq Ñ 1.
8.2 Preparatory lemmas
In this section, we will establish some fine estimates for the number of particles of the
process, which will be used later to bound the number of creations of red particles. If a
particle u P N0ptq satisfies τlpuq ď t ă σl`1puq for some l ě 1, we call it an “in between”
particle (because it is in some kind of intermediary stage) and otherwise a “regular” particle.
We then define
Ntprq “
ÿ
pu,sqPNt
1pXupsqěrq.
The main lemma in this section is the following:
Lemma 8.4. Suppose (HB0). Let Ka2 ď t ď t6.21. Then, for 0 ď r ď 9a{10 and every α ą 0
there exists Cδ,α, such that for large A and a,
PpNtprq ě e´pδ{2`r{3qN |T ą tq ď Cδ,αA2ε
´ t
a3
` η
¯
e´p
4
3
´αqr
Furthermore, conditioned on F∆, for t ď Θ1 ` eAa2, for large A and a,
PnbabpNtprq ě e´pδ{2`r{3qN |F∆q1G∆ ď Cδ,αA2ε2e´p
4
3
´αqr.
The following lemma about BBM conditioned not to break out will be used many times
in the proof:
Lemma 8.5. Let f be a barrier function, 0 ď t ď t0 ď t6.21 and suppose that Errpf, tq ď C.
For x P p0, aq, define pPxf “ Pxf p¨ |T ą t0q. Then, for all r ď p9{10qa and for large A and a,pExf rN p1`qt prqs ď CAe´ANp1` µrqe´µr`1` pηr2{aq˘´ ta3wZpxq ` wY pxq¯ (8.1)pExf rpNtprqq2s ď Cp1` r4qe´2rA2εe´AN2´ ta3wZpxq ` wY pxq¯. (8.2)
Proof. By Lemma 5.9, the upper bound of Lemma 6.8 is still valid with varying drift (see also
Remark 6.1). This gives,
pExf rZp1`qH,r0,tss ď CA´ ta3wZpxq ` wY pxq¯, and pExf rY p1`qH,r0,tss ď ηpExf rZp1`qH,r0,tss. (8.3)
where the second inequality follows from Lemma 5.10. Equation (8.1) then follows from
Lemma 5.4 and (8.3), noting that a´ y ´ fpζ{a2q ě r ` a{20 for large a, by the hypotheses
on r and f .
For the second equation, suppose for simplicity that f ” 0. By Lemma 6.10, we have for
all x P p0, aq,
pExrpNtprqq2s ď pExrNtprqs ` β0m2 ż t
0
ż a
0
pf,p0`qs px, zqpEpz,sqrNtprqs2 dz ds
` pEx” ÿ
pu,sqPRt
ÿ
pv1,s1q,pv2,s2qPS pu,sq, v1‰v2
pEpXv1 ps1q,s1qrNtprqspEpXv2 ps2q,s2qrNtprqsı. (8.4)
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Now, for large A we have by (5.54) and Lemma 5.1,ż t
0
ż a
0
pf,p0`qs px, zqpEpz,sqrNtprqs2 dz ds
ď C pE” ÿ
pv,s0qPSt
ż t
s0
ż a
0
ps´s0pXvps0q, zqpEpz,sqrNtprqs2 dz dsı (8.5)
With Lemmas 5.4 and 6.8 and (8.1), we have as in the proof of Lemma 5.5, for any s0 ď t,ż t
s0
ż a
0
ps´s0px, zqpEpz,sqrNtprqs2 dz ds ď CA2e´2AN2p1`r4qe´2µr´ ta3wZpxq`wY pxq¯. (8.6)
Equations (8.5) and (8.6) together with Lemma 6.8 now giveż t
0
ż a
0
pf,p0`qs px, zqpEpz,sqrNtprqs2 dz ds ď CA2e´2AN2p1` r4qe´2µr´ ta3wZpxq `AwY pxq¯.
(8.7)
Moreover, we havepEx” ÿ
pu,sqPRt
ÿ
pv1,s1q,pv2,s2qPS pu,sq, s1ăs2
pEXv1 ps1qrNtprqspEXv2 ps2qrNtprqsı
ď pEx” ÿ
pu,sqPRt
´ ÿ
pv,s0qPS pu,sq
pEXvps0qrNtprqs¯2ı
ď Cp1` r4qe´2µrA2e´2AN2pEx” ÿ
pu,sqPRt
pZpu,sqq2
ı
ď Cp1` r4qe´2µrεe´AA2N2
´ t
a3
wZpxq ` wY pxq
¯
,
(8.8)
by (6.17) and Lemma 5.8. Equation (8.2) now follows from (6.2), (8.1), (8.4), (8.7) and
(8.8).
Corollary 8.6. With the hypotheses from Lemma 8.5, we have for large A and a,pExf rNtprqs ď CAe´ANp1` r2qe´µre´pa´xq{2.
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemmas 5.1, 5.4 and 8.5 and Corollary 6.7.
Lemma 8.7. Suppose (HB0). Let α ą 0. For large A and a, we have for every 0 ď r ď 9a{10
and t ď Θ1 ` eAa2,
PnbabpN tprq ą e´A{6´r{3N |F∆q1G∆ ď CαA2εe´2A{3e´p
4
3
´αqr. (8.9)
Proof. Conditioned on F∆, define pP “ Pp¨ |T ą Θ1 ` eAa2q. Then,
VarnbabpN tprq |F∆q1G∆ ď C
lÿ
i“0
ÿ
uĺU
1pσiďduăτiqpku ´ 1qpEpXupduq,duqXr1s rNtprq2s, (8.10)
and Lemma 8.5 now implies
VarnbabpN tprq |F∆q1G∆ ď Cp1` r4qe´2rA2εe´AN2EU . (8.11)
Furthermore, by Corollary 8.6,
EnbabrN tprq |F∆s1G∆ ď CAe´ANp1` r2qe´µrEU . (8.12)
Equation (8.9) now follows from (8.11) and (8.12) together with the conditional Chebychev
inequality and the fact that EU ď eA{3 on GU Ă G∆.
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Proof of Lemma 8.4. Assume Ka2 ď t ď t6.21. By the hypothesis on Z0, the definition of K,
Proposition 5.3 and Corollary 6.7, we have for large A and a,
ErN p0qt prq |T ą ts ď p1´ 7δ{8qp1` µrqe´µrN, (8.13)
Moreover, we have by Lemma 8.5,
ErN p1`qt prq |T ą ts ď Cp1` µrqe´µrNp1` ηrqAe´Ap ta3Z0 ` Y0q
ď C?εAp1` r2qe´µrN,
(8.14)
by the hypotheses on Z0 and Y0. Equations (8.13) and (8.14) now give for large A and a, for
all r P r0, as,
ErNtprq |T ą ts ď pe´δ{2 ´ δ{8qe´r{3N, (8.15)
Furthermore, by Lemma 8.5 and the hypotheses on Z0 and Y0, we have
VarpNtprq |T ą tq ď CA2εp1` r4qe´2rpt{a3 ` ηq, (8.16)
Chebychev’s inequality, (8.15) and (8.16) yield the first equation of the lemma.
Conditioned on F∆, let T ď t ď Θ1`eAa2. Define rNbulkt prq to be the number of hat- and
check-particles to the right of r at time t that have not hit a between T´ and t and likewiserN fugt prq the number of fug-particles with the same properties. Set Mt “ e´Xr1st “ p1`∆tq´1,
where ∆t “ θppt´ T`q{a2q∆. Note that we have on G∆: |∆´ e´AZpU ,T q| ď ε1{8.
Define αr “ p1`µrqe´µr. By Lemma 5.1 and Proposition 5.3, we have for large A and a,
Er rNbulkt prq |F∆s1G∆ ď αreop1qNMtp1` EKqe´Ap pZT´ ` qZH,T´q1G∆
ď αrNMtp1´ 3δ{4q,
(8.17)
by the definition of pG and qG. Furthermore, we have by Proposition 5.3 and Lemma 5.1, for
large a,
Er rN fugt prq |F∆s1G∆ ď αreop1qNMt `θ `pt´ T q{a2˘`O `py `∆` rq2η{a˘˘ e´AZpU ,T q1G∆
ď αrNMt
´
∆t `Opε1{8 ` a´1r2q
¯
1G∆ ,
(8.18)
Equations (8.17) and (8.18) now give,
Er rNbulkt prq ` rN fugt prq |F∆s1G∆ ď αrN `1´ δ{2`Opa´1r2q˘ . (8.19)
Similarly, one has by Lemma 5.5,
Varp rNbulkt prq ` rN fugt prq |F∆q1G∆ ď Ce´Ap1` r4qe´2µr. (8.20)
Equations (8.19) and (8.20) and the conditional Chebychev inequality now yield for large A
and a,
Pp rNbulkt prq ` rN fugt prq ě e´2δ{5´r{3N |F∆q1G∆ ď Cδp1` r4qe´Ae´ 43µr.
This, together with Lemma 8.7 and the fact that the hat-, fug- and check-particles do not hit
a on Gnbab finishes the proof of the lemma.
We finish this section with a result which fills the gap in Lemma 8.4 under the hypothesis
(HB5K).
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Lemma 8.8. Suppose (HB5K). Then Pp|e´AZ0 ´ 1| ď ε3{2, Y0 ď ηq ď op1q. Moreover, let
α ą 0. Then for large A and a, we have for every t ď Ka2 and 0 ď r ď 9a{10,
PpNtprq ě e´pδ{2`r{3qN, RKa2 “ 0q ď Cα,δe´p 43´αqr{a,
and PpRKa2 “ 0q ě 1´ CδeA{a.
Proof. Recall that initially, there are te´δN u particles distributed independently according
to the density φpxq proportional to sinppix{aqe´µx1p0,aqpxq. An elementary calculation yields
that
ErZ0s “ eAp1` op1qq, VarpZ0q ď CeA{a3, ErY0s ď CeA{a. (8.21)
This immediately yields the first statement, by Chebychev’s and Markov’s inequalities. More-
over, (8.21) with Lemmas 5.8 and 5.9 yields
PpRKa2 ě 1q ď ErRKa2s ď C
´K
a
ErZ0s `ErY0s
¯
ď CKe
A
a
, (8.22)
which gives the last statement. Note that on the event tRKa2 “ 0u, the B5-BBM equals BBM
with absorption at 0 and a. Since the density φpxq is stationary w.r.t. this process, a quick
calculation shows that
ErN p0qt prqs “ ErN p0q0 prqs “ te´δN u
ż a
r
φpxq dx ď e´δNp1` µrqe´µr. (8.23)
Furthermore, by the independence of the initial particles and the law of total variance,
VarpN p0qt prqq “ te´δN u
´
VarpEXrN p0qt prqsq `ErVarXpN p0qt prqqs
¯
, (8.24)
where X is a random variable distributed according to the density φ and the outer variance
and expectation are with respect to X. By Lemma 5.5, we have for every x P r0, as,
VarxpN p0qt prqq ď ExrN p0qt prq2s ď Ce´2AN2p1` r4qe´2µrppt{a3qwZpxq ` wY pxqq,
and a simple calculation then yields for t ď Ka2,
ErVarXpN p0qt prqqs “
ż a
0
VarxpN p0qt prqqφpxq dx ď CpK{aqe´ANp1` r4qe´2µr. (8.25)
Moreover, by Lemma 5.4 and the hypothesis on r, we have for every x P r0, as,
ExrN p0qt prqs ď Cp1` r2qe´µr
´
eµx1pxď 19a
20
q ` e´ANpwZpxq ` wY pxqq1pxą 19a
20
q
¯
,
which yields
E
”
pEXrN p0qt prqsq2
ı
ď Cp1` r4qe´2µr
´ ż 19a
20
0
aeµx dx` e´2AN2
ż a
19a
20
pa´ x` 1q3eµpx´2aq dx
¯
ď Ca´3e´ANp1` r4qe´2µr.
(8.26)
Equations (8.24), (8.25) and (8.26) now yield for large a,
VarpN p0qt prqq ď CpK{aqe´ANp1` r4qe´2µr. (8.27)
The lemma now follows from (8.23) and (8.27), together with Chebychev’s inequality.
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8.3 The probability of G51
Most of the work in this section will be devoted to bounding the number of creations of
red particles. For this, we will discretize time: We set tn “ Ka2`nδ{4 and In “ rtn, tn`1q for
all n P N. Furthermore, define the FU -measurable random variables n1 :“ maxtn : tn ă T u
and n2 :“ maxtn : tn ă Θ1 ` eA{a2u.
For an interval I Ă R` and r P r0, as, we now define
UIprq “ #tpu, tq P L redH,I : Xuptq ě ru,
the number of red particles created to the right of r during the time interval I and set
Unprq “ UInprq. Furthermore, we denote by Nwhitet prq the number of white particles with
positions ě r at time t, including the “in between particles”.
Lemma 8.9. Suppose (HB0). Let I “ rtl, trs, with d :“ tr ´ tl ď δ{4. Then for every α ą 0,
for sufficiently small δ, there exists Cδ,α, such that for large A and a, for every r P r0, 9a{10s,
if Ka2 ď tl ă t6.21,
ErUIprq |T ą tls ď Cδ,αA2ε
´ tl
a3
` η
¯
e´p
4
3
´αqrN, (8.28)
PpDt P I : Nwhitet prq ě N |T ą tlq ď Cδ,αA2ε
´ tl
a3
` η
¯
e´p
4
3
´αqr, (8.29)
ErUIprq1pRrtl´ζ,trs“0q |T ą tls ď Cδ,αdA
2ε
´ tl
a3
` η
¯
e´p
4
3
´αqrN. (8.30)
Likewise, conditioned on F∆, we have for T ď tl ă Θ1 ` eAa2,
EnbabrUIprq |F∆s1G∆ ď Cδ,αA2ε2e´p
4
3
´αqrN, (8.31)
PnbabpDt P I : Nwhitet prq ě N |F∆q1G∆ ď Cδ,αA2ε2e´p
4
3
´αqr. (8.32)
Finally, suppose (HB5K). Then
ErUr0,Ka2sprq1pRKa2“0qs ď Cδ,αae´p
4
3
´αqrN. (8.33)
Proof. Define the stopping time τ “ inftt P I : Nwhitet prq ě Nu, with infH “ `8. Define
further the law pP “ Pp¨ |T ą tlq and the event E “ tNtlpr1q ă e´δ{2´r1{3Nu, where r1 “
r ´?r _ 0. Then e´4r1{3 ď Cαe´rp4{3´αq for every α ą 0, such that by Lemma 8.4, we havepPpτ ă 8q ď pPpτ ă 8, Eq ` pPpEcq
ď pPpτ ă 8 |Eq ` Cδ,αA2ε´ tl
a3
` η
¯
e´p
4
3
´αqr.
(8.34)
For t P I, we can bound Nwhitet prq by the sum of
1. N r1st : the number of descendants at time t of {the particles in Ntl which are to the right
of r1},
2. N r2s: the number of descendants of {the particles in Ntl which are to the left of r1} and
which reach the point r before the time tr and
3. N r3st : the number of “in between” particles at time t.
Conditioned on Ftl and the event E, N
r1s
t is stochastically bounded by the number of in-
dividuals at time t ´ tl in a Galton–Watson process with reproduction law q and branch-
ing rate β0, starting from te´δ{2´r
1{3N u individuals. Let pGWtqtě0 be such a process, then
e´β0mtGWt “ e´t{2GWt is a martingale and by Doob’s L2-inequality, we get
Er sup
tPr0,ds
pe´t{2GWt ´GW0q2s ď 4 Varpe´d{2GWdq ď CdNe´r1{3. (8.35)
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By (8.35), Chebychev’s inequality and the hypothesis on d, we get,
pPpsup
tPI
N
r1s
t ě Ne´δ{4q ď P p sup
tPr0,ds
GWt ě Ne´δ{4q
ď P p sup
tPr0,ds
e´t{2GWt ´GW0 ě Ne´3δ{8p1´ e´δ{8qq
ď Cδde´r1{3{N.
(8.36)
Now, if r ă 1, we have N r2s “ 0, so suppose that r ě 1. Let the random variable Γr denote
the number of particles in BBM which reach r before the time d. Since there are at most N
white particles to the left of r1 at time tl, we have by Lemma 3.1,pErN r2s |Ftls ď N sup
xPr0,r1s
ExrΓrs ď CNW p sup
tPr0,ds
Bt ě ?rq ď CNd´1{2e´r{p2dq, (8.37)
where pBtq follows standard Brownian motion under W . For each pu, tq P Ntl , let N r2su be the
contribution of the descendants of u to N r2s. By Lemma 3.5,
VarrN r2s |Ftls ď
ÿ
pu,tqPNtl
ErpN r2su q2s ď N sup
xPr0,r1s
ExrΓ2rs
ď N
´
sup
xPr0,r1s
ExrΓrs ` C
ż d
0
ż a
0
ptpx, zqEpz,tqrΓrs2 dz dt
¯
.
(8.38)
Trivially, ExrΓrs ď ed{2 and
şa
0 ptpx, zq dz ď ed{2 for any x P R, t ď d. Together with (8.37)
and (8.38), this yields,
VarrN r2s |Ftls ď CN sup
xPr0,r1s
ExrΓrs ď CNd´1{2e´r{p2dq. (8.39)
Chebychev’s inequality and the inequality t´1{2e´1{p4tq ď Ct now yields
PpN r2s ě Np1´ e´δ{8q |Ftlq ď Cδde´r{p4dq{N. (8.40)
As for N r3s, we have pErR2tls “ yVarpRt2q ` pErRtls2 ď Ce2A by Lemma 6.12 as well as Lem-
mas 5.8, 6.8 and Corollary 6.7, such that by the definition of a breakout event,pErsup
tPI
pN r3st q2s ď Ce2Aζ2.
Markov’s inequality then givespP` sup
tPI
N
r3s
t ě pe´δ{4 ´ e´δ{8qN
˘ ď Cδe2Aζ2{N2. (8.41)
Equations (8.34), (8.36), (8.40) and (8.41) now yield (8.29). As for (8.28) and (8.30), we
first note that the expected number of individuals created until time t in a Galton–Watson
process with reproduction law pqpkqqkě0 is bounded by the number of individuals at time t
of a Galton–Watson process with reproduction law p1´ qp0qq´1qpkqkě1, whose expectation is
bounded by Ct. This gives, pErUpτ,trs | τ ă 8s ď CpdN ` ζeAq. (8.42)
because there are at most N white particles at the time tl and the total number of in-between
particles is bounded by ζErRtls ď CζeA by Lemmas 5.8 and 6.8 and Corollary 6.7. As for
the overshoot, i.e. the particles that have been coloured red at the time τ , we first note thatpErUtτu1pτă8qs ď pErUtτu1pτă8, UtτuěNqs `N pPpτ ă 8q. (8.43)
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Now,
Utτu1pτă8, UtτuěNq ď maxtku : u P U, du P I, ku ě N, Xupdu´q ě ru (8.44)
By the definition of a breakout event, the set on the right-hand side of (8.44) contains no
“in between” particles for N ą ζ. Furthermore, the expected number of branching events of
“regular” particles to the right of r is bounded by
C
ż tr
tl
pErNtprqsdt ď CdNp1` r2qe´r, (8.45)
where the inequality follows from (8.13). This yields,
pErUtτu1pτă8, UtτuěNqs ď CdNp1` r2qe´rErL1pLěNqs ď Cdp1` r2qe´r, (8.46)
where the last inequality follows from the Cauchy–Schwarz and Chebychev inqualities. By
(8.29), (8.42), (8.43) and (8.46) we finally get for large A and a,
pErUIprqs “ pErpUtτuprq ` Upτ,trsprqq1pτă8qs ď Cδ,αNA2ε´ tla3 ` η¯e´p 43´αqr. (8.47)
For the proof of (8.30), we note that on the set Rrtl´ζ,trs “ 0 there are no in-between particles
during I. Taking away the corresponding terms in the above proof yields (8.30).
The proof of the other three equations is very similar. The proof of (8.31) and (8.32) uses
the second half of Lemma 8.4 instead of the first and (8.12) in addition to (8.13) for the proof
of (8.45). The proof of the last equation draws on Lemma 8.8 instead of Lemma 8.4 and
requires covering the interval r0,Ka2s by pieces of length d.
Corollary 8.10. Suppose (HB0). For an interval I Ă R`, let Ga{2,I be the event that no
particle is coloured red during the time interval I and to the right of a{2. Then,
PpGU zGa{2,rKa2,T sq ď Cδop1q and Pnbab
´
pGa{2,rT,Θ1`eAa2sqc |F∆
¯
1G∆ ď Cδop1q.
Proof. Follows immediately from (8.29) and (8.32) by summing over the intervals In (note
that T ď ?εa3 on GU ).
Lemma 8.11. Suppose (HB0). Set T 1 “ T ^ ?εa3 and define the intervals I “ rKa2, T 1s
and J “ rT,Θ1 ` eAa2s For large A and a,
ErpZredH,I ` Y redH,Iq1Ga{2,I s ď CδA2ε3eA
EnbabrpZredH,J ` Y redH,Jq1Ga{2,J |F∆s1G∆ ď Cδe2A{a.
Now suppose (HB5K). Then
ErpZredH,r0,Ka2s ` Y redH,r0,Ka2sq1pRKa2“0qs ď CδeA{a2.
Proof. By Lemma 8.9, we have for every r P r0, a{2s and n ď n0 :“ tp?εa3´Ka2q{pt1´ t0qu,
ErUIprqs ď
n0ÿ
n“0
ErUnprq |T ą tnsPpT ą tnq
ď CδA2εe´ 87 rN
n0ÿ
n“0
´ tn
a3
` η
¯
PpT ą tnq
ď CδA2εe´ 87 reAE
”´T ^?εa3
a3
` η
¯2ı ď CδA2ε3e´ 87 r,
(8.48)
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by Lemma 6.5 and (6.3). Now, by integration by parts, we have for every (possibly random)
interval I,
ZredH,I “
ż a
0
w1ZprqUIprqdr and Y redH,I “ UIp0q `
ż a
0
w1Y prqUIprq dr. (8.49)
The first equation in the statement of the lemma now follows from (8.48) and (8.49), since
w1Zpxq ď Cp1 ` xqex´a and w1Y pxq ď Cex´a for x P r0, as. The remaining equations follow
similarly.
The following lemma will only be needed in the proof of Proposition 8.3.
Lemma 8.12. Suppose (HB50). Let r P r0, 9a{10s and pK ` 1qa2 ď t ď t6.21. Then, for every
α ą 0, for large A and a,
PrN red,p0qt prq ą αN, T ą ts ď Cδ
´
α´1p1` µrqe´µrA2ε
´ t
a3
` η
¯
` ε2
¯
.
Proof. For an interval I, denote by N red,p0qt pr, Iq the number of red particles to the right of r
at time t which have turned red during I. Define the event
G “ Ga{2,r0,ts X tRrt´a2´ζ,ts “ 0u X tZredH,r0,Ka2s ` Y redH,r0,Ka2s ď a´1{2u,
and note that PpGc, T ą tq ď Cε2 for large A and a, by Corollary 8.10, Lemma 6.9 and the
hypothesis.
Write pE “ Er¨ |T ą ts. If pEpx,sqrN p0qt prqs ď fpx, sq for some function f with fp0, sq ”
fpa, sq ” 0, then by integration by parts,
pErN red,p0qt pr, Iq1Gs ď ż
I
ż a{2
0
pErUdspxq1pRrt´ζ,ts“0qs ddxfpx, sqdx ds.
Define I1 “ r0, t ´ a2s and I2 “ rt ´ a2, ts. By (5.24), (5.25) and Corollary 6.7, we have for
x P r0, a{2s,
pEpx,sqrN p0qt prqs ď
#
Cp1` µrqe´µrNe´AwZpxq, if s P I1,
Ceµx
ş8
r e
´µzpat´spx, zq, if s P I2,
Similarly to the proof of Lemma 8.11, we now have by the inequality w1Zpxq ď Cp1` xqex´a,
for large A and a,
pErN red,p0qt pr, I1q1Gs ď Ce´ANp1` µrqe´µr ż a{2
0
pErUI1pxq1Gsp1` xqex´a dx
ď CδA2εppt{a3q ` ηqpt{a3qp1` µrqe´µrN,
by Lemma 8.9 and the definition of G. As for the particles created during I2, we have by
Lemma 8.9, the definition of G and the hypothesis on t, for all s P I2,
pErUdspxq1Gs ď CδA2ε´ t
a3
` η
¯
Ne´
5
4
xds.
Now, with (2.6), one easily sees that for large a, pd{dxqpeµxpaspx, zqq ě 0 for all x ď a{2 and
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s ě a2, whence, by (2.9) and Fubini’s theorem, we get
pErN red,p0qt pr, I2q1Gs ď C ż a2
0
ż a{2
0
pErUdspxq1Gs ż 8
r
e´µz d
dx
peµxpaspx, zqq dz dx ds
ď C
ż a{2
0
pErUdspxq1Gs ż 8
r
e´µz d
dx
`
eµxa´1px^ zqpa´ x_ zq˘ dz dx
ď CδA2ε
´ t
a3
` η
¯
N
ż 8
r
ż a{2
0
e´µpx{4`zqp1` xqdx dz
ď CδA2εppt{a3q ` ηqe´µrN.
In total, we have
pErN red,p0qt prq1Gs ď CδA2ε´ ta3 ` η¯p1` µrqe´µrN.
An application of Markov’s inequality finishes the proof.
Lemma 8.13. Suppose (HB50). Let Gfred be the event that the fugitive does not get coloured
red. Then, for large A and a,
PpGU XGa{2,rKa2,T szGfredq ď Cδε2.
Proof. Set Ga{2 “ Ga{2,rKa2,T s. Let P0 be the law of BBM with absorption at zero from
Section 6 (i.e. we do not move the barrier when a breakout occurs). Let Tred be the first
breakout of a red particle. Then
PpGU XGa{2zGfredq “ P0pT “ Tred, GU XGa{2q ď P0pTred ď
?
εa3, Ga{2q. (8.50)
Define T 1 “ T ^?εa3. Then, since L redH,T 1 is a stopping line, we have by Proposition 6.2 and
Corollary 8.10,
P0pTred ď ?εa3 |FL redH,T 1 q1Ga{2 ď Cε
´1{2e´ApZredH,T 1 ` Y redH,T 1q. (8.51)
Recall that PpZredH,r0,Ka2s`Y redH,r0,Ka2s ď a´1{2q ě 1´ ε2 by hypothesis. By the tower property
of conditional expectation and (8.51), this gives
P0pTred ď ?εa3, Ga{2q ď ErP0pTred ď
?
εa3 |FL redH,T 1 q1Ga{2s ` ε
2 ` op1q
ď CErCε´1{2e´ApZredH,rKa2,T 1s ` Y redH,rKa2,T 1sq1Ga{2s ` Cε2.
The lemma now follows from (8.50) together with Lemma 8.11, (6.1) and the hypothesis.
Lemma 8.14. Suppose (HB50). There exists a numerical constant  ą 0, such that for large
A and a,
PpG51q ě 1´ ε1`.
Proof. Recall the event G1 from Section 7 and change its definition slightly by requiring that
|e´AZΘ1 ´ 1| ď ε3{2{2, call the new event G11. Define the random variable
X “ PpZredH,rΘ1,Θ1`Ka2s ` Y redH,rΘ1,Θ1`Ka2s ď a´1{2 |FΘ1q.
By Proposition 7.3 and Remark 7.7, it suffices to show that
P
´
G11z
!
ZredΘ1 ď ε3{2{2, X ą 1´ ε2
)¯
ď ε1`,
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for some numerical constant .
Let T 1, I and J as in Lemma 8.11. We then have by Markov’s inequality, Lemma 8.11
and Corollary 8.10,
Enbabr1´X |F∆s1G∆ ď Cδop1q. (8.52)
Markov’s inequality applied to (8.52) then yields
PpX ą 1´ ε2, G∆ XGnbabq ď Cδop1q. (8.53)
Now define Gred “ tT ď ?εa3, ZredH,r0,Ka2s`Y redH,r0,Ka2s ď a´1{2uXGa{2,I XGfred. Conditioned
on T and FL redH,T , on the set Gred, the particles from the stopping line L
redH,T then all spawn
BBM conditioned not to break out before T (because the neither the fugitive nor any in-
between particles are on the stopping line). By Lemma 8.11, Lemma 6.9 and the tower
property of conditional expectation, we then have
ErZredT 1Greds ď C
´
Aa´1{2 `ErpZredH,I `AY redH,Iq1Ga{2,I s
¯
ď CδpAεq3eA
ErY redT 1Greds ď C
´
Aa´1{2 `ErpZredH,I ` Y redH,Iq1Ga{2,I s
¯
ď CδA2ε3eA.
By Lemma 6.9, we now have
EnbabrZredΘ1 |F∆ _FT s1G∆ ď Cδ
´
ZredT ` ZredH,J `ApY redT ` Y redH,Jq
¯
,
and Lemma 8.11 and the tower property of conditional expectation give
ErZredΘ1 1G∆XGnbabXGreds ď CδpAεq3eA. (8.54)
Furthermore, by the hypothesis, Corollary 8.10 and Lemmas 7.4, 7.5 and 8.13, we have
PpG∆ XGnbab XGredq ě 1´ ε1`. (8.55)
The lemma now follows from (8.53), (8.55) and Markov’s inequality applied to (8.54), together
with (6.1).
8.4 Proofs of the main results
Proof of Lemma 8.1. By Lemma 8.8, it remains to estimate the probability of the last event in
the definition of G50. Define the random variable X “ PpZredH,r0,Ka2s`Y redH,r0,Ka2s ď a´1{2 |F0q.
By Lemma 8.8 and Markov’s inequality applied to the last equation of Lemma 8.11, we have
Erp1´Xq1pRKa2“0qs ď CδeA{a. By Markov’s inequality, we then have
PpX ď 1´ ε2, RKa2 “ 0q ď ε´2Erp1´Xq1pRKa2“0qs ď Cδop1q.
Together with (8.22), this finishes the proof.
Proof of Proposition 8.2. Let n ě 0. Conditioned on FΘn , the barrier process until Θn`1 is
by definition the same in B5-BBM and B-BBM. Furthermore, Gn Ă G5n and G5n P FΘn . The
first statement then follows by induction from Lemma 8.14, as in the beginning of the proof
of Proposition 7.3.
As for the second statement, inspection of the proofs of Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 shows that
they only rely on Proposition 7.3 and on the existence of the coupling with a Poisson process
constructed in Section 7.3. But this construction only relied on the law of Tn`1 conditioned
on FΘn and Gn and thus readily transfers to the B5-BBM.
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Proof of Proposition 8.3. Define ρ “ xαe2δ , such that p1 ` µρqe´µρ ě αe2δp1 ` op1qq. Recall
from Section 7.3 the coupling of the process pΘn{a3qně0 with a Poisson process pVnqně0 of
intensity γ´10 “ pBeApi. As indicated above, this coupling can be constructed for the B5-BBM
as well. In particular, setting rG5n “ G5n X t@j ď n : |pTj ´Θj´1q{a3 ´ Vj | ď ε3{2u, we have as
in (7.32), for every n ě 0,
Pp rG5nq ě PpG5nq ´ nOpε2q ě PpG50q ´ nOpε1`q, (8.56)
by Proposition 8.2 (where  ą 0 is a numerical constant). Now let ptA,ai q satisfy (Ht). For
simplicity, suppose that tA,ai ” ti for all i, the proof of the general case is exactly the same.
We want to show that Pp@1 ď i ď k : Nwhitetia3 pρq ě αNq Ñ 1 as A and a go to infinity. By
(7.43), the probability that there exists pi, jq, such that ti and ti`1 are in the same interval
rΘj ,Θj`1s is bounded by Op?εq for large A and a. We can therefore suppose that k “ 1, the
general case is a straightforward extension.
It thus remains to show that for every t ą 0, PpNwhiteta3 pρq ě αNq Ñ 1 as A and a go to
infinity (the case t “ 0 is a straightforward calculation). Let t ą 0 and n :“ rγ´10 pt ` 1qs.
Then ErVns ě t` 1 and VarpVnq ď 2γ0pt` 1q, such that PpVn ă t` 1{2q ď Cγ0 “ Opεq (for
this proof, we allow the constants C and the expression Op¨q depend on t). Defining the event
Enpsq “ tΘn ą su X tEj P t0, . . . , nu : s P rTj´1,Θj ` eAa2su X rG5n,
(define T´1 “ 0) we then have by (7.43) and (8.56), PpEnq ě 1´Opε1`q.
We now prove by induction that there exists a numerical constant  ą 0, such that for
every 1 ď j ď n,
Sj “ sup
νPG50
sup
sPr0,ta3s
PνpNwhites pρq ă αN, Ejpsqq ď Cδ,αjε1`,
as A and a go to infinity (we accept the abuse of notation ν P G50). By definition, S0 “ 0.
Now, suppose the statement is true for some j ě 0. We then have for every ν P G50 and
s P r0, ta3s,
PνpNwhites pρq ă αN, Ej`1psqq ď PνpNwhites pρq ă αN, Ej`1psq, s ą Θ1q
`PνpNwhites pρq ă αN, Ej`1psq, s ď Θ1q “: P1 ` P2.
We first have, by the definition of Ej`1psq and the fact that the process starts afresh at the
stopping time Θ1,
P1 ď EνrPpNwhites pρq ă αN, Ej`1psq |FΘ1q1G51XtΘ1ďsus
ď Eνr sup
ν1PG50
Pν1pNwhites´Θ1pρq ă αN, Ejps´Θ1qq1pΘ1ďsqs ď Sj .
Second, we have again by the definition of Ej`1psq,
P2 ď PνpNwhites pρq ă αN, T ą sq1psěeAa2q. (8.57)
Write pPν “ Pνp¨ |T ą sq. For eAa2 ď s ď t6.21, we now have by Proposition 5.3 and
Corollary 6.7 for the first inequality and Lemma 5.5 and Corollary 6.7 for the second,
pEνrN p0qs pρqs ě p1´Opε3{2qqe2δαe´δN ě p1´Opε3{2qqp1` δqα,yVarνpN p0qs pρqq ď Cαα2e´2AN2,
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such that
PνpNwhite,p0qs pρq ă αN, T ą sq
ď pPνpN p0qs pρq ă p1` δ{2qαNq `PνpN red,p0qs pρq ě pδ{2qαN, T ą sq
ď Cδ,α
`
e´2A `A2εps{a3 ` ηq˘ .
by Chebychev’s inequality applied to the first term and Lemma 8.12 to the second. Altogether,
this gives,
P2 ď Cδ,α
´
PpT ą ?εa3q ` e´2A `A2ε3{2
¯
ď Cδ,αA2ε3{2,
for large A and a. Finally, we get Sj`1 ď Sj ` Cδ,αA2ε3{2 for all 0 ď j ď n, which yields
Sj ď Cδ,αjε5{4 for large A and a, by (6.1). This gives
PpNwhiteta3 pρq ď αNq ď Sn `PpVn ă t` 1{2q ` p1´PpEnpsqqq Ñ 0,
as A and a go to infinity. The statement follows.
9 The B7-BBM
In this section, we define and study the B7-BBM, a model which will be used in Section 10
to bound the N -BBM from above.
9.1 Definition of the model
As in the previous section, we will use throughout the notation from Section 7 and further-
more fix δ P p0, 1{2q and defineK to be the smallest number, such thatK ď 1 and EK ď δ{10.
We now define however N “ t2pieA´δa´3eµau. Again, we will use interchangeably the phrases
“as A and a go to infinity” and “as N go to infinity” and A0 and the function a0pAq in the
definition of these phrases may now also depend on δ. The symbols Cδ and Cδ,α have the
same meaning as in the last section.
The B7-BBM is then defined as follows: Given a possibly random initial configuration
ν0 of particles in p0, aq, we let particles evolve according to B-BBM with barrier function
given by (7.1) and with the following changes: Define tn “ npK ` 3qa2 and In “ rtn, tn`1q
(note that these definitions differ from those of Section 8). Colour all initial particles white.
When a white particle hits 0 during the time interval In and has at least N particles to its
right, it is killed immediately. If less than N particles are to its right, it is coloured blue and
survives until the time tn`2 ^ Θ1, where all of its descendants to the left of 0 are killed and
the remaining survive and are coloured white again. At the time Θ1, the process starts afresh.
See Figure 2.5 for a graphical description.
For bookkeeping, we add a shade of grey to the white particles which have hit 0 at least
once (and call them hence the grey particles). We then add the superscripts “nw”, “gr”, “blue”
or “tot” to the quantities referring respectively to the non-white, grey, blue or all the particles.
Quantities without this superscript refer to the white particles.
In particular, we define BI and BtotI to be the number of white, respectively, white and
grey particles touching the left barrier during the time interval I with less than N particles
to their right (i.e. those which are coloured blue). We set Bn “ BIn and Btotn “ BtotIn .
Let ν7t be the configuration of (all) the particles at the time t and abuse notation by setting
ν7n “ ν7Θn . We set G7´1 “ Ω and for each n P N, we define the event G7n to be the intersection
of G7n´1 with the following events (we omit the braces).
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0
Ka2 ă N particles!
ă N particles!
Figure 2.5: The B7-BBM with parameter N “ 3 (no breakout is shown). White, blue and
grey particles are drawn with solid, dotted and dashed lines, respectively. A cross indicates
that a blue particle is killed.
– supp ν7n Ă p0, aq,
– N totΘn Ă U ˆ tΘnu and Θn ą Tn` (for n ą 0),
– |e´AZtotΘn ´ 1| ď ε3{2 and Y totΘn ď η,
– NpΘnq ě N and for all j ě 0 with Θn´1 ` tj ă Θn: NpΘn´1 ` tjq ě N ,
– P
´
BtotrΘn,Θn`t1s ď e´Aeµa{a
ˇˇˇ
FΘn
¯
ě 1´ ε2.
The last event is of course uniquely defined up to a set of probability zero. Note thatG7n P FΘn
for each n P N. Furthermore, we define the predicates
(HB7) (The law of) ν0 is such that PpG70q Ñ 1 as A and a go to infinity.
(HB70) ν0 is deterministic and such that G
7
0 holds.
(HB7K) ν0 is obtained from reδN s particles distributed independently according to the density
proportional to sinppix{aqe´µx1p0,aqpxq.
We now state the important results on the B7-BBM.
Lemma 9.1. (HB7K) implies (HB7) for large A and a.
Proposition 9.2. Proposition 7.3 still holds for the B7-BBM, with Gn replaced by G7n. The
same is true for Theorems 7.1 and 7.2, with (HB) replaced by (HB7).
Recall the definition of quNα and xα from the introduction and of (Ht) from Section 7.
Proposition 9.3. Suppose (HB7K). Let ptA,aj q satisfy (Ht). Let α P p0, 1q. As A and a go to
infinity,
Pp@j : quNα pν7a3tA,aj q ď xαe´2δq Ñ 1.
Lemma 9.4. Define a variant called C7-BBM of the B7-BBM by killing blue particles only
if there are at least N particles to their right. Then Propositions 9.2 and 9.3 hold for the
C7-BBM as well.
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9.2 Preparatory lemmas
We first derive upper bounds on the probability that the number of white particles is
less than N at a given time t. We do not impose any particular condition on the initial
configuration..
Lemma 9.5. Let pP “ Pp¨ |T ą sq with s ď t6.21 and let Ka2 ď t ď s. We have for small δ
and for A and a large enough,
pPpN p0qt ă N |F0q1pZ0ěp1´δ{2qeAq ď Cδe´A´Ka ` e´AY0¯.
Proof. By (5.24), Corollary 6.7 and the definition of K, we have for A and a large enough,
pErN p0qt |F0s ě p1´ CpBqErN p0qt |F0s ě p1` δ{4qNe´AZ0.
By the conditional Chebychev inequality, we then have
pPpN p0qt ă N |F0q1pZ0ěp1´δ{2qeAq ď CyVarpN p0qt |F0qpe´ANδZ0q2 .
The lemma now follows from Lemma 5.5 and Corollary 6.7
Corollary 9.6. Under the conditions of Lemma 9.5, suppose furthermore that t ě pK`1qa2.
Then, for small δ and for A and a large enough,
pPpN p0qt ă N, Zp0qt´Ka2 ě p1´ δ{2qeA |F0q ď Cδe´Ap1` e´AZ0q{a.
Proof. First condition on Ft´Ka2 and apply Lemma 9.5. Then condition on F0 and apply
(5.14) and Corollary 6.7.
For s ě 0, define the event
GZ,s “
"
sup
0ďtďs
ˇˇˇ
e´AZp0qt ´ 1
ˇˇˇ
ă δ{4
*
,
and set GZ,n “ GZ,tn . In using the last two results, the following lemma will be crucial:
Lemma 9.7. Suppose |e´AZ0 ´ 1| ď δ{8. Let s ď t6.21 and set pP “ Pp¨ |T ą sq. ThenpPpGcZ,sq ď Cδe´A for large A and a.
Proof. Let hpx, tq “ Ppx,tqpT ą sq and note that hpx, tq ě 1 ´ CpB by (6.45). Define
Zht “
ř
uP xN p0qt phpXuptq, tqq´1wZpXuptqq, which is a supermartingale under pP by Lemma 5.11,
with pErZhs s “ p1 ` OppBqqZh0 by Corollary 6.7. For large A and a, we then have by Doob’s
L2 inequality,
pPpGcZ,sq ď pPp sup
0ďtďs
ˇˇ
Zht ´ErZhs s
ˇˇ ě eAδ{16q ď Cδe´2AyVarpZhs q.
The lemma now follows from the previous equation, Proposition 5.2 and Corollary 6.7.
The following lemma is the analogue of Lemma 9.5 for the system after the breakout.
Lemma 9.8. Let t P rT,Θ1s and let pu, tuq P xNT´ YS pU ,T q. Then, for large A and a,
Pnbabp pN ut `N fug, ut ă N |F∆q1G∆ ď Cδηe´A{ε.
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Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 8.4, set Mt “ e´Xr1st “ p1 ` ∆tq´1, where ∆t “ θppt ´
T`q{a2q∆. Recall that on G∆: |∆´e´AZpU ,T q| ď ε1{8. For a particle pu, tuq P xNT´YS pU ,T q,
we define pN 1 ut and N 1fug, ut to be the number of hat-, respectively, fug-particles which are
not descendants of u and which have not hit a after the time T´.
Now, by Lemma 5.1 and Proposition 5.3, we have for large A and a,
Er pN 1 ut |F∆s1G∆ ě Ne´AMtp pZT´ ´ }wZ}8qp1´ δ{8q1G∆ ě NMtp1` δ{2q1G∆ .
Moreover, by Lemma 5.10, we have for large A and a,
ErN 1fug, ut |F∆s1G∆ “ Ne´AMtZpU ,T qpθppt´ T q{a2q `Opy{aqq1G∆
ě NMtp∆tp1` δq ´ δ{8q1G∆ .
In total, this gives for large A and a,
Er pN 1 ut `N 1fug, ut |F∆s1G∆ ě Np1` δ{4q1G∆ . (9.1)
Moreover, by Lemma 5.5, we have for large A and a,
Varp pN 1 ut `N 1fug, ut |F∆q
ď CpNe´Aq2pp pZT´ ` ZpU ,T qqpt´ T´q{a3 ` ppY p0qT´ ` Y pU ,T qqq ď CN2ηe´A{ε, (9.2)
by the definition of G∆. Lemma 7.5, (9.1) and (9.2) and the conditional Chebychev inequality
now yield the lemma.
For a barrier function f , let P0f denote the law of BBM with drift ´µs defined in (5.5)
starting from a single particle at 0. Let Rt be the number of particles hitting a before the
time t and define Zt, Yt by summing wZ , respectively wY over the particles at time t.
Lemma 9.9. Let t ě 0 and f be a barrier function. Then,
E0f rZts ď ae
pi2
2a2
t´µa, E0f rYts ď e
pi2
2a2
t´µa and E0f rRts ď e
pi2
2a2
t´µa.
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 and Girsanov’s theorem, we have
E0f rYts “ eβ0mte´µaW 0´µs
”
eµXt1pXtě0q
ı
ď eβ0mte´µaW 0´µ
”
eµpXt´fpt{a2qq
ı
ď e pi
2
2a2
t´µa,
which implies the first two inequalities, since Zt ď aYt. As for the third one, by Lemma 3.1
and again Girsanov’s theorem,
E0rRts “W 0´µ
”
eβ0mHa1pHaďtq
ı
ď e´µaW 0
”
e
pi2
2a2
Ha1pHaďtq
ı
ď e pi
2
2a2
t´µa.
Furthermore, we have E0f rRts ď E0rRts as in Lemma 5.9. This finishes the proof of the
lemma.
9.3 The probability of G71
For an interval I, we define the random variable LI counting the number of particles
hitting the origin during the time interval I:
LI “
ÿ
pu,sqPLH0
1psPIq,
and set Ln “ LIn .
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Lemma 9.10. Let n ě 0, s ď t6.21, I “ rtl, trs Ă r0, ss and x P r0, as. Furthermore, let f be
a barrier function with Errpf, trq ď C. Then, for large A and a, we have
Exf rLI |T ą ss ď
#
Ceµaa´3ptr ´ tlqpAwY pxq ` wZpxqq, if tl ě a2 or x ě a{2
CeµapwY pxq ` a´3ptr ´ tlqwZpxqq, for any t, x.
Proof. Write pEr¨s “ Er¨ |T ą ss. Define Lp0qI “ řpu,sqPLH0 1pHapXuqąsPIq. As in the proof of
Lemma 5.1, we have for every interval I, x P r0, as and t ď s,
pExf rLp0qI ı ď eOpErrpf,tqqpEx”Lp0qI s ď CeµxIapa´ x, Iq, (9.3)
by (2.12) and Corollary 6.7. Lemma 2.1 and (9.3) now give,
pExf rLIs “ pExf rLp0qI s ` pExf” ÿ
pu,sqPS p1`qtr
pEpXupsq,sqf rLp0qI sı
ď Ceµa
ˆ
wY pxqIapa´ x, Iq ` K
a
pExf rZp1`qH,r0,trss
˙
.
(9.4)
Lemma 2.1 now gives for large a,
Iapa´ x, Iq ď C `a´3ptr ´ tlq sinppix{aq ` 1ptlăa2 and xďa{2q˘ , (9.5)
and by Lemmas 5.6, 5.9 and 6.8, Corollary 6.7 and (6.15), we have
pExf rZp1`qH,r0,trss ď CAwY pxq
ˆ
1` tr
a2
sinppix{aq
˙
. (9.6)
The lemma now follows from (9.4), (9.5) and (9.6), together with the hypothesis tr ď s ď
t6.21 ď Ca3{A.
The following lemma is crucial. It will permit to estimate the number of particles turning
blue upon hitting the origin.
Lemma 9.11. Suppose that ν0 is deterministic with Z0 ě p1 ´ δ{4qeA. Let s ď t6.21 and
I “ rtl, trs Ă rKa2, ss. Write pP “ Pp¨ |T ą sq. Then, for large A and a,
pE” ÿ
pu,tqPLH0
1ptPI,Np0qt ăNq
ı
ď Cδe´Apa´1 ` e´AY0qpErLIs.
Proof. For an individual u P U and t ě 0, define pN p0q, ut “ řpv,sqPN p0qt 1pvńu0q, where u0 is
the ancestor of u at the time 0. By the trivial inequality N p0qt ě pN p0q, ut for every u and by
the independence of the initial particles,
pE” ÿ
pu,tqPLH0
1ptPI,Np0qt ăNq
ı
ď pE” ÿ
pu,tqPLH0
1ptPIqPp pN p0q, ut ă Nqı.
The lemma now follows from Lemma 9.5, since for every u P N p0q, we have Z0´wZpXup0qq ě
Z0 ´ C ě p1´ δ{2qeA for large A, by hypothesis.
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0
t
t1 “ t´ pK ` 1qa2
u
Figure 2.6: The key step in the proof of Lemma 9.12: Conditioned on Ft1 , the descendants of
u are independent of the descendants of the other particles by the strong branching property.
Furthermore, conditioned onFt1 , the probability that at time t there are less than N particles
not descending from u is bounded by Cpa´1 ` Y p0q, ut1 q. These facts imply that the expected
proportion of white particles turning blue upon hitting a is bounded by Cδe´A{a.
Before the breakout. For every n ě 0, define the (sub-probability) measure Pn “
Pp¨, T ą tn`1q. The following lemma gives an estimate on the number of white particles
(not counting the grey ones) turning blue during the interval In.
Lemma 9.12. For every n ě 1 with tn`1 ď t6.21, we have for large A and a,
EnrBn1GZ,ns ď Cδ
eµa
a2
.
Proof. Let Bp0qn be the number of particles turning blue during In and which have not hit a
before t1 “ tn ´ pK ` 1qa2 “ tn´1 ` 2a2 and let Bp1`qn “ Bn ´ Bp0qn . Lemmas 9.10 and 9.11
now yield,
EnrBp0qn 1GZ,n |Ft1s ď Cδe´A
´1
a
` e´AY p0qt1
¯
1GZ,t1
ÿ
pu,sqPN p0q
t1
EpXupsq,sqn rLnpH, sqs
ď Cδeµa´A
´1
a
Y
p0q
t1 ` e´ApY p0qt1 q2
¯
1GZ,t1 ,
Proposition 5.2 now gives
EnrBp0qn 1GZ,ns ď Cδeµa
´
a´2 ` e´2Aa´1ErY p0q
tn´1`a21GZ,tn´1 s
¯
ď Cδeµa{a2. (9.7)
As for the remaining particles, by the strong branching property,
EnrBp1`qn 1GZ,n |LHa^t1s “
ÿ
pu,sqPRp0q
t1
ż
In
Epa,sqn rLrr,r`drqsPnpN p0qr ă N, GZ,n |Nt1q
ď Cδpe´A{aqRp0qt1 peµa{aqpQarZs,
by Corollary 9.6 and Lemma 9.10. Lemma 5.8 and (6.46) then give
EnrBp1`qn 1GZ,ns ď Cδpeµa{a2qAtn`1{a3 ď Cδeµa{a2, (9.8)
by the hypothesis on tn`1. The lemma now follows from (9.7) and (9.8).
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Up to now, we have only considered the white particles turning blue and will now turn to
Btotn , n ě 0. For n ě 0 and 0 ď k ď n´ 2, we define Bk,n to be the number of particles that
turn blue at a time t P In, have an ancestor that turned blue at a time t1 P Ik, have none that
has hit 0 between tk`2 and tn and have never hit a between t1 and t.
Let Gb,n the event that no blue particle hits a before tn and Gg,n the event that among
the descendants of the particles counted by Bk, k “ 0, . . . , n ´ 2, no grey particle breaks
out before t6.21 (i.e. that no particle that turned blue before tn´1 has a grey descendent that
breaks out before t6.21). Then set
Gtotn “ GZ,n XGb,n XGg,n X tB0 ď eAeµa{a2, Y0 ď ηu.
Lemma 9.13. For every n ě 0 with tn`1 ď t6.21 and k ď n´ 2, we have for large A and a,
EnrBk,n1Gtotn s ď CδEkrBtotk 1Gtotk s
e´A
a
.
Proof. Let Bk be the stopping line consisting of the particles that turn blue during Ik, at the
moment at which they turn blue (hence, Btotk “ #Bk). Note that Bk^N p0qtn´1 “ BkYN p0qtn´1 ,
such that the descendants of Bk and of N
p0q
tn´1 are independent, given their past, by the strong
branching property. Note also that Gtotk P FBk^N p0qtn´1 , since by definition this σ-field contains
all the information about the descendents of the particles in Bj , j ă k. By Corollary 9.6, we
then have
EnrBk,n1Gtotn |FBk^N p0qtn´1 s
ď Cδ e
´A
a
1Gtotk
1pTątk`1q
ÿ
pu,sqPBk
Ep0,sqn
” ÿ
pv,tqPL
Hk`20
1pHapXvqątk`2, Xvptk`2qPp0,aq, tPInq
ı
, (9.9)
where here Hk`20 pXq “ inftt ě tk`2 : Xt “ 0u. By Lemmas 9.9 and 9.10, each summand
in the right-hand side of the above inequality is bounded by CδeµaE0nrYtk`2´ss ď Cδ. The
lemma follows.
Lemma 9.14. For all n ě 1 with tn`1 ď t6.21, we have for large A and a,
EnrBtotn 1Gtotn s ď Cδ
eµa
a2
. (9.10)
Proof. By Lemma 9.12, the statement is true for n “ 1, because Btot1 “ B1 by definition.
Now we have for every n, by Lemmas 9.12 and 9.13 and the fact that Btot0 ď e´Aeµa{a on
Gtotn ,
EnrBtotn 1Gtotn s “
n´2ÿ
k“0
EnrBk,n1Gtotn s `EnrBn1Gtotn s
ď Cδ
´e´A
a
n´2ÿ
k“1
EkrBtotk 1Gtotk s `
eµa
a2
¯
.
(9.11)
The lemma now follows easily by induction over n, since n ď a by hypothesis.
Lemma 9.15. Suppose (HB70). For large A and a, we have PnppGtotn qcq ď Cδe´2A{3pn{aq`ε2
for every n ě 0.
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Proof. Let n ě 1. By definition, the event Gtotn´1zGb,n implies that a descendant of a particle
in Bn´2 hits a before tn. Markov’s inequality and Lemma 9.9 then imply,
PnpGtotn´1zGb,nq ď EnrBtotn´21Gtotn´1s
´
sup
tďt2
E0rRts
¯
ď Cδa´2, (9.12)
by Lemma 9.14. Furthermore, by Proposition 6.2 and Lemmas 9.9 and 9.14, we have
PnppGtotn´1XGb,nqzGg,nq ď EnrBtotn´21Gtotn´1s
´
sup
tďt2
pBE
0rt6.21Zt`Y0s
¯
ď Cδe´2A{3a´1, (9.13)
by (6.14) and (6.2). By (9.12) and (9.13), we have for large A and a,
PnpGZ,nzGtotn q ď PnpGZ,nzGtotn´1q ` Cδe´2A{3a´1 ď Pn´1pGZ,n´1zGtotn´1q ` Cδe´2A{3a´1.
By induction over n and the hypothesis, this gives for every n,
PnpGZ,nzGtotn q ď Cδe´2A{3pn{aq ` ε2.
Together with Lemma 9.7, the statement follows.
Define the random variable n0 :“ tT {t1u and note that tn0´1 ą T´ for large A. Define the
events Gnw “ tZgrtn0 ď eA{2, Y
gr
tn0
ď eA{2{a, Bgrn0´1 ď ηeµa{au and Gtotn0 “
Ť
npGtotn Xtn0 “ nuq.
Lemma 9.16. We have for large A and a,
PppGtotn0 XGU qzGnwq ď Cδe´A{2.
Proof. By definition, FU Ă FLH0 . Lemmas 6.9, 9.9 and 9.14 then give
ErZgrtn01Gtotn0XGU s ď C suptďt2 E
0rZt `AYts
´ 8ÿ
n“0
E
”
EnrBtotn 1Gtotn |FLH0 s1GU
ı¯
ď Cδaeµa
t
?
εa3{t1uÿ
n“0
EnrBtotn 1Gtotn s ď Cδ.
(9.14)
Similarly, we have
PpRgrIn0´1 ą 0, G
tot
n0 , GU q ď Cδη, and ErY grtn01pRgrIn0´1“0q1Gtotn0XGU s ď Cδ{a. (9.15)
Finally, we have as in (9.14), by Lemmas 9.13 and 9.14,
ErBgrn0´11Gtotn0´1XGU s “ E
” n0´2ÿ
k“0
ErBk,n0´11Gtotn0´1 |FLH0 s1GU
ı
ď Cδpe´A{aq
t
?
εa3{t1uÿ
k“0
EkrBtotk 1Gtotk s ď Cδe´A`µa{a2. (9.16)
The lemma now follows from (9.14), (9.15) and (9.16), together with Markov’s inequality.
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After the breakout. We study now the system after the breakout. Recall that n0 “ tT {t1u
by definition and define n1 :“ tΘ1{t1`1u. We define F 7∆ “ F∆XFN grtn0^Bn0´1 and the event
G7∆ “ G∆ X Gnw P F 7∆. We denote by the superscript “grĺ" the quantities relative to
particles the descending from those that were grey before or at time tn0 . Then let G
7
nbab be
the intersection of Gnbab with the event that none of these particles hits a between tn0 and
Θ1 ` eAa2 before hitting 0. Define then the (sub-probability) measure P7nbab “ Pp¨, G7nbabq.
Lemma 9.17. For large A and a, PpG7∆q ě 1´ Cε5{4 and PppG7nbabqc |F 7∆q1G7∆ ď Cε
2.
Proof. On G∆, we have tn0 ď t6.21 for large A and a, in particular, n0 ď a. By Lemmas 9.15
and 9.16 and (6.2), we then have for large A and a,
PpG∆zG7∆q ď PpG∆zGtotn0 q `PppG∆ XGtotn0 qzGnwq ď Cε2.
With Lemma 7.4, this yields the first statement. For the second statement, we have by
Lemmas 5.8 and 5.9,
PpRgrĺrtn0 ,Θ1`eAa2s ą 0 |F
7
∆q1G7∆ ď Cppe
A{aqZgrtn0 ` Y
gr
tn0
q1
G7∆
ď CeA{2η.
Together with Lemma 7.5, this implies the lemma.
We change the notation of Bn a bit: it is defined to be the number of particles hitting 0
during In for the first time after tn0´1. In particular, we also count the descendants of the
grey particles at that time.
Lemma 9.18. For large A and a, we have for every n ě n0 ´ 1,
E7nbabrBn |F 7∆s1G7∆ ď Cδe
´5A{3 eµa
a
.
Proof. Define L :“ xNT´ YS pU ,T q. We have for t P In, as in Lemma 9.11,
E7nbabr pBn `Bfugn |F 7∆s1G7∆ ď C ÿpu,tqPL pEpXuptq,tqXr1s rLnsPp pN 1 ut `N 1fug, ut ă N |F∆q1G7∆
ď CδηpεeAq´1
ÿ
pu,tqPL
pEpXuptq,tq
Xr1s rLns1G7∆
by Lemma 9.8. By Lemma 9.10, (6.1) and the definition of pG and Gfug, this gives for large A
and a,
E7nbabr pBn `Bfugn |F 7∆s1G7∆ ď CδeµaηpεeAaq´1p pZT´ `ApYT´ ` ZpU ,T qq1G7∆
ď Cδeµaηε´2{a.
(9.17)
Furthermore, by the independence of the check- and bar particles from the others, we have
by Lemmas 9.8 and 9.10 and by the inequality wY pxq ď a´1e´pa´xq{2, valid for every x ď a{2
and a large enough,
E7nbabr qBn ` sBn |F 7∆s1G7∆
ď CδeµaηpεeAq´1a´1p qZH_T´ `AqYH_T´ `AEU ` Zgrtn0 `AY grtn0 q1G7∆ ď Cδeµaη{a, (9.18)
by (6.1) and the definition of G7∆. Similarly, we have for n ě n0,
E7nbabrBgrĺn |F 7∆s1G7∆ ď Cδe
µaηpεeAq´1Y grtn01G7∆ ď Cδe
µaη{a, (9.19)
and Bgrĺn0´1 ď ηeµa{a on the event G7∆. The lemma now follows from (9.17), (9.18) and (9.19),
together with (6.3) and (6.2).
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For n ě n0 ´ 1, define G1totn to be the event that no descendant of a particle which has
been coloured blue between tn0´1 and tn hits a before Θ1 ` eAa2.
Lemma 9.19. We have for every n ě n0 and for large A and a,
E7nbabrBtotn 1G1totn |F 7∆s1G7∆ ď Cδe
´5A{3 eµa
a
.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 9.14: Substituting Lemma 9.5 by Lemma 9.8,
one first shows that for every n0 ´ 1 ď k ď n´ 2, one has
E7nbabrBk,n1G1totn |FBks1G7∆ ď Cδηe
´AE7nbabrBtotk 1G1totk |F
7
∆s1G7∆ , (9.20)
which, by a recurrence similar to (9.11), yields the lemma.
Lemma 9.20. For large A and a, P7nbabppG1totn1 qc |F 7∆q1G7∆ ď 1{a.
Proof. Similarly to the proof of Lemma 9.15, but using Lemmas 5.8 and 5.9 instead of Propo-
sition 6.2, we have for large A and a,
P7nbabpG1totn´1zG1totn |F 7∆q1G7∆ ď CδE
7
nbabrBtotn´21G1totn´1 |F
7
∆s1G7∆e
A´µa{a ď Cδa´2,
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 9.19 and (6.3). The lemma now follows by
induction over n.
Lemma 9.21. Suppose (HB70). Then PpG71q ě 1´ ε4{3 for large A and a.
Proof. By Lemma 9.5, Corollary 9.6 and the union bound we have
PpDn ď n0 : Nptnq ă N, GZ,n0 , GU q ď Cδe´A. (9.21)
Furthermore, by Lemma 9.8, we have
PpDn0 ă n ă n1 : Nptnq ă N or NpΘ1q ă N, G∆q ď Cδη{ε ď Cδe´A, (9.22)
by (6.3) and (6.2). Now, by Proposition 5.2 and Lemmas 9.9 and 9.17,
E7nbabrZtotΘ11G1totn1 |F
7
∆s1G7∆ ď C
´
Znwtn0
` Cδaeµa
n1´1ÿ
n“n0´1
E7nbabrBtotn 1G1totn |F 7∆s
¯
1
G7∆
ď CeA{2 ` Cδ ď CeA{2,
(9.23)
by Lemma 9.19. Similarly, we get
E7nbabrY totΘ1 1G1totn1 |F
7
∆s1G7∆ ď Ce
A{2{a. (9.24)
Moreover, we have by Lemma 9.19,
E7nbabrpBtotn1´1 `Btotn1 q1G1totn1 |F
7
∆s1G7∆ ď Cδe
µa´5A{3{a.
Setting X “ P
´
BtotrΘ1,Θ1`t1s ď e´Aeµa{a
ˇˇˇ
FΘ1
¯
, we then have Erp1 ´ Xq1
G7nbabXG1totn1 XG
7
∆
s ď
Cδe
´2A{3 by Markov’s inequality. Applying the Markov inequality once more to X as in the
proof of Lemma 8.1 yields
PpX ď 1´ ε2, G7nbab XG1totn1 XG7∆q ď Cδε´2e´2A{3 ď Cδε2, (9.25)
by (6.2). The lemma now follows from (9.21), (9.22) and (9.25), Lemmas 9.17 and 9.20 and
Markov’s inequality applied to (9.23) and (9.24).
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9.4 Proofs of the main results
Proof of Lemma 9.1. The property about Z0 and Y0 follows as in the proof of Lemma 8.8
from (8.21). Moreover, again as in the proof of Lemma 8.8, we have by (8.21), (8.23) and
(8.25), for every i ď reδN s,
PpN it1 ă N, Rt1 “ 0q ď Cδe´A{a and PpRt1 ą 0q ď CδeA{a,
where we denote the initial particles by 1, . . . , reδN s. By the independence of the particles,
we now have,
ErB01pRt1“0qs ď
reδNsÿ
i“1
PpN it1 ă N, Rt1 “ 0qEXip0qrL01pRt1“0qs
ď Cδpe´A{aqeµaErY0s ď Cδeµa{a2,
by (8.21). Setting X “ P
´
B0 ď e´Aeµa{a
ˇˇˇ
F0
¯
, we then have Er1 ´ Xs ď CδeA{a
by Markov’s inequality. Applying Markov’s inequality once more to X as in the proof of
Lemma 8.1 yields the lemma.
Proof of Proposition 9.2. Exactly the same reasoning as in the proof of Proposition 8.2, but
using Lemma 9.21 instead of Lemma 8.14.
Proof of Proposition 9.3. Define ρ “ xαe´2δ , such that p1`µρqe´µρ ď αe´2δp1` op1qq. As in
the proof of Proposition 8.3 (see (8.57)), it is enough to show that
sup
νPG70
sup
těeAa2
PνpN tott pρq ą αN, T ą tq ď Cδε5{4, (9.26)
for large A and a. Let ν P G70 and t ě eAa2. If t ą
?
εa3, then the above probability is
bounded by Cε2 by Proposition 6.2. Suppose therefore that eAa2 ď t ď ?εa3 and writepP “ Pp¨ |T ą tq. By definition, we have p1 ` xαqe´xα “ α. Let n be the largest integer
such that tn`1 ă t; note that n ě 1 for large A. By Lemmas 6.9 and 6.12 together with
Chebychev’s and Markov’s inequalities, (6.2) and (6.1), we have for large A and a,
pPp|e´AZtn ´ 1| ď ε1{8, Ytn ď e4A{3{aq ě 1´ Cδε5{4. (9.27)
And as in the proof of Lemma 9.16, the same holds for Zgrtn and Y
gr
tn as well, which yieldspPp|e´AZwgtn ´ 1| ď ε1{8, Y wgtn ď e4A{3{aq ě 1´ Cδε5{4, (9.28)
Lemmas 5.8 and 9.9 and Corollary 6.7 then show that PpRtotrtn,ts ą 0q ď op1q.
Let N 1wgt prq be the white and grey particles to the right of r at time t which descend
from the white and grey particles at time tn and which have not hit a between tn and t. By
Proposition 5.3 and Corollary 6.7, we have for large A and a,
pErN 1wgt pρq |Ftns ď e´δ{2αNe´AZwgtn , (9.29)yVarpN 1wgt pρq |Ftnq ď Cδ,αα2N2e´2Apa´1Zwgtn ` Y wgtn q. (9.30)
Chebychev’s inequality and (9.28) then give for large A and a,
PpN 1wgt pρq ą e´δ{4αNq ď Cε5{4. (9.31)
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Furthermore, denote by N 1bluet prq the number of blue particles to the right of r at time t
which have turned blue after tn ` a2 and which have not hit a between tn and t. Then by
Lemma 9.11 and (9.3), we have
pErN 1bluet pρq |Ftns
ď Cδe´ApK{a` e´AY wgtn q
ÿ
pu,sqPN wgtn
ż t
tn`a2
pErLrτ,τ`dτ spu, sqsE0rNt´τ pρqs
ď Cδe´ApK{a` e´AY wgtn q
ÿ
pu,sqPN wgtn
eµXupsq
ż d
a2
Iapa´Xupsq, dτqE0rNt´tn´τ pρqs,
(9.32)
where we set d “ t´tn. Note that pK`3qa2 ď d ď 2pK`3qa2. By Lemma 3.2 and Girsanov’s
theorem, we have now for every τ ě 0,
E0rNτ pρqs “ eβ0mτW 0´µpXτ ą ρq “ e
pi2
2a2
τW 0re´µρ1pXτąρqs “ e
pi2
2a2
τ
ż 8
ρ
e´µzgd´τ pzq dz,
(9.33)
where gτ pxq “ p2piτq´1{2e´x2{p2τq is the Gaussian density with variance τ . If τ ě a2, then
supz gτ pzq ď C{a, such that for every x P r0, as and z ě ρ,ż d´a2
a2
Iapa´ x, dτqgd´τ pzq ď Ca´1Iapa´ x, ra2, d´ a2sq ď CKa´1 sinppix{aq, (9.34)
by Lemma 2.1. Moreover, by Lemma 2.1, we have Iapa´x,dτq ď Ca´2 sinppix{aq dτ for every
τ ě a2, such thatż d
d´a2
Iapa´ x,dτqgd´τ pzq ď Ca´2 sinppix{aq
ż a2
0
τ´1{2 dτ ď Ca´1 sinppix{aq. (9.35)
Equations (9.32), (9.33), (9.34) and (9.35) now yield
pErN 1bluet pρq |Ftns ď Ce´µρeµa´Aa´2pKa´1 ` e´AY wgtn qZwgtn
ď Cδαe´2ANp1` ae´AY wgtn qZwgtn .
(9.36)
Furthermore, if N restt pρq denotes the particles to the right of r at time t descending from those
turning blue between tn´1 and tn ` a2, then by (9.33) and the supremum bound on gτ pzq,pErN restt pρqGtotn s ď Cδa´1e´µρErpBtotn `Btotn´1q1Gtotn s ď Cδαe´AN, (9.37)
by Lemma 9.14. Markov’s inequality applied to (9.37) and (9.36) together with (9.28), Lem-
mas 9.15 and 9.7 give
PpN restt `N 1bluet ą εαNq ď Cδε2, (9.38)
by (6.2). The statement now follows from (9.31), (9.38) and the above-mentioned bound on
PpRtotrtn,ts ą 0q.
Proof of Lemma 9.4. By definition, the B7-BBM and C7-BBM coincide until Θn on the set
G7n. By Proposition 9.2, we have PpG7nq ě 1 ´ nε1` for some numerical constant  ą 0
and by the coupling of pΘnqně0 with a Poisson process of intensity pBeApi „ ε´1, we have
PpΘε´1´{2 ą ε´{4q Ñ 1, as A and a go to infinity. Propositions 9.2 and 9.3 then readily
transfer to the C7-BBM.
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10 The N-BBM: proof of Theorem 1.1
We will first establish a monotone coupling between the N -BBM and a class of slightly
more general BBM with selection which includes the B5-BBM from Section 8 and the C7-BBM
from Lemma 9.4. In a second part, Theorem 1.1 is proven.
10.1 A monotone coupling between N-BBM and more general particle
systems
A selection mechanism for branching Brownian motion is by definition a stopping line L ,
which has the interpretation that if pu, sq P L , we think of u being killed at the time t. The
set of particles in the system at time t then consists of all the particles u P N ptq, which do
not have an ancestor which has been killed at a time s ď t, i.e. all the particles u P N ptq
with L ň pu, tq.
Now suppose we have two systems of BBM with selection, theN`-BBM and theN´-BBM,
whose selection mechanisms satisfy the following rules.
1. Only left-most particles are killed.
2. N`-BBM: Whenever a particle gets killed, there are at least N particles to its right
(but not necessarily all the particles which have N particles to their right get killed).
N´-BBM: Whenever at least N particles are to the right of a particle, it gets killed (but
possibly more particles get killed).
Let νt` , νt´ and νNt be the counting measures of the particles at time t in N`-BBM, N´-
BBM and N -BBM, respectively. On the space of (finite) counting measures on R we denote
by ĺ the usual stochastic ordering: For two counting measures ν1 and ν2, we write ν1 ĺ ν2
if and only if ν1prx,8qq ď ν2prx,8qq for every x P R. If x1, . . . , xn and y1, . . . , ym denote
the atoms of ν1 and ν2 respectively, then this is equivalent to the existence of an injective
map 8 φ : rns Ñ rms with xi ď yφpiq for all i P rns. Furthermore, for two families of counting
measures pν1ptqqtě0 and pν2ptqqtě0, we write pν1ptqqtě0 ĺ pν2ptqqtě0 if ν1ptq ĺ ν2ptq for every
t ě 0. If pν1ptqqtě0 and pν2ptqqtě0 are random, then we write pν1ptqqtě0 stĺ pν2ptqqtě0 if there
exists a coupling between the two (i.e. a realisation of both on the same probability space),
such that pν1ptqqtě0 ĺ pν2ptqqtě0.
Lemma 10.1. Suppose that ν´0
st
ĺ νN0
st
ĺ ν`0 . Then pνt´ qtě0
st
ĺ pνNt qtě0
st
ĺ pνt` qtě0.
Proof. We only prove the second inequality νNt
st
ĺ νt` , the proof of the first one is similar. By
a coupling argument and conditioning on F0 it is enough to show it for deterministic νN0 and
ν`0 . Let n` “ ν`0 pRq and let Π “ pΠp1q,Πp2q, . . . ,Πpn`qq be a forest of independent BBM trees
with the atoms of ν`0 as initial positions. We denote by N Πptq the set of individuals alive 9
at time t and by XΠu ptq the position of an individual u P N Πptq. Denote by N `ptq Ă N Πptq
the subset of individuals which form the N`-BBM (i.e. those which have not been killed by
the selection mechanism of the N`-BBM). We set νt` “
ř
uPN `ptq δXΠu ptq.
From the forest Π we will construct a family of forests
´
ΞT “ pΞp1qT , . . . ,ΞpNqT q
¯
Tě0
(not
necessarily comprised of independent BBM trees), such that
– if T1 ď T2, then the forests ΞT1 and ΞT2 agree on the time interval r0, T1s,
– the initial positions in the forest Ξ0 are the atoms of νN0 ,
– for every T ě 0, the N -BBM is embedded in ΞT up to the time T , i.e. for 0 ď t ď
T , if N Ξptq denotes the set of individuals 10 from ΞT alive at time t and XΞu ptq the
8. We use the notation rns “ t1, . . . , nu.
9. The term “alive” has the same meaning here as in Section 3.1.
10. Note that this does not depend on T .
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position of the individual u P N Ξptq, then there is a subset N N ptq Ă N Ξptq such
that pνNt q0ďtďT “
`ř
uPN N ptq δXΞu ptq
˘
0ďtďT is equal in law to the empirical measure of
N -BBM,
– for every t ě 0, there exists a (random) injective map φt : N N ptq Ñ N `ptq, such that
XΞu ptq ď XΠφtpuqptq for every u P N N ptq.
We will say that the individuals u and φtpuq are connected. If at a time t an individual
v P N `ptq is not connected to another individual (i.e. v R φtpN N ptqq), we say that v is free.
The construction of the coupling goes as follows: Since νN0 ĺ ν
`
0 , we can construct Ξ0,
N N p0q and φ0, such that for every u P N N p0q we have XΞu p0q ď XΠφ0puqp0q and the subtrees
Ξ
pu,0q
0 and Π
pφ0puq,0q are the same up to translation. We now define a sequence of random
times ptnqně0 recursively by t0 “ 0 and for each n, we define tn`1 to be the first time after tn
at which either
1. a particle of the N -BBM branches, or
2. the left-most particle of the N`-BBM dies without a particle of the N -BBM branching.
We then set Ξt “ Ξ0 and φt “ φ0 for all t P r0, t1q. Now, let n P N and suppose that
a) Ξt and φt have been defined for all t ă tn`1 and are equal to Ξtn and φtn , respectively,
b) for each u P N N ptnq, the subtrees Ξpu,tnqtn and Πpφtn puq,tnqtn are the same, up to translation.
Note that this is the case for n “ 0. We now distinguish between the two cases above, starting
with the second:
Case 2: The left-most particle w1 of the N`-BBM gets killed without a particle of the N -
BBM branching. If w1 is free, nothing has to be done. Suppose therefore that w1 is connected
to a particle w of the N -BBM. Then, since there are at most N ´ 1 remaining particles in the
N -BBM and there are at least N particles to the right of w1 in the N`-BBM (otherwise it
would not have been killed), at least one of those particles is free. Denote this particle by v1.
We then “rewire” the particle w to v1 by setting φtn`1pwq :“ v1 and define Ξtn`1 by replacing
the subtree Ξpw,tn`1qtn in Ξtn by Π
pv1,tn`1q
tn , properly translated. Note that we then have
XΠφtn`1 pwqptn`1q “ X
Π
v1ptn`1´q ě XΠw1ptn`1´q ě XΞwptn`1´q,
where the first inequality follows from the fact that w1 is the left-most individual in N`-BBM
at time tn`1 and the second inequality holds by hypothesis. See Figure 2.7 for a picture.
N -BBM
N`-BBM
w1
w
v1
Figure 2.7: The connection between the particles w of the N -BBM and w1 of the N`-BBM
breaks. By definition of the N`-BBM, there exists a free particle v1 to the right of w1 and w
is rewired to that particle.
If more than one particle of the N`-BBM gets killed at the time tn`1, we repeat the above
for every particle, starting from the left-most.
Case 1: A particle u of the N -BBM branches at time tn`1. By the hypothesis b), the
particle φtnpuq then branches as well into the same number of children. We then define
φtnpukq “ φtnpuqk for each k P rCus (recall that Cu denotes the number of children of u),
i.e. we connect each child of u to the corresponding child of φtnpuq. Now first define φ1tn`1
to be the restriction of φtn to the surviving particles. Then continue as in Case 2, i.e. for
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each particle w1 of the N`-BBM which gets killed and which is connected through φ1tn`1 to a
particle w of the N -BBM, rewire w to a free particle v1. In the end, we get φtn`1 .
In both cases, we then set Ξt “ Ξtn`1 and φt “ φtn`1 for each t P rtn`1, tn`2q. Note that
each time we are rewiring a particle, we rewire it to a particle whose subtree is independent
of the others by the strong branching property, whence the particles from N N ptq and N `ptq
still follow the law of N -BBM and N`-BBM, respectively. Furthermore, we have for every
ω P Ω: νNt pωq ĺ νt` pωq for every t ě 0. This finishes the proof.
10.2 Proof of Theorem 1.1
Let pνNt qtě0 be measure-valued N -BBM starting from the initial condition
(H0) at time 0, there are N particles independently distributed according to the density
proportional to sinppix{aN qe´x1pxPp0,aN qq, where aN “ plogN ` 3 log logNq.
Recall the definitions from the introduction. Let α P p0, 1q. We wish to show that the
finite-dimensional distributions of the process`
MNα
`
t log3N
˘˘
tě0 (10.1)
converge weakly as N Ñ 8 to those of the Lévy process pLtqtě0 stated in Theorem 1.1 with
L0 “ xα. We will do this by proving seperately a lower and an upper bound and show that
in the limit these bounds coincide and equal the Lévy process pLtqtě0.
Lower bound. Fix α P p0, 1q and δ ą 0. We will let N and in parallel A and a go to infinity
(in the meaning of Section 7) in such a way that N “ 2pieA`δa´3eµa and such that A goes
to infinity sufficiently slowly such that the results from Section 8 hold. We then have with
c “ logp2piq,
a “ aN ´ pA` δ ` c` op1qq, and µ “ µN ´ pi
2
a3
pA` δ ` c` op1qq. (10.2)
Let pν5t qtě0 be the measure-valued B5-BBM starting from the initial configuration (HB5K),
i.e. ν50 is obtained from te´δN u particles distributed independently according to the density
proportional to sinppix{aqe´µx1p0,aqpxq. An easy calculation now shows that ν50
st
ĺ νN0 for
large N , by (10.2). Now, if X5t denotes the barrier process of the B5-BBM, then pνt´ qtě0 “
pν5t ` µt ` X5t qtě0 is by definition an instance of the N´-BBM. Lemma 10.1 now gives for
large N , pν´qtě0 stĺ pνNt qtě0, which by definition implies
pquNα pνNt qqtě0
stě pquNα pνt´ qqtě0. (10.3)
Given 0 ď t1 ă . . . ă tn, we now define tNi “ a´3ti log3N , such that tNi Ñ ti for every i, as
N Ñ8. We then have´
MNα
`
ti log
3N
˘¯
i“1,...,n
“ ` quNα pνNti log3 N q ´ µN ti log3N˘i“1,...,n by definition
stě ` quNα pν´ti log3 N q ´ µN ti log3N˘i“1,...,n by (10.3)
“ ` quNα pν5a3tNi q `Xa3tNi ´ pi2pA` δ ` c` op1qqtNi ˘i“1,...,n by (10.2)
stě `xαe2δ ` Lti ´Opδq ` c˘i“1,...,n for large N,
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where the last inequality follows from Propositions 8.2 and 8.3, with pLtqtě0 being the Lévy
process from the statement of Theorem 1.1 starting from 0. Letting first N Ñ8, then δ Ñ 0
yields the proof of the lower bound.
Upper bound. The proof is analogous to the previous case, relying on Propositions 9.2 and
9.3 instead of Propositions 8.2 and 8.3. There are only two differences to notice: First, the
B7-BBM is not a realisation of the N`-BBM. However, the C7-BBM (defined in Lemma 9.4)
is such a realisation and by that lemma, Propositions 9.2 and 9.3 hold for the C7-BBM as
well. Second, if ν70 is distributed according to (HB
7
K), we do not have νN0
st
ĺ ν70. However, ifrνN0 is obtained from νN0 by killing the particles in the interval raN ´A2, aN s, then by (10.2),
a quick calculation shows that rνN0 “ νN0 with high probability and rνN0 stĺ ν70 as N goes to
infinity. This finishes the proof of the upper bound and of Theorem 1.1.
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Chapter 3
A note on stable point processes
occurring in branching Brownian
motion
1 Introduction
Brunet and Derrida [54, p. 18] asked the following question, which arose during the study
of the extremal particles in branching Brownian motion: Let Z be a point process on R, with
the following property they called “superposability”: Z is equal in law to TαZ ` TβZ 1, where
Z 1 is an independent copy of Z, eα ` eβ “ 1 and Tx is the translation by x. Is it true that Z
can be obtained from a Poisson process of intensity e´x dx on R by replacing each point by
independent copies of an auxiliary point process D (they called D the “decoration”)? More
precisely, can Z be written as
Z “
8ÿ
i“1
TξiDi, (1.1)
where pξiqiě1 are the atoms of the above-mentioned Poisson process and D1, D2, . . . are inde-
pendent copies of D and independent of ξ? This question was answered in the affirmative by
the author [116], and independently in the special case arising in branching Brownian motion
by Arguin, Bovier, Kistler [10, 11] and Aïdékon, Berestycki, Brunet, Shi [4]. The represen-
tation (1.1) was also shown for the branching random walk by Madaule [114], relying on the
author’s result. See also [98] for a related result concerning branching random walks.
Immediately after the article [116] was published on the arXiv, the author was informed
by Ilya Molchanov that the superposability property had a classical interpretation in terms
of stable point processes, and the representation (1.1) was known in this field as the LePage
series representation of a stable point process.
The purpose of this note is two-fold: First, we want to outline how (1.1) can be obtained
via the theory of stability in convex cones. Second, we give a succinct and complete proof of
(1.1) and an extension to random measures for easy reference.
2 Stability in convex cones
Let Y be the image (in the sense of measures) of Z by the map x ÞÑ ex (this was suggested
by Ilya Molchanov), such that Y is a point process on R` “ p0,8q. By the superposability
of Z, Y has the following stability property : Y is equal in law to aY ` bY 1, where Y 1 is
an independent copy of Y , a, b ě 0 with a ` b “ 1 and aY is the image of Y by the map
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x ÞÑ ax. If Y is a simple point process, one can see the collection of points of the point
process Y as a random closed subset of R`, and the stability property is then also known as
the union-stability for random closed sets (see e.g. [119, Ch. 4.1]).
Davydov, Molchanov and Zuyev [70] have introduced a very general framework for study-
ing stable distributions in convex cones, where a convex cone K is a topological space equipped
with two continuous operations: addition (i.e. a commutative and associative binary operation
` with neutral element e) and multiplication by positive real numbers. Furthermore, the two
operations must distribute and Kzteu be a complete separable metric space. For example, the
space of compact subsets of Rd containing the origin is a convex cone, where the addition is
the union of sets and the multiplication by a ą 0 is the image of the set by the map x ÞÑ ax
(see Example 8.11 in [70]). Furthermore, it is a pointed cone, in the sense that there exists a
unique origin 0, such that for each compact set K Ă Rd, aK Ñ 0 as aÑ 0 (the origin is of
course 0 “ t0u). The existence of the origin permits to define a norm by }K} “ dp0,Kq, with
d the Hausdorff distance in Rd. An example of a convex cone without origin (Example 8.23
in [70]) is the space of measures on Rdzt0u equipped with the usual addition of measures and
multiplication by a ą 0 being defined as the image of the measure by the map x ÞÑ ax, as
above.
A random variable Z with values in K is now called α-stable if a1{αZ ` b1{αZ 1 is equal
in law to pa ` bq1{α for every a, b ą 0, where Z 1 is an independent copy of Z and α P R.
With the theory of Laplace transforms and infinitely divisible distributions on semigroups (the
main reference to this subject is [25]), the authors of [70] then show that to every α-stable
random variable Z there corresponds a Lévy measure Λ which is homogeneous of order α,
i.e. ΛpaBq “ aαΛpBq for any Borel set B. Actually, Λ is a priori only defined on a certain
dual of K, and a considerable part of the work in [70] is to give conditions under which Λ is
supported by K itself. These conditions are satisfied for the first example given above, but
not for the second, since they require in particular that the cone be pointed. Moreover, and
this is their most important result, under some conditions satisfied by the first example, Z
can be expressed as its LePage series, i.e. the sum over the points of the Poisson process with
intensity measure Λ.
In order to get to the decomposition (1.1), one must then disintegrate the homogeneous
Lévy measure Λ into a radial and an angular component, such that Λ “ cr´αdrˆσ for c ą 0
and some measure σ on the unit sphere S “ tx P K : }x} “ 1u. This is also called the spectral
decomposition and σ is called the spectral measure. If σ has mass 1, then the LePage series
can be written as
Z “
ÿ
i
ξiXi,
where ξ1, ξ2, . . . are the atoms of a Poisson process of intensity cr´αdr and X1, X2, . . . are iid
according to σ, independent of the ξi. This is exactly the decomposition (1.1).
3 A succinct proof of the decomposition (1.1)
As mentioned in the introduction, we will give here a short proof of the decomposition
(1.1) and its extension to random measures. We hope that this proof will be more accessible
to probabilists who are not familiar with the methods used in [70]. Furthermore, the results
in [70] cannot be directly applied to give the extension of (1.1) to random measures, such
that it may be of interest to give a rigorous proof in that setting.
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3.1 Definitions and notation
We denote by M the space of boundedly finite measures on R, i.e. measures, which
assign finite mass to every bounded Borel set in R, and by N the subspace of counting
measures. It is known (see e.g. [66], p. 403ff) that there exists a metric d on M which
induces the vague topology and under which pM, dq is complete and separable (but not locally
compact). We further set M˚ “ Mzt0u, which is an open subset and hence a complete
separable metric space as well ([42], IX.6.1, Proposition 2), when endowed with the metric
d˚pµ, νq “ dpµ, νq ` |dpµ, 0q´1 ´ dpν, 0q´1|, equivalent to d on M˚. The spaces N and
N ˚ “ N zt0u are closed subsets of M and M˚, and therefore complete separable metric
spaces as well ([42], IX.6.1, Proposition 1).
For every x P R, we define the translation operator Tx : MÑM, by pTxµqpAq “ µpA´xq
for every Borel set A Ă R. Furthermore, we define the function M : M˚ Ñ R by
Mpµq “ inftx P R : µppx,8qq ă minp1, µpRq{2qu.
Note that if µ P N , then Mpµq is the position of the right-most atom of µ, i.e. Mpµq “
sup suppµ. It is easy to show that the maps px, µq ÞÑ Txµ and M are continuous, hence
measurable.
A random measure Z on R is a random variable taking values inM˚. If Z takes values in
N , we also call Z a point process. For every non-negative measurable function f : RÑ R`,
we define the cumulant
Kpfq “ KZpfq “ ´ logE rexpp´xZ, fyqs P r0,8s,
where xµ, fy “ şR fpxqµpdxq. The cumulant uniquely characterises Z ([66], p. 161).
Theorem 3.1. Let Z be a random measure and let Kpfq be its cumulant. Then Z is super-
posable if and only if for every measurable non-negative function f : RÑ R`,
Kpfq “ c
ż
R
e´xfpxqdx`
ż
R
e´x
ż
M˚
r1´ expp´xµ, fyqsTx∆pdµqdx, (3.1)
for some constant c ě 0 and some measure ∆ on M˚, such thatż
R
ex
ż 8
0
p1´ e´yq∆pµpA` xq P dyqdx ă 8, (3.2)
for every bounded Borel set A Ă R. Moreover, ∆ can be chosen such that ∆pMpµq ‰ 0q “ 0,
and as such, it is unique unless Z “ 0 almost surely.
Corollary 3.2. A point process Z is superposable if and only if it has the representation (1.1)
for some point process D satisfyingż 8
PpDpA` xq ą 0qex dx ă 8. (3.3)
If PpZ ‰ 0q ą 0, then there exists a unique pair pm,Dq, such that PpMpDq “ mq “ 1.
3.2 Infinitely divisible random measures
Our proof is based on the theory of infinitely divisible random measures as exposed in
Kallenberg [99]. A random measure Z is said to be infinitely divisible if for every n P N there
exist iid random measures Zp1q, . . . , Zpnq such that Z is equal in law to Zp1q` ¨ ¨ ¨`Zpnq. It is
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said to be infinitely divisible as a point process, if Zp1q can be chosen to be a point process.
Note that a (deterministic) counting measure is infinitely divisible as a random measure but
not as a point process.
The main result about infinitely divisible random measures is the following (see [99],
Theorem 6.1 or [67], Proposition 10.2.IX, however, note the error in the theorem statement
of the latter reference: F1 may be infinite as it is defined).
Fact 3.3. The random measure Z is infinitely divisible if and only if
Kpfq “ xλ, fy `
ż
M˚
r1´ expp´xµ, fyqsΛpdµq,
where λ PM and Λ is a measure on M˚ satisfyingż 8
0
p1´ e´xqΛpµpAq P dxq ă 8, (3.4)
for every bounded Borel set A Ă R.
The probabilistic interpretation ([99], Lemma 6.5) of this fact is that Z is the superposition
of the non-random measure λ and of the atoms of a Poisson process onM˚ with intensity Λ,
which is exactly the representation of Z as the LePage series mentioned in Section 2. It has
the following analogous result in the case of point processes ([67], Proposition 10.2.V), where
the measure Λ is also called the KLM measure.
Fact 3.4. A point process Z is infinitely divisible as a point process if and only if λ “ 0
and Λ is concentrated on N ˚, where λ and Λ are the measures from Fact 3.3. Then, (3.4) is
equivalent to ΛpµpAq ą 0q ă 8 for every bounded Borel set A Ă R.
In particular, the Lévy/KLM measure of a Poisson process on R with intensity measure
νpdxq is the image of ν by the map x ÞÑ δx.
3.3 Proof of Theorem 3.1
We can now prove Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2. For the “if” part, we note that (3.2)
implies (3.4) for the measure Λ “ ş e´xTx∆ dx, such that the process with cumulant given by
(3.1) exists. The superposability is readily verified. Further note that for point processes the
condition (3.3) is equivalent to (3.2).
It remains to prove the “only if” parts. Let Z be a superposable random measure. Then,
for α, β P R, such that eα ` eβ “ 1, we have
Kpfq “ ´ logErexpp´xZ, fyqs “ ´ logErexpp´xTαZ, fyqs ´ logErexpp´xTβZ, fyqs
“ Kpfp¨ ` αqq `Kpfp¨ ` βqq.
Setting ϕpxq “ Kpfp¨ ` log xqq for x P R` (with ϕp0q “ 0) and replacing f by fp¨ ` log xq in
the above equation, we get ϕpxq “ ϕpxeαq`ϕpxeβq for all x P R`, or ϕpxq`ϕpyq “ ϕpx` yq
for all x, y P R`. This is the famous Cauchy functional equation and since ϕ is by definition
non-negative on R`, it is known and easy to show [68] that ϕpxq “ ϕp1qx for all x P R`. As
a consequence, we obtain the following corollary:
Corollary 3.5. Kpfp¨ ` xqq “ exKpfq for all x P R.
Furthermore, it is easy to show that superposability implies infinite divisibility. We then
have the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.6. Let λ,Λ be the measures corresponding to Z by Fact 3.3.
1. There exists a constant c ě 0, such that λ “ ce´x dx.
2. For every x P R, we have dTxΛ “ exdΛ in the sense of Radon-Nikodym derivatives.
3. µpR`q “ 0 for Λ-almost every µ.
Proof. The measures Txλ, TxΛ are the measures corresponding to the infinitely divisible
random measure TxZ by Fact 3.3. But by Corollary 3.5, the measures exλ and exΛ correspond
to TxZ, as well. Since these measures are unique, we have Txλ “ exλ and TxΛ “ exΛ. The
second statement follows immediately. For the first statement, note that c1 “ λpr0, 1qq ă 8,
since r0, 1q is a bounded set. It follows that
λpr0,8qq “
ÿ
ně0
λprn, n` 1qq “
ÿ
ně0
c1e
´n “ c1e
e´ 1 “: c,
hence λprx,8qq “ ce´x for every x P R. The first statement of the lemma follows. For the
third statement, let In “ rn, n` 1q and I “ r0, 1q. By (3.4), we haveż 1
0
ΛpµpIq ą xqdx “
ż 1
0
xΛpµpIq P dxq ă 8.
By monotonicity, the first integral is greater than or equal to xΛpµpIq ą xq for every x P r0, 1s,
hence ΛpµpIq ą xq ď C{x for some constant 0 ď C ă 8. By the second statement, it follows
that
ΛpµpInq ą e´n{2q “ e´nΛpµpIq ą e´n{2q ď Ce´n{2,
for every n P N. Hence, řnPN Λ `µpInq ą e´n{2˘ ă 8. By the Borel-Cantelli lemma,
Λ
ˆ
lim sup
nÑ8
!
µpInq ą e´n{2
)˙
“ 0,
which implies Λpµpp0,8qq “ 8q “ 0.
Lemma 3.7. The measure Λ admits the decomposition Λ “ ş e´xTx∆ dx, where ∆ is a unique
measure on M˚ with ∆pMpµq ‰ 0q “ 0 which satisfies (3.2).
Proof. We follow the proof of Proposition 4.2 in [130]. Set M0˚ :“ tµ P M˚ : Mpµq “ 0u,
which is a closed subset ofM˚, and therefore a complete seperable metric space ([42], IX.6.1,
Proposition 1). By the continuity of px, µq ÞÑ Txµ, the map φ : M˚ Ñ M0˚ ˆ R defined
by φpµq “ pT´Mpµq,Mpµqq is a Borel isomorphism, i.e. it is bijective and φ and φ´1 are
measurable. The translation operator Tx then acts on M0˚ ˆ R by Txpµ,mq “ pµ,m ` xq.
If An “ tµ P M0˚ : µpr´2n, 2nsq ď 1{nu, then ΛpAn ˆ r´n, nsq ă 8 for every n P N by
(3.4). By the theorem on the existence of conditional probability distributions (see e.g. [100],
Theorems 5.3 and 5.4) there exists then a measure ∆0 on M0˚ with ∆0pAnq ă 8 for every
n P N and a measurable kernel Kpµ, dmq, with Kpµ, r´n, nsq ă 8 for every n P N, such that
Λpdµ, dmq “
ż
M˚0
∆0pdµqKpµ, dmq.
Moreover, we can assume in the above construction that Kpµ, r0, 1sq “ Kpµ1, r0, 1sq “ 1 for
every µ, µ1 PM0˚ and n P N, and with this normalization, ∆0 is unique. By Lemma 3.6, we
now have TxKpµ, dmq “ exKpµ, dmq for every x P R and µ PM0˚ . As in the proof of the first
statement of Lemma 3.6, we then conclude that Kpµ,dmq “ cpµqe´m dm for some constant
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cpµq ě 0, and by the above normalization, cpµq ” c :“ e{pe´ 1q. Setting ∆pdmq “ c∆0pdmq
then gives
Λpdµ, dmq “
ż
M˚0
∆pdµqe´m dm,
which finishes the proof.
The “only if” part of Theorem 3.1 now follows from the previous lemmas. If Z is a point
process, then Fact 3.4 implies that λ “ 0 and that Λ is concentrated on N ˚, hence ∆ as
well. Equation (3.2) then implies that ∆pµpAq ą 0q ă 8 for any bounded Borel set A Ă R.
In particular, this holds for A “ r´1, 1s. But since µ P N0˚ implies µpr´1, 1sq ą 0 and
since ∆ is concentrated on N0˚ , it has finite mass. If ∆ has mass zero, then Z “ 0 almost
surely. If ∆ has positive mass, set m “ log ∆pN ˚q. The measure ∆1 “ e´mTm∆ is then a
probability measure and Λ “ ş e´xTx∆1 dx. Furthermore, Z satisfies (1.1), where D follows
the law ∆1. Uniqueness of the pair pm,Dq follows from Lemma 3.7. This finishes the proof
of Corollary 3.2.
3.4 Finiteness of the intensity
If Z is a superposable point process and has finite intensity (i.e. ErZpAqs ă 8 for every
bounded Borel set A Ă R), then it is easy to show that the intensity is proportional to e´x dx.
However, in the process which occurs in the extremal particles of branching Brownian motion
or branching random walk, the intensity of the decoration grows with |x|e|x|, as xÑ ´8 [54,
Section 4.3]. The following simple result shows that in these cases, Z does not have finite
intensity.
Proposition 3.8. Let Z be defined as in (1.1). Then Z has finite intensity if and only if
ErxD, exys ă 8.
Proof. By Tonelli’s theorem,
ErZpAqs “ E
«ÿ
iPN
ErTξiDpAq | ξs
ff
“
ż
R
ErDpA´ yqe´ysdy “ E
„ż
R
DpA´ yqe´y dy

,
for every bounded Borel set A Ă R. Again by Tonelli’s theorem we haveż
R
DpA´ yqe´y dy “
ż
R
ż
R
1A´ypxqe´y dy Dpdxq “ xD,
ż
R
1A´yp¨qe´y dyy.
For x P R, x P A´ y implies y P rminA´x,maxA´xs. Since e´y is decreasing, we therefore
have
|A|e´maxAex ď
ż
R
1A´ypxqe´y dy ď |A|e´minAex,
where |A| denotes the Lebesgue measure of A. We conclude that ErZpAqs ă 8 if and only if
ErxD, exys ă 8.
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Errata
Chapter 2, Section 3.4. The last paragraph contains a wrong statement: Even if Rpxq ”
R, the function hpxq is in general not a harmonic function for the stopped process XH under
P x. The truth is that (for general bounded functions Rpxq) the process
Mt “ hpXt^Hq
hpxq exp
ˆ
´
ż t^H
0
RpXsqp1´QpXsqqds
˙
(3.5)
is a mean-one martingale under P x for every x P E . If we define the law P xh by a martingale
change of measure dP xh |Ft “Mt dP x|Ft , then the very last statement in that section remains
true, in that the law P xh is obtained from the law P xh by killing the process at the time-
dependent rate RpxqQpxq1ptăHq.
In order to prove the above, it is helpful to enlarge the space E : Let E be a copy of E
and denote the copy of an element x P E by x. We can view P x as a the law of a process on
E Y E with the generator
Lfpxq “ Lfpxq `Rpxqpfpxq ´ fpxqq and Lfpxq “ 0 for all x P E .
Here, L is the generator of X and f : E Y E Ñ R is any measurable function such that the
restriction of f to E is in the domain of L. We then define the function h : E Y E Ñ r0, 1s by
hpxq “ hpxq and hpxq “ hpxqQpxq for all x P E . The function h is then a harmonic function
for the stopped process XH under P x, which implies that for every x P E zF , we have
Lhpxq “ Rpxqp1´Qpxqqhpxq. (3.6)
Moreover, the law P xh is the h-transform of P
x. In particular, if Lh denotes the generator of
XH under P xh, we have for every x P E zF and f as above,
Lhfpxq “ hpxq´1Lphfqpxq “ hpxq´1Lphfqpxq´Rpxqp1´Qpxqqfpxq`RpxqQpxqpfpxq´fpxqq.
Now, (3.6) implies that the process Mt defined in (3.5) is a local martingale 1 and even a
martingale, because we assumed that Rpxq is bounded 2. This implies that the operator Lh
defined by
Lhf “ hpxq´1Lphfqpxq ´Rpxqp1´Qpxqqfpxq
is the generator of the process of the process XH under the law P xh defined above. This gives
Lhfpxq “ Lhfpxq `RpxqQpxqpfpxq ´ fpxqq,
which shows that the law P xh is indeed obtained from the law P xh by killing the process at the
rate RpxqQpxq1ptăHq.
1. See Lemma 3.1 in Z. Palmowski, T. Rolski (2002). A technique for exponential change of measure for
Markov processes. Bernoulli, 8(6), 767–785.
2. See Proposition 3.2 in the same paper.
Errata
Chapter 2, Section 5.5. The previous error entails an error at the beginning of the section:
Under the law rPxf , particles move according to the law obtained from Brownian motion with
drift ´µt (stopped at 0 and a) through a change of measure by the martingale
hpXt^H , t^Hq exp
ˆ
´
ż t^H
0
β0p1´QpXs, sqqds
˙
.
As a consequence, for Lemma 5.11 to remain true, the definition (5.51) needs to be changed
to read
epx, tq “ β0
ÿ
kě0
pk ` 1qp1´ hpx, tqk´1qqpkq ď β0pm2 `mqp1´ hpx, tqq
and with this estimate all the following ones remain true.
Corrections of some typographical mistakes
– p. 126, Figure 2.6: ...the probability that at time t there are less than N particles not
descending from u is bounded by Cδe´Apa´1 ` e´AY p0q, ut1 q.
– p. 127, first paragraph: For n ě 0 and 0 ď k ď n´ 2, we define Bk,n to be the number
of particles that turn blue at a time t P In, have an ancestor that turned blue at a time
t1 P Ik, have none that has hit 0 between tk`2 and tn, have not hit a between t1 and
tk`2 and did not break out between tk`2 and t.
– p. 133, first paragraph of Section 10.1: A selection mechanism for branching Brownian
motion is by definition a stopping lineL , which has the interpretation that if pu, tq P L ,
we think of u being killed at the time t. The set of particles in the system at time t
then consists of all the particles u P N ptq which do not have an ancestor which has
been killed at a time s ď t, i.e. all the particles u P N ptq with L ł pu, tq.
Chapter 3. Some typographical mistakes have been corrected in the published version.
Reference: [Pascal Maillard, A note on stable point processes occuring in branching Brownian
motion, Electronic Communications in Probability 18, no. 5, 2013]
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